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Abstract
Nuclear fusion is a nuclear reaction involving fusing of two or more light atoms into heavier
ones, a process which releases a tremendous amount energy. The knowledge of achieving fusion
based energy has come a long way thanks to the development of devices like the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER). For successful operations of ITER, they will
be equipped with diagnostic systems to monitor fusion reactions, many of which are optical.
Most optical diagnostic systems will be equipped with metallic first mirrors (FMs) with the
objective of directing the light from the fusion plasma towards the diagnostics through an optical
labyrinth in order to prevent neutron leakage. Being the initial elements in the optical diagnostics
however, the FMs will be subject to erosion from the charge-exchange neutrals. Moreover they
will also be deposited with reactor first wall materials (beryllium and tungsten) which would
significantly degrade their optical properties. The FMs would thus require a periodic cleaning
to maintain their optical efficiency, which is foreseen to be achieved by the means of an in-situ
cleaning technique. In-situ Plasma cleaning with capacitively coupled radio-frequency (CCRF)
discharges is one of the techniques adopted for achieving the FM cleaning. In addition to the
parasitic deposition, the FMs would also be exposed to high thermal loads owing to energetic
neutrons and gamma radiation, for which they would require to be actively water-cooled. The
electrical contact between the grounded water cooling lines with the FMs would lead to their
electrical grounding as well, disabling RF discharge generation. Additionally, ceramics are not
welcome between the FMs, vacuum and the water cooling pipes in ITER to decouple the ground
from the RF. As a coping strategy to achieve RF cleaning, the water cooling lines are expected
to be implemented in the form of a quarter-wavelength (λ/4) filter, commonly known as “notchfilter”. This would DC-ground the FMs while allowing the RF to propagate through them, in
spite of their physical contact with the grounded water cooling lines. DC-grounding the powered
electrode has a significant impact on the properties of the RF plasma and leads to an increase
of the plasma potential to several hundred volts depending on the applied RF power. This can
lead to substantial sputtering of the walls surrounding the FMs, which can get deposited on the
FMs impeding the mirror cleaning process. As the fusion plasma is compose of charged species
and is at a temperature over 150 million degrees, it is confined using a strong magnetic field
which will also be experienced at the FMs. This would significantly influence the properties of
RF plasma for the FM cleaning, and require thorough investigation.
The main objective of this thesis is to provide an exhaustive study of capacitively coupled
RF plasma for FM cleaning with the addition of a notch filter as well as in B field to emulate
the conditions of future fusion reactors. Experimental and simulation work was performed
with numerous international collaborations such as the Swiss Plasma Center in Lausanne, the
Wigner Institute of Physics in Budapest, National Institute for Laser, Plasma, Radiation Physics
(NILPRP) in Bucharest, University Hospital, Basel as well as ITER Organisation to obtain
results valuable to the fusion community.
The experimental investigations undertaken in this thesis has led to numerous outcomes.
To begin with, experiments were conducted with CCRF to investigate the cleaning of mirror
samples with ITER relevant contaminants : 1. oxides that appear on FM surface as a result
of steam exposure originating from a prospective coolant leak in vacuum vessel and 2. mixed
Be and W contaminants in varied proportions. Cleaning tests with different process gases

and ion energies in high vacuum conditions in Basel (steam ingress experiments) as well as
NILPRP (mixed Be-W experiments) to study the physical or chemical sputtering regime into
the removal of contaminants showed very promising results. After that, an experimental study
was carried out in the HV chamber in Basel investigating the properties of plasma when the
electrodes (representing FMs) are DC-grounded via a λ/4 filter. The experimental work was
bench-marked with Particle in Cell/Monte Carlo Collision simulations. The dielectric properties
of the electrode surface significantly influenced the plasma potential which ranged from 150 V for
conducting electrode to 20 V for an insulating electrode. Further, the plasma surface interactions
and impact of wall sputtering on DC-grounded FMs were studied on a First Mirror Unit (FMU)
mock-up developed in Basel. The FMU is a real size box to reproduce configuration of most
diagnostics at the front end, and is composed of a first mirror (M1) and a second mirror (M2)
to direct the light further into the diagnostic assembly. Plasma cleaning with λ/4 filter on the
FMU resulted in significant wall sputtering and deposition on FMs. Hence mitigation strategies
were developed in order to control wall sputtering and deposition, so as to achieve FM cleaning
with λ/4 filter. Firstly, experiments were conducted with different wall materials (tungsten,
aluminum and copper walls) to understand the impact varying physical properties (sputtering
energy threshold and erosion yield) on deposition. The physical properties of the metal as well as
their oxides were found to significantly influence the wall sputtering and their deposition on FMs.
Secondly, we investigated the influence of varying electrical properties of the walls (grounded
versus floating) on its sputtering and deposition on the mirrors. Using floating wall components
significantly minimized the wall deposition on the mirrors and allowed for an efficient plasma
cleaning of the FMs. Lastly, the influence of positioning a steel mesh between the FM and the
walls was investigated to confine the plasma and minimise ion flux on the walls. The resulting
ion flux measured at the wall decreased by over 60% and the FM was sputtered with a relatively
higher flux allowing for its efficient cleaning.
Thorough experimental investigations were conducted studying the plasma surface interactions in presence of an external B field using a superconducting magnet at SPC, Lausanne.
Presence of B field led to a non-homogeneous etching and increased the rate of surface erosion
by over 15 times at 0.1 T and over 80 times at 3 T. After, the distribution profile (directionality) of the particles sputtered from the electrode surface was studied in similar configuration at
3 T. This was done in order to study deposition of particles upon sputtering as a function of
B-field as well as surface topography (flat versus sawtooth). It was found that the deposition
of the sputtered particle increased by over 10 times and the direction of deposition modified
significantly in B field. The overall deposition could be reduced by structuring the surface in
a sawtooth shape, which leads to capture of the ejected particles. Finally, to investigate large
scale FMU mock-up in a high magnetic field, experiments were conducted in the 3 T Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) facility at University hospital, Basel. B field confined the plasma in
a cylindrical column and modified the wetted area on the FMU wall. M1 was observed to be
efficiently cleaned without wall deposition, while M2 had wall deposits 4 to 54 nm thick. The
net deposition on M2 was dependent on the angle between the electrode (M1) and B field.
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Introduction
The global energy demand has been growing exponentially in the past decades, which is being
largely fulfilled by technology based around fossil fuels. However, the fossil fuels remain non sustainable given their limited supply and a massive impact on the environment. One of the greatest
environmental problems associated with them is the emission of greenhouse gases, which has a
direct impact on global warming and climate change. Advancements in the renewable sources of
energy are helpful in replacing fossil fuels to meet the energy demands, and significantly limit the
carbon-intensive fossil fuels in the energy system in the short term. However, it is unlikely for
any single renewable technology to fill the gap between the growing energy needs and the supply.
Nuclear fission remains one of the major sources of energy free of greenhouse gases and serve
as a strong strong alternative to meet the energy demands dependent on fossil fuels. However,
nuclear fission also has its own downsides, in particular with issues attributed to radioactive
waste management as well as threat of long term human and environmental damage caused by
melt downs. Hence, it raises serious concerns in being a long term solution for energy.
Nuclear fusion is one of the most attractive alternatives and if often referred to as the
‘holy grail’ of energy for its superior benefits over almost all other energy sources. Controlled
nuclear fusion can release nearly four million times more energy than chemical reactions such as
burning of coal, oil or gas, and nearly four times than nuclear fission reactions at equal mass.
The fusion energy fuels are also widely available and nearly inexhaustible, making it extremely
sustainable. It doesn’t emit any green house gases making it extremely environmental friendly.
Fusion reactors produce no long lived radioactive waste as well as eliminate risks of meltdowns
produced by fission reactors. For all these reasons, scientists have been on the pursuit of cracking
fusion energy for the past decades. This pursuit has resulted in the ITER project which is a
collaborative experiment by over 35 countries and a budget of over 15 billion euros. It is a
experimental thermo-nuclear fusion reactor under construction in Cadarache (France), with the
the aim to demonstrate the potential of nuclear fusion as an energy output, paving paths for
commercial reactors in future.
In order to ensure success of the ITER project, it is necessary to acquire a proper control of
the fusion plasma which demands a large number of plasma diagnostic systems. Some of them
will be optical diagnostics. They will be equipped with certain metallic first mirrors (FMs)
embedded in the neutron shielding, forming an optical labyrinth. The FMs will reflect the light
from the fusion plasma towards the labyrinth of mirrors, and further towards the detectors, while
the radiological shielding would simultaneously stop the neutrons safeguarding the diagnostic.
Being the first element in the optical pathway, it is necessary for FMs to maintain high optical
properties in order to reflect the light from fusion plasma to the next mirrors with minimal
losses over the entire duration of ITER operation. However, due to their position, they will
1

2
also suffer from high particle fluxes and will also be subject to deposition from the first wall
materials, lowering their reflectivity to unacceptable levels. To avoid excessive damage from
charge exchange neutrals, FMs will be positioned far from the first walls of the tokamak, while
to recover the optical properties lowered by wall deposits, the FMs would undergo a regular
surface cleaning achieved by an in-situ plasma cleaning system. The plasma cleaning based on
RF discharges is the most promising technique for removal of surface deposits from the FM
surface while maintaining its surface properties.
This Ph.D. thesis was performed in close collaboration with the diagnostic division of ITER
organization and aimed at demonstrating RF plasma cleaning of real-size FMs in ITER relevant
conditions. With experimental and numerical collaborations with various institutes, the thesis
presents in depth study of physical processes involved in the surface cleaning of FMs in ITER.
The results obtained in thesis give significant insight into the implementation of RF discharge
cleaning technique in ITER.
The thesis begins with a basic introduction to nuclear fusion on earth, and the means to
achieve it via the concept of magnetic confinement in chapter 1. The same chapter also introduces
ITER, details the problems pertaining to the erosion/deposition of FMs in optical diagnostics as
well as presents the plasma cleaning technique to tackle the issue. Following this, the theoretical
concepts and plasma physics relevant to the doctoral work are presented in chapter 2. Further,
chapter 3 details the experimental systems and main characterization techniques used for the
experimental investigations used in this thesis.
In chapter 4, we discuss the capacitively coupled plasma cleaning of FMs in scope of ITER
relevant conditions and contaminants. The chapter presents experimental results in plasma
cleaning of steam ingressed FM samples and follows their optical recovery. Further on, experimental studies are done on lab grown beryllium and tungsten deposited samples as well
as JET-tokamak exposed samples, with practical deposit compositions. In ITER, some of the
FMs are foreseen to be integrated with mirror cooling lines in a quarter-wavelength fashion to
simplify the diagnostic engineering. The quarter-wavelength filter also called the ‘notch filter’
would DC-ground the FMs, having drastic impact on the RF plasma properties. In chapter 5,
the impact of such DC-grounding of FMs with notch filter on the RF plasma are investigated in
detail with experiments and kinetic simulations. Following the study of plasma physics, experiments are done in real sized FMU mock up in presence of a notch filter in chapter 6. The chapter
showcases problems associated with plasma cleaning with a notch filter, particularly deposition
of FMU walls on FMs as well as presents different techniques to mitigate the deposition.
In ITER, the plasma cleaning would be potentially performed in the presence of a ∼ 3 T
magnetic field. This would have direct implications on the plasma properties as well as the
surface cleaning. In chapter 7, we discuss experiments with FM cleaning done in 3 T magnetic
field achieved with the help of MRI facility at University Hospital in Basel. The experiments
were also performed in another FMU mock-up in presence of a notch filter. In chapter 8,
experimental results are presented pertaining to plasma surface interactions in magnetic field.
The erosion of FM surfaces as well as deposition pattern in magnetic fields are investigated in
detail. Finally, in chapter 9, the main conclusions and perspectives of this thesis are discussed.
The work performed in this thesis has offered 5 articles [1–5] to the scientific community
under the first authorship of Kunal Soni. Kindly cite these articles instead of the thesis for
relevant work. Enjoy reading this thesis!

Chapter 1

Diagnostic mirrors in nuclear fusion
reactor
1.1

Nuclear fusion

Nuclear fusion is a reaction in which two or more atoms fuse together to form heavier nuclei.
This reaction is accompanied with a release of energy E, which is given by Einstein’s energy
mass equivalence,
E = ∆mc2

(1.1)

where c is the speed of light and ∆m is the difference in the mass of the fusing atoms and the
final product. For atomic nuclei to undergo fusion, they need to overcome a large Coulomb
energy barrier that arises due to strong repulsive force between positive charged nuclei. The
Coulomb energy barrier can be overcome by raising the temperature of the reactants to the order
of a hundred million Kelvin. This energy barrier is largely dependent on the atomic number
of the fusing nuclei, i.e., larger the atomic number, greater is the Coulomb barrier. Hence for
commercially feasible nuclear fusion, hydrogen (H) isotope based reactants including deuterium
(D) and tritium (T) with a single positive charge make up the most favourable choice. There
are several fusion reactions that can be possible with the different fusing species (H, D and T).
However, D-T reaction is the most favourable as it has the highest cross-section (giving it higher
probability of occurrence), requires a low energy to fuse and results in significant amount of
energy release (17.6 MeV). The reaction can be summarised as follows,
D + T −→ He4 + n1 + 17.6 M eV

(1.2)

Very high temperatures (> 10 keV) are required to initiate a fusion reaction, under which
the D-T fuel is completely ionized forming a quasi-neutral plasma. The neutrons (n1 ) that are
produced in the D-T leave the plasma with nearly no interactions, while the α particles (He4 )
undergo collisions and heat up the plasma by transferring their energy Pα . However, a part of
this energy is lost (Ploss ) by radiations (such as Bremsstahlung radiation) and/or diffusion. To
compensate for such losses, external heating can be injected in the plasma, Pext . In a steady
state plasma, the power balance is then represented as,
3
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Ploss = Pα + Pext

(1.3)

The total efficiency of the fusion reactor is then given by Q, which is the ratio between the total
power produced and the total power supplied, i.e., Q = Pα /Pext . When Q = 1, break-even is
reached. As the plasma reaches the ignition point, the energy losses are totally compensated by
the energy produced by the α particle collisions. At this stage, no additional heating is required
as the plasma is self sustained (Q −→ ∞).
In order for plasma to reach the ignition temperature of 10 keV, it must satisfy the Lawson
criterion [6], i.e.,
nτc > 1020 m−3 s

(1.4)

where n is the plasma density and τc the energy confinement time (which is the total duration
wherein the plasma can be confined). As can be inferred from the equation 1.4, the Lawson
criterion can be satisfied by having very dense plasma for very short confinement times which
is the principle behind inertial confinement methods [7]. Alternatively, equation 1.4 can also
be satisfied by having lower density plasma for longer confinement times. This is the principle
behind magnetic confinement of plasma as it is composed of charged particles, and is the method
pursued for majority of fusion reactors including ITER. Magnetic confinement allows for longer
confinement times (order of several seconds), while having lower plasma density (∼ 1020 m−3 s).

1.2

Tokamaks

One of the designs capable of achieving magnetically confined plasma for fusion is the Tokamak.
It is a donut shaped vacuum vessel wherein the plasma is confined by generating strong toroidal
magnetic field using external poloidal magnetic coils. The schematic representation of a conventional tokamak can be observed in figure 1.1. Within the tokamak, the charge carriers experience
various drifts, which leads to instabilities in the plasma. The non uniformity of toroidal field
at the major and minor radius of the tokamak gives rise to the ∇B × B drift. This causes
separation of the ions and electrons, generating a vertical electric field. This further leads to a
E × B drift which pushes the charge carriers outwards. This is overcome by twisting the B-field
lines which can be done by adding a poloidal component to the toroidal field. In tokamaks, this
is done by running a toroidal current in the plasma itself, which generates a helical B-field as
indicated in figure 1.1. A solenoid placed in middle of the torus, which drives the plasma current
in a transformer action, wherein the inner poloidal coils act as the primary and the plasma as
the secondary circuits in the representative transformer. Within the tokamak, the primary step
to heat the fuel (D-T) mixture is to use ohmic heating. Once the temperature of the plasma
increases, additional sources of heating are required as ohmic heating becomes less efficient.
This is done via injection of high energy neutral beams or ion cyclotron resonance heating with
injecting RF waves.
In order to limit the plasma wall interaction in a tokamak and distribute the plasma heat
load, an external magnetic filed is used to create a so called ‘X-point’ where the poloidal field
disappears. The outermost poloidal field lines and consequently the scrape off layer containing
most of impurities is directed towards symmetrically positioned plates, referred to as the divertor
target. Using a tokamak configuration with the divertor allows for plasma-surface interactions
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a conventional tokamak. Image taken from [8]
to occur far from the fusion plasma. Most of the modern tokamaks including ITER have adopted
the tokamak design with divertor targets as can be observed in figure 1.2.
As can be understood, the selection of proper materials for plasma facing components within
the tokamak is critical. They must possess a high lifetime and prevent contamination of the
fusion plasma. Beryllium (Be) serves as a good material for the first wall, as it ensures a low
fuel retention, low Bremsstrahlung radiation losses, has high affinity to capture oxygen and is
thermally a good conductor. However, it is not ideal as a divertor target since it has a low
melting point (1560 K) and D-T as well as He can sputter Be. Tungsten (W) has extremely
low sputtering yield and a high melting point (3695 K), making it a good candidate for divertor
target as it can handle high particle flux and heat loads anticipated in the region. The plasma
can hence be composed of impurities that originate from erosion of Be and W from the internal
tokamak walls. The Be first wall and W divertor target in a tokamak can be observed in figure
1.2.
All the above mentioned designs are implemented in the state of the art tokamak : ITER.
It is a experimental thermo-nuclear fusion reactor designed to move towards commercial fusion
energy, producing 500 MW of fusion power for 400 seconds. While still under construction,
ITER is scheduled to run the first plasma in 2026, while the D-T operation is planned for 2035.
It’s main objective includes achieving a D-T plasma sustained through internal heating, with
Q ≥ 10. As an experimental reactor, it would allow development of technologies required for a
commercial fusion power plant.

1.3

Optical diagnostic systems and ‘First Mirrors’

Nearly 50 diagnostic systems will be utilized in ITER during real-time operation of the tokamak
to ensure a controlled fusion process [9]. Among them are the optical diagnostics, which are of
particular importance as they help in determination of fundamental plasma parameters like the
wall temperature, electron temperature and density, effective atomic number as well as impurity
concentration. Depending on the process of measurement, the optical diagnostics are classified
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Beryllium

Tungsten
Figure 1.2: Cross section of ITER tokamak, displaying the Be walls and W divertor.
as active or passive spectroscopic systems.
The plasma discharges in ITER are foreseen to be maintained for several hundreds of seconds
at very high temperatures, which would result in high levels of neutron production as well as
gamma, ultra-violet (UV) and X-ray radiations. Moreover, the flux of the energetic neutrons
reaching the diagnostic blocks can be as high as 1016 m−2 s−1 . To ensure diagnostic operation
under these harsh conditions, the systems would comprise of a labyrinth of metallic mirrors
embedded in a shielding material. The assembly of mirrors would allow transmission of light
from fusion plasma to the diagnostic systems [9], while considerable weakening the radiation
levels at the end of mirror labyrinth, preventing the diagnostic from neutron damage. The initial
mirror in the diagnostic mirror assembly is called ‘First mirror’ (FM). As the name suggests,
they would be the first and hence the closest elements of the optical diagnostic system to the
fusion plasma in ITER. A proposed layout of an optical diagnostic system (Charge-Exchange
Recombination Spectroscopy or CXRS) with FM assembly is indicated in figure 1.3. The optical
diagnostics would comprise of about 80 FMs located all around the ITER reactor, as can be
observed in figure 1.4. The FMs would cover a wide range of optical wavelength, from 5 nm to
100 µm, and their geometric size would vary from a few to several hundred square centimeters
depending on the diagnostic.
The FMs being the initial elements in the diagnostic systems, would be exposed to intense
radiation from fusion plasma, bombardment by charge-exchange neutrals (CXNs) and deposition
of impurities arriving from the eroded first wall (FW). The FMs are expected to endure these
conditions and maintain their optical properties over the entire operational time of ITER. As
FMs are the front end components, their degradation could result in a failure of the entire
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First Mirror

Plasma

Figure 1.3: Optical layout of the CXRS diagnostic showing the FMs. Image taken from [10]

Figure 1.4: Poloidal section of ITER with marked location of the FMs. Mirrors appear in the
image as textured rectangles. Image taken from [11].
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diagnostic, with impact reaching towards shut down of the fusion reactor. The main phenomena
believed to impact the FM optical properties are erosion from CX neutrals and deposition of
FW material [12, 13].
Plasma erosion
The surface of the FMs is prone to erosion caused by physical sputtering by energetic particles arriving from the fusion plasma. As the ions are confined within the magnetic field, the
sputtering is mainly driven by energetic neutrals such as CXNs which arrive with fluxes up
to 2 × 1019 m−2 . The average energies of these neutrals is estimated to lie between 200 and
300 eV [14, 15], while their maximum energies can reach as high as several keV [16] depending
on FM location in the reactor vessel.
The erosion of FM surfaces and their optical degradation is particularly dependent on their
crystalline structure. Sputtering of poly-crystalline materials, which have different grains in
random orientations, lead to formation of rough surfaces as each of the grains are eroded with
different rates. Formation of rough surfaces strongly decreases the FM reflectivity due to increase
in the diffuse reflection as discussed in chapter 2. As a result poly-crystalline materials don’t
react well to erosion in terms of optical reflectivity [16]. The FM material should hence have
small grain sized with similar orientations so that all the grains are sputtered homogeneously
under erosion. Based on these conditions, single crystalline material for their similar grain
orientations and nano-crystalline materials for their small grain size make good choices for
FMs, and have been observed to maintain their optical properties under erosion [16]. For their
capability of preserving good reflectivity under sputtering conditions, molybdenum (Mo) and
rhodium (Rh) [14] either in single- or nano-crystalline form are considered the prime candidates
for ITER FMs [17]. Due to high costs of Rh and delamination issues associated with nanocrystalline mirrors, single crystal Mo are primary choices for FM material. However nanocrystalline Rh is also a strong candidate for its additional properties such as resistance to steam
oxidation [1].
Deposition
In addition to erosion from neutrals, the FMs would also be subject to deposition from FW
materials, i.e., Be, W and their oxides. While most of the eroded material from FWs get redeposited close to its original location (i.e., on the FW), some of the eroded material can enter
the plasma and migrate to different locations including the diagnostic FMs.
There have been several studies in the past that investigated performances of FMs upon
deposition in ITER relevant conditions. Campaigns in JET-ILW indicate that FMs exhibit
strong losses in reflectivity mainly driven by deposition. The deposits include Be, C, D, N,
O and W on the FMs after the experiments, where Be is the main constituent [18]. The net
contamination on FMs depend on their location in the tokamak, wherein the deposition layer
can vary from being non existent with no impact on reflectivity to as high as several hundred
nanometers thick with a significant loss in reflectivity. In some cases they also observed drop in
reflectivity as high as 50–85% which is unacceptable for ITER operation. Studies done with Be
in the past have shown that deposition of Be on FMs even in low thicknesses as lead to strong
decrease in reflectivity [19]. In a recent experimental study done on JET-ILW, they observed that
the mirrors were coated with a thin co-deposited layer (20-30 nm) containing carbon, nitrogen,
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oxygen and traces of Be, while the external surfaces of mirror assembly had Be deposits over
100 nm thick [20].
Up until now, all the studies done in tokamaks or linear plasma devices in ITER relevant conditions have displayed varied degrees of reflectivity loss of FMs. The loss is linked directly with
the material properties as well as the thickness of deposition: higher the amount of deposition,
stronger is the impact on optical properties. While both erosion and deposition contribute to
losses in mirror reflectivity, predicting the amount of either on a mirror surface is a complex task
with several unknowns and uncertainties. For instance, simulations done on the Monte-Carlomirror code for the motional Stark effect diagnostic in 2008 indicated a net deposition of Be layer
on the FM surface at roughly 200 nm in one year of ITER operation [21]. In contrast, MonteCarlo simulations of erosion-deposition on ITER port plug surfaces performed by Kotov et al
in 2016 indicated that most mirrors in the main chamber are under erosion dominated regimes,
despite rates of gross Be deposition as high as 0.1 nm s−1 [22, 23]. These simulations consider
neutral particle transport within a fixed plasma background. Based on the flux estimates of
ITER edge plasma, a study was performed for the FM of the Hα main chamber spectroscopy
system using the Zemax OpticStudio software [24]. They concluded that most mirror surface
is under net erosion condition, while the edges are dominated by net deposition. However,
they used a simplified approach to erosion and deposition, with average particle energy instead
of a complete energy distribution. In 2021, a group from Forschungzentrum Julich used 3D
Monte-Carlo code ERO2.0 [25, 26] to model the plasma surface interactions and local impurity
transport in the plasma. They simulated various different cases with initial conditions, wherein
the gross Be erosion from the FW ranged from 1.1 × 1021 to 1.6 × 1024 Be/s [27]. For instance
in the reference case, the maximum D flux is of the order of 2 × 1021 m−2 s−1 , where the gross
Be erosion on the FW is 1.5 × 1023 Be/s. Here 90 % of Be eroded from the FW is re-deposited
back on the FW, while the remaining 10 % is deposited on the divertor. The net Be flux on
certain panels of the FW is as high as 2 × 1021 m−2 s−1 , which leads to a Be deposition rate
of 15.6 nm s−1 , which is two orders of magnitude larger than that obtained by Kotov. Hence,
contaminant deposition can be a very serious issue for diagnostic operation, calling for research
on deposition mitigation techniques and the surface recovery of FMs in light of ITER. This also
makes up a major scope this Ph.D. thesis.

1.4

First mirrors : mitigation and recovery

The high deposition rates on FMs need to be minimised in order to preserve their functionality
during ITER operation. For that purpose, several mitigation techniques have been under investigation. One of the technique is gas puffing in front of the FMs [28]. While it is a promising
technique, it is not the main technique considered for implementation in ITER. Another technique is using shutters, which will close in between measurements [29]. However, they will protect
the FMs only when the measurements are not required. In addition to mitigation techniques,
specific geometries of FMs and diagnostic ducts are under investigation to minimise deposition.
Kotov, based on his simulations, proposed to recess the FMs as far as possible towards the end
of the diagnostic ducts [30]. Within diagnostic ducts with length L and diameter D, the Be
deposition can be strongly attenuated for large L/D ratios (attenuation factor as high as 5000
for L/D= 30). The attenuation factor can be almost increased ten times, by addition of fins
to the duct. However, experiments performed based on Kotov’s simulation proposal exhibited
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contradictory trends [31]. Hence, despite mitigation techniques and customised geometries, the
parasitic deposition on FMs cannot be completely eliminated. For this reason an in situ mirror
cleaning technique will be implemented in ITER [32]. Plasma and laser cleaning [33, 34] are
among the thoroughly researched techniques, with plasma cleaning being the most promising
one [35].
There has been a considerable amount of study on FMs and their surface cleaning in the
recent years. One of the most effective ways of removing dust from the mirror surface by
plasma sputtering is done using the mirror itself as the electrode, applying direct current (DC),
pulsed DC or alternating current (AC) directly on it. The ionization of the process gas as a
result, produces a local discharge. Research led by a group in Kurchatov Institute [36] used
Penning discharge where DC or pulsed DC is applied on the FM which serves as cathode, the
second mirror being the counter electrode. The system was able to efficiently clean 200 nm
aluminium (Al) deposits from Mo mirror placed at discharge voltages upto 750 V. However DC
caused surface charging of insulating deposits resulting in dielectric breakdown leading to severe
degradation of the mirrors. This issue could be solved by employing pulsed DC. In a recent study,
they also showed that the highest cleaning efficiency with DC and pulsed DC is attained when
the cathode elements of the discharge cell and entrance mirror are electrically isolated from the
diagnostic port walls [37]. Another technique into achieving plasma cleaning is by feeding RF
to the mirror (typically with frequencies between 13.56 and 81.4 MHz) in a capacitively coupled
discharge, and is the subject of research of several laboratories around the world, as well as the
majority of this Ph.D. thesis. Experiments have been performed in the past investigating the
effectiveness of the technique both with and without magnetic fields with favorable outcomes.
Research conducted at University of Basel in the past, led to successful cleaning of ITER relevant
contaminants i.e. Al (as a Be proxy) and W from FM samples using argon (Ar) plasma [38].
Further, to test its efficacy on Be deposits, experiments were also conducted in the JET-BeHF
with helium (He) and/or Ar plasma with positive results [39]. It was possible to significantly
reduce the deposit thickness, often removing it completely and recovering the mirror reflectivity
in turn. In another publication, the team reported successful cleaning of Be contaminated Rh
and Mo mirrors using D2 plasma at different ion energies [40]. The group at Ioffe Institute
in St. Petersburg showed promising results in using CCRF plasma cleaning without magnetic
field [41]. They were able to establish a correlation between the applied frequency and the
effective sputtering rates of contamination and mirror materials using the ion current density
and ion energy distribution function. They also predicted He to be a good candidate for cleaning
Mo mirrors from Be deposits, for its high Be/Mo sputtering rate ratio, in the frequency range
of 80 to 100 MHz. In a recent study they demonstrated cleaning of BeO deposits with CCRF
plasma using D and He projectiles [42]. They obtained a sputtering rate of BeO as 0.5 nm/h
with He and 0.8 nm/h with D plasma, and concluded that the contaminants in ITER films will
have higher sputtering rate than expected for pure bulk BeO. A group from Institue of Plasma
Physics in Hefei, China performed cleaning experiments on an edge Thompson scattering (ETS)
mirror mock up in EAST tokamak to investigate the reliability of the CCRF plasma cleaning
technique in tokamak environment with magnetic field [43]. Upon utilization of Ne plasma with
a 1.7 T magnetic field in EAST tokamak, they were able to homogeneously remove aluminum
oxide films (used as beryllium proxy). The reflectivity of the mirrors was fully recovered upon
cleaning in EAST tokamak with magnetic field and the cleaning efficiency was found to be 40
times higher than without magnetic field. In a recent study, they performed further cleaning
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Figure 1.5: Schematic of the (a) 55.E1 CXRS Core first mirror unit displaying the RF cleaning
system on FM and (b) 55.GE Div. Flow Monitor first mirror unit. Image taken from [51].
of large size and curved FMs exposed EAST tokamak [44]. They were able to successfully and
homogeneously remove contaminants on FMs after 3 experimental campaigns in EAST as well
as recover reflectivity by up to 95%. Peng et al. in another study showed that both single crystal
Mo and Rh FMs can preserve reflectivity at high (4 × 1021 cm−2 ) as well as low He ion fluences
(2 × 1021 cm−2 ) with respect to plasma cleaning in ITER [45]. Finally, a group from TNO,
Netherlands developed a mockup in representative geometry of the FM cleaning system for the
Upper Wide Angle Viewing System (UWAVS) diagnostic in ITER [46]. With the application
of 30–60 MHz RF discharges and He as the process gas, they were able to remove 10–20 nm
thick Al coatings from FM samples at the rate of 1.5–3 nm/hour. Using similar parameters,
they were also able to remove 10–20 nm thick W coatings from FM samples at a rate of 0.3–
0.5 nm/hour [47]. These sputter rates were around 10 times lower than achieved with Ar as
the process gas [38]. In their latest research they observed that upon plasma cleaning with the
previous discharge parameters, the material sputtered from the FM was deposited at various
locations and on the second mirror with an estimated rate of 0.05 nm/hour or lower [48]. In a
recent study, they also demonstrated the feasibility of 30–60 MHz RF discharge cleaning with
He, Ar and Ne for the Visible Spectrocopy Reference System (VSRS.55.E6) [49]. Shigin et al. in
a recently published article, gives a good overview of the recent developments in the work plan of
the first mirror R&D [50]. The designs of some first mirror units including the implementation
of RF cleaning is presented in figure 1.5.
The FMs in ITER would be exposed to high thermal loads caused by neutron and gamma
irradiation, for which the mirrors would also need to be actively water-cooled. This significantly
complicates the engineering of the diagnostic systems. As the water cooling lines are metallic
and their physical contact with the FMs leads to RF grounding, making it impossible to generate
a RF discharge. Furthermore, ceramics is not wished to be installed between the water pipes and
the FMs in ITER, to decouple the ground from the RF. As a coping strategy, the water cooling
lines are expected to be implemented in the form of a quarter-lambda filter, commonly known as
“notch filter” [50]. This would DC-ground the FMs while allowing the RF to propagate through
them, in spite of their physical contact with the grounded water cooling lines [52,53]. A proposed
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Figure 1.6:
Proposed scheme of integrating the water cooling lines in the FMs in a λ/4
configuration within ITER. Image taken from [52].
scheme to integrate the water cooling as notch filter in the FMs can be observed in figure 1.6.
DC-grounding of FMs, however, generate a whole another set of challenges. Most significantly,
it leads to an increase of the plasma potential to several hundred volts depending on the applied
RF power (in contrast to a few tens of volts observed in typical highly asymmetric capacitively
coupled discharge (CCP)) [54–57]. The high plasma potential can lead to a significant increase
in the sputtering of the walls surrounding the FMs in the first mirror units, which would get
re-deposited on the FMs during the mirror cleaning process. This could significantly degrade
the efficiency of net cleaning of the FM’s surface over time. There have been very few studies
have focused around the plasma cleaning of FMs in the presence of a notch filter. Dmitriev et al.
published promising results about the feasibility of the water cooling lines implemented as notch
filter for ITER FMs using 81.36 MHz RF neon discharge at 1 Pa [58]. They demonstrated that
Al/Al2 O3 deposits (used as a proxy for Be/BeO deposits [59]) could be removed from the water
cooled mirror surface by 100 eV Ne+ ions at a 4 W cm−2 surface power density. Chen et al. also
reported mirror cleaning with discharges employing a notch filter in the EAST tokamak [60].
Successful cleaning tests with DC grounding of the powered electrode were also reported by
Moser et al. [38]. Studies of RF discharges with DC-grounded FMs and the consequent plasma
cleaning of FMs as well as wall sputtering in ITER relevant conditions will make up the majority
of this Ph.D. thesis.

Chapter 2

Theoretical background
2.1

Low-temperature plasma

Plasma is a fundamental state of matter consisting of a pool of ions, electrons and neutrals in a
net equilibrium state. It is the most abundant form of ordinary matter in the universe, making
up most of stars, interstellar medium etc. For plasma to exist, ionization is necessary and the
degree of ionization αi is one of the defining parameters of the plasma. It is defined as,
αi =

ni
nn + ni

(2.1)

where ni and nn are the densities of ion and neutral species in the plasma. The αi can be as high
as 1 for fully ionized gas, like fusion plasma. However, in most low temperature plasma, the
gas is partially ionized with αi < 0.1 [61]. This also holds true for the plasma used throughout
this work. Another defining property of the plasma is its quasi-neutrality. The quasi-neutrality
ensures the negatively charged electron density (ne ) equals the positively charged ion density
(ni ) (assuming ions are singly charged) to within a fraction of a percent. Hence,
ni ≈ ne = n

(2.2)

where n is referred to as the plasma density. Plasma can be further categorized based on its
electron temperature Te . The plasma used in industrial applications as well as the one used in
this thesis is referred to as ‘cold’ plasma, as the Te is in the range of a few eV. Fusion plasma,
on the other hand, is ‘hot’ as its Te can reach upto a few keV. Another defining property of
a plasma is the equilibrium between electron and ion temperature, Te vs Ti . A fusion or hot
plasma is usually in thermal equilibrium, i.e., Te = Ti , while most cold plasmas are in a non
thermal equilibrium, with Te ≫ Ti . Hence, a typical low temperature plasma as one used in this
work would typically characterised by Te = 1 − 5 eV ≫ Ti with ne ∼ 1016 m−3 .
To maintain quasi-neutrality, the plasma actively tries to readjust the local charge distribution in response to a perturbation. Hence, the ions and electrons in the plasma would mobilise to
screen out electric fields brought about by perturbations. The distance over which this screening
can occur is referred to as the ‘Debye length’ [62], and is a fundamental length in plasma physics.
The sphere with the radius of Debye length, λD , is referred to as the Debye sphere, outside of
which the charges are screened. The debye length in a quasi-neutral plasma is given by,
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λD =

ϵ0 kTe
e 2 ne

1
2

(2.3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, e the electronic charge, and ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity.
A ionized gas is a plasma if it fulfills the condition ne λ3D ≫ 1.

2.1.1

Bulk plasma properties

In order to generate a low temperature plasma in a lab, a neutral gas has to be ‘ignited’ in a
vacuum chamber. This can be done by applying an electric field to the neutral gas. By default,
a neutral gas consists of very few charged particles, which can be accelerated via electric field
to start a collision cascade with the neutrals. This leads to formation of more ions, which also
undergo accelerations and collisions, causing an avalanche generation of charged particles. At
the same time, the charged particles are also lost due to recombination or diffusion to the walls,
and a steady state plasma is created. A plasma is electrically conductive due to its non-negligible
number of charge carriers and has a strong response to electromagnetic (EM) fields. While there
are several ways of generating plasma, we will restrict our discussion to radio frequency (RF)
plasma, which as the name suggests are generated with RF electric fields.
In order to start a collision cascade as described above, a gas ‘breakdown’ is necessary,
meaning that the number of charge carriers generated by collisions exceed the losses. Such
a breakdown requires optimal parameters and is particularly dependent on the gas pressure,
applied EM field and electrode gap. The EM field should be high enough for electrons to gain
sufficient energy to cause ionizations. The pressure should be large enough so that mean free path
for collisions is much lower than the electrode gap, ensuring sufficient collisions before electrons
are lost. However, if the pressure is too high, the collision frequency increases significantly and
the electrons lose their energies in a series on non-ionizing collisions. Hence, optimal parameters
are necessary to achieve breakdown. This is empirically described via the Paschen’s law, which
relates the breakdown potential Vb to the gas pressure p and the distance between electrodes d,
as
Vb =

Bpd
h 
log(Apd) − log log 1 +

1
γse

i

(2.4)

where A and B are experimentally determined constants, and γse is the secondary electron
emission coefficient. While this law is specific for DC breakdown, RF breakdown also works
in a similar manner with the main different being the absence of surface processes (secondary
electron emissions). These are not relevant at high frequencies due to electron confinement via
RF field oscillations. Hence RF Paschen curves are fairly independent of electrode material in
comparison to DC Paschen curves [63, 64].
Due to charge separation within the plasma, a potential is developed in the bulk plasma.
This average potential in the space between the charged species in a quasi-neutral plasma is
referred to as the plasma potential Vp . In absence of any external biasing (RF or DC), the ion
and electron fluxes in the plasma are equal. In this case the potential difference between the
electrode surface and plasma boundary is the floating plasma potential Vf , and is given by
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kTe
Vf =
log
2e



2πme
mi


(2.5)

where Te the electron temperature, me and mi the electron and ion mass, respectively. This is
also the constant potential that any insulating, or electrically isolated, surface would acquire
when exposed to a region of an unbiased plasma [62]. To get an estimate, for an argon plasma
with Te = 3 eV, Vf is 0.0012 V. Furthermore, the ion and electron densities have a characteristic
oscillation frequency within the plasma. In order to understand the concept, lets consider a
quasi-neutral plasma of positive ions and negative electrons in equilibrium. If a tiny group of
electrons is displaced with respect to the ions, the Coulomb force acts as a restoring force pulling
the electrons back. Ignoring the thermal motion of the electrons, it is possible to obtain the
electron plasma frequency ωpe via this restoring force as,

ωpe =

e2 ne
ϵ0 me

 12
(2.6)

In a similar manner, ion plasma frequency ωpi is defined as,

ωpi =

e 2 ne
ϵ0 mi

 12
(2.7)

It is the natural frequency of ion space charge and may play a role in the ion sheaths in front
of a wall [62]. To get an estimate of these frequencies, for an argon plasma with Te = 3 eV and
ne = 1016 m−3 , ωpi is roughly 21 MHz while ωpe is 5.6 GHz.

2.1.2

Plasma sheath characteristics

Due to a greater mobility of electrons, they leave the plasma faster than ions, and hence to
conserve the quasi-neutrality in the bulk plasma, the region in contact with plasma (walls or
electrode) charges up positively. This layer is called the ‘sheath’, and in this region the quasineutrality conditions fails. It has a greater density of positive ions, and hence an overall excess
positive charge, leading to a strong electric field that accelerates the ions towards the surfaces
it is in contact with, while repelling the electrons into the plasma. The thickness of such a layer
is several λD thick and its size depends on various characteristics of plasma. An illustration of
the scale of sheath as well as the potential drop is presented in figure 2.1.
An approximate value of the sheath thickness, Lsh , is given by the Child-Langmuir law [65,66]
as,
Lsh

2
=
3



2e
mi

1 
4

ϵ0
Ji

1
2

3

Vs 4

(2.8)

where Ji is the ion current density in the sheath and Vs is the mean sheath potential. For eg.
for a Te of 3 eV and argon plasma with n of 1016 m−3 , Lsh is typically between 1-20 mm.
Sheath modulation
In RF plasma, due to the driven RF potential, the sheath potential is RF modulated too. This
time varying sheath potential Vs (t) can, then be represented as
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Figure 2.1: A small potential perturbation at the edge of a plasma defining the scale length
(left) and a larger potential drop across a Child-Langmuir sheath (right). Image taken from [62].

Vs (t) = Vs + Ves sin(ωRF t).
(2.9)
Here Vs is the time averaged sheath potential, while Ves is the amplitude of the time varying
sheath potential. The excitation frequency f (= ωRF /2π) has a large influence on the sheath
behaviour and the modulation of the sheath potential [67]. The ion and electron plasma frequencies given by eq. 2.6 and 2.7, respectively are useful parameters to characterize the influence of
the excitation frequency.
In the low frequency region (usually kHz range) where the RF field frequency is smaller
than the ion plasma frequency (ωRF < ωpi ≪ ωpe ) both the ions and the electrons follow the
field oscillations in the sheath instantaneously. The transfer time of the ions to cross the sheath
is shorter than one RF period and the energy of the ions will be between a minimum and a
maximum energy determined by a minimum and a maximum sheath voltage. The ion transit
time τi , can be calculated as

τi = 3Lsh

mi
2eVs

1

2

(2.10)

Hence, in the low frequency region, the ratio of ion transit time and the RF period (τRF ) is
less than 1, i.e., τi /τRF < 1. Conversely, in the high frequency region (MHz range) the RF
field frequency is larger than the ion plasma frequency but smaller than the electron plasma
frequency or ωpi < ωRF ≪ ωpe . The ions cannot follow the field oscillations and their dynamic
behaviour is determined by the time averaged field in the sheath. In this case the ion transit
time is several RF periods, i.e., τi /τRF > 1. The energy of the ions is then determined by the
time averaged sheath potential. This is of course in the situation in which ions do not lose
energy by collisions in the sheath. The ion current is rather constant in time. The electrons are
able to react instantaneously to the field oscillations. Most of the RF period the sheath voltage
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is large so the electron current is negligible. The constant ion current is compensated by a short
electron pulse at the moment the plasma potential equals the electrode potential.
Sheath impedance
In RF plasma, the sheath potential oscillates with the excitation frequency ωRF and assumes
the waveform of the RF signal [68]. The waveform of the sheath potential depends strongly on
the nature of the sheath, i.e. whether it is resistive or capacitive. This is determined mainly by
the quantities Jc which is the conduction current density across the sheath, and Jd which is the
displacement current density. Jc is due to actual flow of electrons across the sheath and hence is
predominant in resistive sheaths, while Jd is due to displacement of electrons in a time-varying
electric field across the sheath and is hence predominant in capacitive sheaths. In other words,
a sheath is resistive if Jc ≫ Jd and capacitive if Jc ≪ Jd .
Jc takes into account contribution of both ions and electrons. As a rough approximation, let
us neglect the contribution of the electrons to the conduction current density. This implies that,
Jc ≈ Ji , where Ji is the ion current density across the sheath. According to the Child-Langmuir
law, the Ji is given by,


4ϵ0
Ji =
9

2e
mi

3

1

Vs 2
L2sh

2

(2.11)

The magnitude of the displacement current over many RF periods across the sheath can be
defined by,
ϵ0 ωRF Ves
Jd =
(2.12)
Lsh
This implies that,


Jc
2τRF
≈
Jd
9πLsh

Vs
Ves



2eVs
mi

 12
(2.13)

where τRF is the RF time period (with τRF = 2π/ωRF ). Now the time taken by the ions to
traverse the sheath, referred to as the ion transit time τi , is given by

τi = 3Lsh

mi
2eVs

1

2

(2.14)

Using this in the equation 2.13 we obtain,
Jc
≈ 0.2
Jd



Vs
Ves



τRF
τi


(2.15)

For a sheath with high potential, Vs ≈ Ves and we have Jc /Jd ≈ τRF /τi . Thus, if τi /τRF ≫ 1
the sheath tends to be capacitive, whereas, if τi /τRF ≪ 1 the sheath tends to be resistive. The
waveform of the sheath and plasma potential at grounded surfaces are identical. The waveforms
of plasma (and sheath) potentials for capacitive and resistive sheaths are shown in figure 3. For
typical plasma parameters with 13.56 MHz and 60 MHz RF frequencies, the τion /τrf is 20-30
making the sheath highly capacitive, which is the general case in this thesis.
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Figure 2.2: Image showing the waveform for Vp for capacitive (dashed) and resistive (dot-dash)
sheaths. Image taken from [57]
Sheath molding
The sheath over a homogeneous planar surface is correspondingly planar. However, with non
planar surfaces, particularly comprising of geometrical features with sizes on the order of or
larger than the sheath thickness, the sheath will try to wrap around the surface contour [69].
This property of sheath molding finds several applications in plasma processing such as coating
of curved surfaces, plasma immersion ion implantation etc. [70]. Particularly relevant for this
thesis is the plasma sheath interaction with metallic grids. They are used mainly for extraction
of ions from plasma and constitute the fundamental component in designs of ion and neutral
beam sources [71–73], ion thrusters [74] etc. The flux, energy and directionality of ions extracted
from the plasma depend critically on the shape of the meniscus or plasma-sheath boundary over
the grids.
The topography of the sheath meniscus is determined mainly by the ratio of the sheath
thickness Lsh and the grid hole width Wg [75]. The different scenarios of plasma-grid interaction
are illustrated in figure 2.3. When Lsh /Wg ≫ 1 as displayed in figure 2.3a, the sheath meniscus
over the grid holes remain nearly planar identical to that over a solid surface. The ion beam
departing the grids in this case is collimated (assuming the sheath is collisionless). On another
extreme, when Lsh /Wg ≪ 1 (figure 2.3b), the sheath meniscus follows the contour of the grid hole
boundary. In this particular case, the plasma leaks out of the grid holes and departing beam
is divergent. In the intermediate case where Lsh /Wg ∼ 1 (figure 2.3c), the plasma is largely
confined at the grids, but the sheath meniscus bends along the grid holes. The degree of the
sheath bending and the ion beam divergence increases as Lsh /Wg decreases. The directionality
of ion beam also depends considerably on the axial thickness of the grid holes (tg ) and in
particular on the aspect ratio tg /Wg [71]. When tg /Wg > 1 (figure 2.3d), the beam divergence
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of plasma molding around grid holes with different dimensions of sheath thickness Lsh , grid hold width Wg and axial grid hole thickness tg : (a) when
Lsh ≫ Wg with planar sheath meniscus, (b) when Lsh ≪ Wg with leaked plasma, (c) when
Lsh ∼ Wg with bent meniscus and (d) when Lsh ∼ Wg and tg > Wg leading to grid induced ion
neutralisations.
decreases as the diverged ions collide with the grid side walls and neutralise. This also increases
the neutral formation occurring due to ion collisions with the grounded grid, leading to an
increasing neutral flux and a diminishing ion flux in the departing beam. The degree of sheath
molding around the grids also influences the effective ion flux transparency of the departing
beam. With a planar sheath meniscus and a corresponding collimated ion beam (figure 2.3a),
the ion flux transparency is identical to the geometric transparency of the grid. However, with a
bent meniscus (figure 2.3c), the ion flux transparency of beam increases beyond the geometrical
grid transparency with the diverged ions contributing to the increased flux. The control of all
the above-mentioned ion beam properties give rise to a wide spectrum of plasma processing
applications. For instance neutral beam sources for anisotropic etching applications particularly
require collimated beams [76], while surface cleaning or coating via ion assisted beam deposition
make use of divergent beams [77].

2.1.3

Ion flux-energy distribution function

The ion flux-energy distribution function, commonly called the “ion energy distribution function” (IEDF), represents the distribution of the energy of ions crossing the sheath. Together
with the type(s) of ions, the IEDF primarily defines the processes that take place at the surface.
The shape of the IEDF is determined by two important parameters: (i) the collisionality of the
sheath that forms near the electrodes and (ii) the relation between the ion transit time and the
period of the RF excitation (see e.g. [78–80]).
At high pressures, the sheaths are generally highly ‘collisional’ meaning the ions collide with
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Figure 2.4: A typical example of IEDF displaying the low energy peaks in a collisional plasma
and the bi-modal peak energy distribution.
background neutrals in the sheath. Hence most of the ions have a low energy upon arrival at
the electrode surfaces. Collisional sheaths are characterised by presence of several low energy
peaks in the IEDF, as displayed in figure 2.4. At low pressures, on the other hand, the ions
have a long free path and can acquire high energies while traversing the sheaths. Importantly,
the ion energies are not dissipated by collisions, and the sheaths are correspondingly termed
‘collisionless’.
In collisionless sheaths, the crucial parameter determining the shape of the IEDFs is the
ratio τi /τRF . With low excitation frequencies (typically kHz range) where τi /τRF ≪ 1, the ions
cross the sheath in a small fraction of an RF cycle and respond to the instantaneous sheath
voltage. Thus, their final energies depend strongly on the phase of the RF cycle in which they
enter the sheath. As a result, the IEDF is broad and bi-modal, and the IEDF width ∆Ei (figure
2.4) approaches the maximum sheath drop. The two peaks in the distribution correspond to the
minimum and maximum sheath drops (i.e. where the voltage is most slowly varying). For the
high-frequency regime (typically MHz range) where τi /τRF ≫ 1, the ions take many RF cycles
to cross the sheath and can no longer respond to the instantaneous sheath voltage. Instead, the
ions respond only to an average sheath voltage and the phase of the cycle in which they enter the
sheath becomes unimportant, resulting in a narrower IEDF. In this high-frequency regime, ∆Ei
is directly proportional to τi /τRF . Thus, as τi /τRF increases, the IEDF width shrinks and the
two peaks of the IEDF approach each other until, at some point, they can no longer be resolved.
Benoit-Cattin and Bernard derived an expression for the peak separation in a bi-modal IEDF
distribution [81], assuming a collisionless RF sheath and a high frequency regime (τi /τRF ≫ 1)
as,
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Consequently, an expression for the IEDF f (E) was derived as as

− 1
2
2nt
4
2
f (E) =
1−
(E − eVs )
2
ωRF ∆Ei
∆Ei

(2.17)

where nt is the number of ions entering the sheath per unit time. The different cases of τi /τRF
corresponding to capacitive and resistive sheaths as well their influence on the IEDF is summarised in figure 2.5.
To provide more degrees of freedom for the control of the IEDF, concepts for driving voltage
waveforms with two or multiple RF components with distinct frequencies have been developed
in recent times [82–85].

2.2

Capacitively coupled plasma

Capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) sources have a variety of important applications, which make
use of the interaction of active species (ions and radicals) created in the plasma volume with the
surface materials of the electrodes. Due to the radio-frequency (RF) excitation the electrode
materials are not restricted to be conducting, as RF current can flow through dielectric materials
as well. This tremendously widens the area of applications. Under energetic ion bombardment,
materials can be selectively removed using such plasma sources (e.g. Si and SiO2 etching in
microelectronics), while at low energies deposition processes may be utilised (e.g. creation of
amorphous Si layers for photovolatic devices). The microstucture and wetability of surfaces can
be modified as well which is of paramount importance for medical implants [62, 86–88].
RF plasma sources are commonly operated with a generator from which the power is coupled
into the plasma via an impedance matching network that ensures optimum power transmission to
the plasma. An additional element in the driving circuit (which may be part of the matching box)
is a blocking capacitor that prohibits the flow of a DC current in the circuit, e.g. [86]. Whenever
a plasma asymmetry is present this capacitor charges up to equalize the time-averaged fluxes
of positive and negative charge carriers to any of the electrodes. According to Kirchhoff’s law,
for such conditions a “self - bias voltage”, VDC , has to build up over the plasma to oppose the
DC voltage drop over the blocking capacitor. Plasma asymmetry can be caused both by uneven
areas of the powered and grounded electrodes and/or by specific multi-harmonic excitation
waveforms [84, 85, 89, 90]
In capacitively coupled plasma sources with largely uneven powered and grounded surfaces
(where usually the powered electrode is much smaller than the grounded surface), a significant
negative self - bias voltage develops and the plasma potential is lower as compared to that in
symmetrical systems. The plasma properties and the IEDF can be influenced by applying a
DC excitation besides the RF excitation. Such RF+DC plasma sources have been studied
extensively [91–94].
To understand the relevant plasma physics, one can consider an “equivalent” circuit of two
electrode RF plasma system can be observed in figure 2.6. When the cathode (referred to as the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2.5: (left) Illustration of plasma potentials (red dashed curve) and excitation voltages
(solid black curve) for increasing excitation frequencies and (right) the corresponding IEDFs
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Figure 2.6: Equivalent circuit of two-electrode RF plasma system. Image taken from [55]
powered electrode in this thesis) is powered using RF and DC sources, the time varying voltage
on the powered electrode V (t) has the form,
V (t) = VDC + VRF sin(ωRF t)

(2.18)

where VDC and VRF are the applied DC and RF potentials, and ωRF is the angular excitation
frequency (RF). At high RF frequencies (in the MHz range), the sheaths are predominantly
capacitive, and the resistive components in the bulk plasma as well as the sheaths can be
ignored. With purely capacitive sheaths, the time varying plasma potential (Vp (t)) takes the
form,
fp sin(ωRF t)
Vp (t) = Vp + V

(2.19)

fp is the amplitude of the time varying
where Vp is the time averaged plasma potential and V
fp here is determined by capacitive voltage division of the sinusoidal
plasma potential. The V
component of the RF voltage, i.e.,


Cp
f
Vp =
VRF
(2.20)
Cp + Cg
where Cp and Cg are the time-averaged sheath capacitances at the powered electrode and the
grounded wall, respectively as shown in figure 2.6. The sheath capacitances in this expression
are determined primarily by the effective areas of the powered electrode and grounded surfaces
in contact with the plasma. These ‘effective’ areas in question may differ from the geometrical
surface area of the electrode [95–97]. The magnitude of the sheath capacitances in this expression
can be found using the relation,
A
C = ϵ0 ϵsh
,
(2.21)
Lsh
where ϵ0 is the permittivity of vacuum, ϵsh is the relative permittivity of the sheath, Lsh the
mean sheath thickness and A the effective area of the electrode in contact with the plasma.
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the time varying plasma potentials Vp (t) and excitation potentials
V (t) in DC coupled and capacitively coupled excitation assuming capacitive sheaths. Vp (t) is
illustrated with the solid curves while V (t) is shown in dashed curves. Image taken from [55]
Due to the high electron mobility (represented by diodes in figure 2.6) the instantaneous
plasma potential cannot be less than the instantaneous potential of any surface in contact with
plasma, which is given by equation 2.18 at the powered electrode and is 0 V at the grounded
wall. Thus the plasma potential must satisfy the inequalities,
fp ≥ VDC + VRF
Vp (max) = Vp + V

(2.22)

fp ≥ 0
Vp (min) = Vp − V

(2.23)

In capacitive coupling, no net current can flow to the powered electrode (due to the presence
of capacitances) as well as to the ground (to keep the net current flow leaving the plasma to
zero). To satisfy that the plasma potential approaches the potential of the powered electrode as
well as ground for a brief period of each RF cycle. This can be observed in the illustration in
figure 2.7. Hence in capacitive coupling, equations 2.22 and 2.23 become equalities, and solving
them lead to the expressions for Vp ,
1
Vp = (VDC + VRF )
2

(2.24)

Further, using equations 2.22 and 2.23 with 2.20, one obtains the well known expression for
DC self-bias voltage on the powered electrode,

VDC = VRF

Cp − Cg
Cp + Cg


(2.25)
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CCPs with DC-grounded electrodes

An alternative, straightforward way to eliminate the self - bias voltage is to ground the powered
electrode for the DC component. Of the many ways to DC-ground the powered electrode
[58, 98, 99], one is to use a “stop band quarter lambda filter”, also known as “notch filter” [100].
To realize a notch filter, a transmission cable with a length of a quarter of the RF wavelength is
short-circuited at one end, while the other end is connected in parallel to the powered electrode.
The connection segment has, in principle, an infinite impedance at the RF frequency at the
feed point, and the wave from the generator propagates unaffected to the powered electrode.
At the same time, however, the DC potential of the powered electrode is set to zero by the
short-circuited end of the filter. Both approaches mentioned above work only if the surface of
the powered electrode is conducting.
DC grounding the powered electrode has strong implications on the plasma properties and
leads to an increase of the plasma potential to several hundreds of volts (as compared to few
tens of volts commonly observed in typical highly asymmetric CCPs); this has been observed
experimentally in the past [54, 55]. Köhler et al. explained the phenomenon in 1985 using a
model assuming capacitive sheaths [55, 56]. The capacitive sheath approximation neglects the
resistive components in the equivalent circuit, i.e., Rg ,Rp → ∞ , and Rpl → 0 in figure 2.6. One
can again refer back to equations 2.22 and 2.23. Since a flow of a current is possible through
the DC-grounded electrodes, only one of inequalities can become an equality. Hence, when

VDC > VRF

Cp − Cg
Cp + Cg


(2.26)

we have,

Vp = VDC + VRF

Cg
Cp + Cg


.

(2.27)

This is generally the case for all asymmetric DC - grounded electrode systems, i.e., Ag ≫ Ag .
In highly asymmetric systems, like the ones used in this thesis, one can generally assume Cg ≫
Cg . In such systems, the right hand side of equation 2.26 is negative, and hence satisfying the
inequality when VDC = 0. Consequently, equation 2.27 reduces to

Vp = VRF

Cg
Cp + Cg


.

(2.28)

Using the relation of the sheath capacitances (equation (2.21)), equation (2.28) can be modified as,
(Ag /Ap )
Vp = VRF g
(2.29)
(Lsh /Lpsh ) + (Ag /Ap )
where Lgsh and Lpsh are the sheath thicknesses at the grounded and powered electrodes, respectively. As can be observed from equation (2.29), V p depends significantly on the ratio of the
areas Ag /Ap , and in the limit of Ag ≫ Ap , V p rises to the order of VRF . This dependence of
V p /VRF on Ag /Ap can be well observed in figure 2.8. The ratio of the sheath thicknesses Lgsh /Lpsh
does not play a major role in the determination of V p in highly asymmetric DC-grounded electrode systems since Ag /Ap is one or two orders of magnitude larger than Lgsh /Lpsh . Equation
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Figure 2.8: Plot of Vp /VRF as a function of the area ratio Ag /Ap obtained from equation 2.29.
The Lsh at the powered and the grounded electrode is assumed identical to reduce the equation
as a singular function of Ag /Ap
2.29 also suggests, that in a given asymmetric system where Ag /Ap is constant, Vp increases
linearly as a function of VRF .
Continuing from the Kohler’s model for DC-grounded systems, when


Cp − Cg
VDC < VRF
(2.30)
Cp + Cg
the Cp is more dominant in determination of plasma properties. Under this condition we
have,


Cp
Vp = VRF
(2.31)
Cp + Cg
This is generally the case when the Ap ≫ Ag , and is not relevant to the systems used in this
thesis.
Aanesland et al. also developed an analytical model of DC - grounded powered electrode discharges assuming τi /τRF ≃ 1 and therefore considering a combination of capacitive and resistive
sheaths [57]. The analytical model takes into consideration the direct currents flowing in the
system. The model can be explained using figure 2.9 which presents the voltage distribution in
a system with DC grounded driven electrode at different times along the RF cycle. When the
applied RF voltage, VRF (t) = VRF cos(ωRF t), is at a maximum at the powered electrode, the
instantaneous plasma potential Vp (t) is at its maximum and is lower than the RF amplitude
VRF (t) .This leads to a net electron current flow from the plasma towards the powered electrode.
Conversely, when VRF (t) is most negative, Vp (t) is much larger than VRF (t) and a net ion current
flows from the plasma to the powered electrode. With each RF cycle, the magnitude of the
electron current drawn from the plasma by the powered electrode over the positive half-cycle is
much larger than that of the ion current drawn over the negative half-cycle, and the net negative
charge escapes the plasma through the grounded electrode. As a consequence the charge equilibrium is not maintained, and the plasma potential rises progressively as the electrons are lost
without a corresponding loss of ions. Equating the DC currents flowing through the powered
and grounded electrodes with areas Ap and Ag respectively, they obtain,
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of voltage distribution in front of a DC grounded powered electrode
with area Ap and the grounded wall electrode with area Ag during the RF cycle. VRF (t) is
the time varying RF potential reaching the powered electrode, while Vp (t) is the time varying
plasma potential oscillating with the RF, with Vp being the average plasma potential. Id and
Ig are the electron currents flowing through the powered and grounded electrodes, respectively.
Image taken from [57]
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(2.32)

where m and M are the electron and ion masses, respectively.
In another paper, Aanesland et al. reported that the plasma potential with DC - grounded
F ) on
RF excitation (VpD ) was equal to the sum of plasma potential (VpF ) and DC self - bias (VDC
the electrode when it was excited with a floating powered electrode [101], i.e.,
F
VpD = VpF + |VDC
|

(2.33)

Faudot et al. also published results about the properties of directly coupled plasma in
ALINE [98]. They observed a linear increase in the plasma and floating potentials with an
increase of the applied RF voltage amplitude till a certain point beyond which they attained
a saturation. They also concluded that the average RF sheath thickness at the DC - grounded
electrode was at least 3 times higher than the one calculated with Child-Langmuir law in a
low collisional helium plasma. In a recent publication, they presented a double saturated probe
(DSP) model with capacitive sheaths to determine plasma potential in a DC-grounded electrode
system [102]. They obtained the following differential equation within the DSP model,
dϕp
dϕRF
je
Cp
− (Cp + Cg )
=1−
dt
dt
2ji




Ap
Ag
1+
tanh(1 − ϕp + ϕRF ) +
tanh(1 − ϕp )
Ap + Ag
Ap + A g
(2.34)
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Figure 2.10: Vp /VRF as a function of the wall vs electrode ratio Ag /Ap obtained from the DSP
model and Aanesland model. Figure taken from [102]

where je and ji are the electron and ion saturation currents, while Cp and Cg are sheath
capacitances at the powered and grounded electrode, respectively. ϕRF and ϕp are RF potential
and plasma potential normalised to kTe /e, i.e., ϕRF = eVRF /kTe and ϕp = eVp /kTe . Equation
2.34 was solved numerically, as no analytical solution could be obtained for the same. The
solution is plotted in figure 2.10 for Vp /VRF as a function of Ag /Ap for Ar and He plasma, as
well as for low density. The result is compared with the corresponding solution obtained with the
Aanesland model (equation 2.32). As can be observed, the DSP model of Faudot et al. follows
a similar trend the Aanesland model. However, the Aanesland model fails at Ag /Ap < 10, while
the DSP model corrects that and displays an increasing of Vp /VRF with Ag /Ap until a ratio of
∼ 10. The collapsing transition with increasing Ag /Ap is quite close in both the Faudot and
Aanesland models. One of the main conclusions from the model, is that Vp /VRF is maximum
only in a specific ratio of Ag /Ap , while at very low (< 10) and very high (> 100) ratios, the
plasma potential tends to collapse.
The high plasma potential associated with the DC - grounded RF plasma is also responsible
for the often observed phenomenon of micro-arcing [103–105]. It is attributed to the sheath
breakdown at the vacuum chamber wall as a result of an increase in the plasma and floating
potentials [57, 101]. The micro-arcs lead to the release of a large amount of energy over a small
area in an interval of less than 1 ms at the chamber wall. Such discharges can damage sensitive
electrical components and interfere with the measurements since they affect the bulk plasma
parameters, and are generally considered parasitic. Few studies have investigated techniques
to reduce the high plasma potential and the ensuing micro-arcs associated with DC - grounded
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electrodes in capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) [99, 106, 107]. In light of this thesis, the work
conducted by Sugai et al. is particularly relevant, where they coated the DC - grounded metal
electrode with a dielectric which resulted in a DC self - bias formation on the dielectric [106].

2.4

Plasma in magnetic field

Single particle motion
Plasma is strongly influenced in the presence of a magnetic field (B-field), particularly because
of the Lorentz force experienced by the charged particles in the plasma. The motion of a single
⃗ can be represented as,
charged particle with mass m and charge q in B field (B)
d⃗v
⃗
= q(⃗v × B)
(2.35)
dt
The velocity ⃗v of the charged particle can be decomposed into its respective components parallel
⃗ = 0, the particle motion
(v⃗∥ ) and perpendicular (v⃗⊥ ) to the B field, i.e., ⃗v = v⃗∥ + v⃗⊥ . As v⃗∥ × B
⃗ is constant and independent of B.
⃗ In the perpendicular direction,
in direction parallel to B
the particle gyrates in the plane, i.e., it moves with a constant velocity in a circular trajectory,
the so-called cyclotron motion. The radius of the circular trajectory, also called the Larmor or
cyclotron radius, is given by,
m

ρ=

mv⊥
|q|B

(2.36)

The sum of the parallel and perpendicular motion of the particle results in helical trajectory,
i.e., they gyrate around the B field while drifting simultaneously in a direction parallel to the
field in depending on its initial parallel velocity. In magnetically confined plasma, the electron
and ion Larmor radius ρe and ρi can be simply represented as [108]
ρe = 1.07 × 10−4 (Te0.5 /B)

(2.37)

ρi = 4.57 × 10−3 (A0.5 /Z)(Ti0.5 /B)

(2.38)

where Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures in keV, A and Z the ion mass and charge
number respectively. Hence, assuming a Te of 3 eV and B = 3 T, ρe will be equal to 2 × 10−6 m.
The non magnetized low pressure plasmas are generally non thermal with Te ≫ Ti . However, in
magnetically confined discharges, Te ≈ Ti can hold due to increased loss times to the walls, i.e.,
the electrons have sufficient time to transfer their energy to the ions before being lost to the
walls. Hence, considering a Ti of 3 eV, B = 3 T and argon ions, we obtain a ρi of 5 × 10−4 m.
The respective electron or ion cyclotron frequency ωL is given by,
ωL =

|q|B
v⊥
=
ρ
m

(2.39)

As can be observed in the equation 2.39, the cyclotron frequency does not depend on the particle
velocity. Hence, for B = 3 T, the electron cyclotron frequency is 5.3 × 1011 s−1 , while that for
an argon ion it is 7.3 × 106 s−1 .
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If an additional force F⃗ is added to the system, equation 2.35 becomes,
m

d⃗v
⃗ + F⃗ .
= q(⃗v × B)
dt

(2.40)
dv

The parallel motion of the charged species is directly impacted by this force, i.e., m dt∥ = F∥ ,
while the perpendicular motion is the sum of the cyclotron motion and a drift velocity v⃗F defined
as,
v⃗F =

⃗
F⃗ × B
.
qB 2

(2.41)

This force F⃗ can result from multiple sources, leading to generation of several drifts in a typical
fusion plasma. Some examples are the curvature drift that arise from the B field curvature, ∇B
drift that arise from the gradient of the B field intensity, E × B drift that arises from presence
of electric field, polarisation drift that arise from the time varying E field etc. For our purposes,
the sole force that is considered in the particle motion aside the B field is the E field originating
from the self-bias on CCP electrodes and hence E × B is the only major drift experienced by
⃗ the E × B drift velocity is given as,
charges species in the plasma. Given that F⃗ = q E,
⃗ ×B
⃗
E
.
(2.42)
B2
As can be observed from equation 2.42, the E × B drift is independent of the particle mass or
velocity, and hence applies to the motion of the plasma as a whole.
v⃗E =

Magnetized plasma sheaths
In presence of an oblique B field to the surface of the electrode, there is development of a magnetised pre-sheath, also called Chodura sheath [109, 110]. In this case, the plasma is comprised
of three regions: (i) the collisional pre-sheath of the bulk plasma, (ii) the quasi-neutral magnetic
pre-sheath which is a few ρi thick and (iii) the Debye sheath at the electrode where ni ≫ ne and
is a few λD thick. These regions are illustrated in figure 2.11.
In the bulk plasma (and pre-sheath), the charged particles gyrate and follow the B-field
lines. In the Debye sheath, the particle motion is mainly dominated by E-field. Hence the
basic properties like Bohm criterion must be still valid and the ion must enter the sheath at
ion sound speed Cs . In the Chodura sheath, the motion of the ions changes from being parallel
to B-field, to perpendicular to the surface. The angle at which the ions strike the surface is
usually smaller than angle of the B-field to the surface normal (Ψ in figure 2.11), but not zero
and with unchanged ion energy [111, 112]. Moreover, the length of the Chodura sheath changes
by a factor of sinΨ, with the potential drop inside this region being,
∆ϕChodura

Te
=
log
e



1
sin Ψ


.

(2.43)

A magnetization parameter χ = ρi /λD can be used to quantify the presence of a Chodura
sheath [113]. When χ > 1 (typically in B-fields > 0.5 T), the Chodura sheath exists. It can
be assumed that the ion energy is unchanged by B-fields and is largely determined by sheath
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Figure 2.11: The motion of ions and electrons in the pre-sheath, Chodura sheath and Debye
sheath in a magnetized plasma. Image taken from [109]
voltage drop, and that the ions reach the surface at angles lower than Ψ. When χ < 1, the
Chodura sheath largely disappears, and the ions tend to reach the surface normally.
Furthermore, the magnetization of ions in plasma significantly depend on the B-field intensity. In particular, the ions are magnetized when the ion Larmor radius ρi is much lower than
the ion mean free path li in the plasma, i.e., ρi ≪ li [114]. For example, considering Ti = 3 eV,
B = 3 T and pressure of 1 Pa, the ρi of Ar ions is 0.5 mm while li is 6.4 mm. In this case, the
ions are able to undergo several gyro-rotations before suffering a collision within the plasma.
In extremely low B-fields, where ρi ≫ li , the ions suffer a collision without undergoing a single gyro-rotation. For example, at B = 0.1 T the ρi of Ar ions is 16 mm while li is 6.4 mm.
Hence, the ions are not magnetised in low B-fields. The electrons, on the other hand, are always
magnetized even in low magnetic fields to a much lower ρe .

2.5

Ion sputtering

The ions are accelerated in the sheath at the surfaces of electrodes, and their interaction can lead
to various surface phenomena like heating, sputtering, implantation etc. For plasma cleaning
of diagnostic mirrors, ion sputtering is the main process involved. There are three different
ways sputtering relevant for this thesis: (i) chemical sputtering, (ii) physical sputtering and
(iii) chemically-assisted physical sputtering. Chemical sputtering involves chemical reactions
between the ions and surface contaminants, which produces particle that is weakly bound to
the surface and is easily desorbed into the gas phase. The release of the desorbed particles is
mostly thermally driven in this case. Physical sputtering is the erosion of solid surfaces due
to momentum transfer occurring from the ion bombardment. The incoming ions transfer their
energy through collisions to the target atoms, which generate recoils distributing the ion energy
via a collision cascade. The surface atoms are removed or sputtered, if the energy transferred
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is larger than the surface binding energy Us . Chemically-assisted physical sputtering involves
formation of bonds between ions and surface particles, wherein the newly formed compounds
have a lower surface binding energy than the original particles, make them easier to remove via
physical sputtering.
The sputtering of the surface atoms from ion bombardment can be quantified via ‘sputtering
yield’ (Y ). It is defined as the number of atoms ejected from the target per incident ion, and
depends on various parameters including the ion energy, surface binding energy, ion and target
mass, impact angle etc. Yamamura et al. proposed a formula to obtain the energy dependent
sputtering yield of monoatomic solids for normal incidence of ions as follows [115],
"
#s
r
Q(Z2 )α∗ (M2 /M1 ) Sn (E)
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Y (E) = 0.042
1−
Us
1 + Γkϵ0.3
E

(2.44)

where E is the projectile energy, M1 and M2 the masses of the projectile and target atom,
respectively in a.m.u., the numerical constant is in the units of Å−2 . Additionally Sn is the
nuclear stopping cross section, k the Lindhard electronic stopping coefficient and ϵ the reduced
Lindhard-ScharÔ¨Ä-Schiott energy. The term Γ is defined as,
Γ=

W (Z2 )
1 + (M1 /7)3

(2.45)

The dimensionless terms W (Z2 ), Q(Z2 ), α∗ and s are best fit values and are given in [115].
Lastly, Eth is the sputtering energy threshold, meaning that when the ion energy is below this
threshold, the target atoms are not sputtered. Eth is an important property when discussing
the sputtering of a material, and depends considerably on Us as well as mass of projectile ion
and target atom. An expression for Eth was given by Behrisch et al. [116] as,
Eth =

Us
4M1 M2
, with γ =
γ(1 − γ)
(M1 + M2 )2

(2.46)

This definition was valid given M2 > M1 . Besides this there have been several different empirical
formulae for determining the Eth , with all that depend variably on Us , M2 and M1 [117]. The
Yamamura equation has been very successful in calculating sputtering yields, and the trends
obtained have been confirmed experimentally. The dependence of the sputtering yield on the
parameters and the consequent trends are summarised as follows :
• Mass of target atom and projectile: Y increases with increasing mass of sputtered species.
Moreover, if the mass of ions and sputtered atoms are identical, the Y will further increase.
• Energy of the projectile ion : Y increases with increasing ion energy. However, when the
ion energy exceeds 100keV, the sputtering yield decreases as the ions get implanted deep
in the target. This is illustrated in figure 2.12a.
• Impact angle of ion : Y increases with increasing incidence angle of the ion (measured from
the surface normal) up until ∼ 70◦ . For angles greater than that, the Y decreases again
as the ions are mainly reflected by the surface. In this thesis, the ions mainly bombard
the surface at normal incidence, except when sputtering in presence of an oblique B-field.
This is illustrated in figure 2.12b.
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Figure 2.12: Examples of sputtering yield dependence with (a) ion energy (Ar on Cu) and (b)
incident angle (H on Ni). Image taken from [118]

Figure 2.13: Example of sputtering yield dependence with target (C in this data) temperature.
Image taken from [119]
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Figure 2.14: Types of angular distribution of the sputtered atoms depending on the energy of
the incoming ion. Image taken from [118]
• Temperature of target : Y is also influenced by the target temperature. As the temperature
increases, the surface binding energy typically decreases leading to an easier removal of
surface atoms, and hence a higher Y . The increase in Y with increasing temperature can
be understood via the example presented in figure 2.13.
• Surface roughness : Y of surfaces with high roughness is lower than that for smooth
surfaces. This is due to the fact that rough surfaces lead to a modification of the ion
impact angle, and randomises the sputtering distribution.
• Crystal structure : Y also depends on crystal structure of the material, and can vary by
as much as 2x for individual grains with different crystal orientations.
Another important property in the sputtering process is the angular distribution of the sputtered atoms. Experimental and simulation data indicate that the angular distribution depends
significantly on the incident energy of the projectile ion [118]. When the ion energy is high
enough to cause a well developed collision cascade in the target, the angular distribution of the
ejected atoms is typically ‘isotropic’, following a cosine or over-cosine type distribution. This
kind of distribution usually results from a high energy projectile ions (keV ranges). However
it is also observed for very light ions (H, He) at low energy (10-100 eV) [118]. For low energy
projectile, where a collision cascade is formed, but not well developed, an ‘anisotropic’ angular
distribution is attained. The ejected atoms in this scenario follow a under-cosine or heart-shape
distribution, and is typically attained upon surface bombardment with low energy (sub keV)
and heavy ions (Ar, Xe etc.). The different types of angular distributions of the ejected atoms
are presented in figure 2.14.
There are several semi-empirical formulae that attempt to represent the angular distribution of sputtered atoms [118, 120–124]. The angular distribution for normal incidence can be
represented well by the following formula,
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Y (θ) ∝ cos θ(1 + B cos2 θ)

(2.47)

where θ is the polar angle of sputtering and B a fitting parameter. The cosine distribution as
indicated in figure 2.14 corresponds to B = 0, while B > 0 and B < 0 lead to over-cosine,
under-cosine and heart-shaped distributions respectively. Another semi-empirical formula also
commonly used to determine the distribution is [120, 121],
Y (θ) ∝ A cosn θ − B cosm θ

(2.48)

where A, B, m and n are fitting coefficients which depend on material properties and irradiation
parameters. It is better at describing low energy sputtering distributions. In case of nonnormal ion incidence, the sputtered population distribution can be fit using a superposition
of two cosine functions combining the isotropic (untilted, cosine distribution) and anisotropic
components (tilted, over-cosine distribution) as [122],
Y (θ) ∝ Φiso,0 cos(θ) + Φaniso,0 cosm (θ − θ∗ )

(2.49)

where Φiso,0 and Φaniso,0 denote the maximum values of the isotropic and anisotropic components, θ∗ the tilting angle of the anisotropic component and m the exponent of the cosine of the
anisotropic part describing the degree of anisotropy.
While there are several semi-empirical formulae to study the angular distribution, there
are very few that attempt to describe the distribution empirically. One of the most accepted
empirical models to describe angular distribution was given by Zhang et al. [125], which was an
updated version of a previous model presented by Yamamura et al. [126] and best describes the
distributions at low ion energies (under-cosine and heart-shaped in figure 2.14). Zhang et al.
described the sputtering yield with angular distribution as,
"
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(2.50)
Here ϕ is the incident angle of the ion while θ and β are the emission angle and azimuthal angle
of the sputtered atoms, respectively. As can be inferred, equation 2.50 gives a complete overview
of sputtering yield as a function of ion energy, incident angle and emission angle.
In ITER, the deposits on FM will be mainly composed of Be and W from the first walls.
Further, since tokamaks have residual oxygen, the material eroded from first walls upon redeposition on FMs could be fully or partially oxidised. In this thesis, the plasma cleaning
studies are done on Be, W and oxide contaminants on Rh and Mo mirror substrates, where
the corresponding sputtering yields are discussed in the respective chapters. In ITER, the
contaminants should be removed as quickly as possible (with ion energies greater than sputtering
energy thresholds), while on the other hand, the FM material should also withstand the erosion
from the projectile. Hence, gases and ion energies need to be chosen keeping that in mind. He is
an optimum gas for removal of Be and BeO as displays a high sputtering yield upon them, while
having a minimal impact on Mo [40]. For physical sputtering of oxides and Be/W, Ar was chosen
for its high sputtering yield on both Be and W. Additionally, H2 and D2 gases were also used
for experiments to study the chemical and chemically-assisted physical sputtering respectively
of the oxides and Be/W contaminants.

Chapter 3

Experimental
This chapter presents the experimental facilities (section), plasma diagnostic tools (section) as
well as the surface characterization techniques (section) used to pursue the various objectives
of the thesis. The major steps involved in achieving those objectives were study of plasma
properties as well as surface properties upon ion sputtering. In addition, some studies required
production of specific coatings by physical vapour deposition (PVD) to mimick ITER relevant
FMs’ reflective surface. A brief description of the magnetron sputtering for thin film production,
will also be presented in this section.

3.1

Plasma exposure facilities

Several vacuum systems were used throughout the Ph.D. thesis depending on the objectives
of the experimental studies (such as Be contamination, presence of varying B fields, large size
electrodes etc.). In this section, the various setups will be presented.

3.1.1

ESCA-1 facility

This experimental facility consists of 4 ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chambers connected together
and evacuated independently via turbomolucular pumping systems. The ’loadlock chamber’
is used to introduce the samples into the facility, the ’experimental chamber’ is used to perform plasma sputtering experiments on the introduced samples, the ’XPS chamber’ holds the
XPS system for surface analysis of the samples, while the ’transfer chamber’ connects the previous three chambers together and allows for in-situ transfer of samples between them. The
experimental chamber is equipped with a carousel holding biasable and heatable sample holders with RF input via a feed-through, and has a base pressure of 2 × 10−5 Pa. Ion sputtering
experiments were done by creating a capacitively coupled RF plasma. To do so, the samples
are directly connected to the powered electrode via the sample holders and process gas is introduced in the chamber. A 13.56 MHz RF generator (Huttinger Elektronik GmbH and Co
KG, model PFG 300 RF) provides power to the electrode, and a matching box is placed in
between the two to automatically match the impedance of the load to the 50 Ω impedance of
the generator. This matching network consists of blocking capacitors and DC measuring unit
to indicate the VDC . The RF power is transmitted through low-loss co-axial cables (S 10172
B-11 HUBER+SUHNER). The entire sample holder (powered electrode) is shielded in order to
36
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Figure 3.1: CAD image of the FMU used in the experiments in ESCA-1.
have a plasma discharge only on the sample surface. The distance between the shielding and
the electrode was below 4 mm to avoid parasitic discharges in the gap.
The ESCA-1 facility is equipped with all the relevant diagnostic tools such as pressure gauges
(Pirani and Penning), mass spectrometer and temperature sensor, while several other tools could
be attached for specific purposes such as a Langmuir probe or RFEA.

3.1.2

First Mirror Unit - Mock up

To investigate plasma discharges in a front end ITER diagnostics system, a first mirror unit
(FMU) mock-up was designed and constructed. It was placed inside the ‘experimental chamber’
of the ESCA-1 facility. The top flange of the chamber equipped with carousel of sample holders
was removed and replaced with a blind flange. The CAD image of the FMU is displayed in
figure 3.1, and the real image of the FMU within the ESCA-1 facility can be observed in figure
3.2. The FMU has a square cuboid geometry (250 × 150 × 200 mm) and holds two unpolished
molybdenum (Mo) electrodes (100 × 100 × 9 mm), M1 and M2, (acting as mirrors) placed in
grounded holders on the opposite walls. M1 was used as the powered electrode while M2 was
kept either electrically grounded or floating depending on the requirements of the experiments.
The body of the FMU was made of aluminium and was grounded. In all the experiments done in
this setup, a 60 MHz RF generator (Comet cito) coupled with a matchbox was used to generate
a helium plasma inside the FMU.
Both M1 and M2 hold three circular insets (diameter ⊘ = 26 mm), which could be detached from the mirror for characterization. Two kind of insets were used as required by the
experiments: (i) bulk stainless steel (SS) insets coated with a thin layer of Mo via magnetron
deposition and (ii) bulk Mo insets. The insets could be either electrically connected to the
mirror, or electrically isolated from the mirror by placing a 0.3 mm thick insulating ring made
of PEEK (Polyether ether ketone) between the mirror and the inset.
In the default state of the FMU, the geometrical area Ap of the powered electrode (M1) is
100 cm2 , while that of the grounded FMU body, Ag , is 2440 cm2 . Accordingly, the geometrical
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Figure 3.2: Image of the FMU inside the ESCA-1 vacuum chamber
ratio of the grounded to the powered surfaces was Ag /Ap = 24.4, which makes the discharge
highly asymmetric. It is important to note that the effective area ratio, determined by the
plasma-wetted area, can be different from the geometrical area ratio depending on the discharge
parameters. In absence of any DC-grounding, the asymmetry of the system results in the
development of a negative self-bias at M1. However, majority of the experiments conducted on
the FMU, involved DC-grounding of M1 using a ’quarter-wavelength filter’, commonly referred
to as the ’notch-filter’. The length of the notch filter, by definition, is the quarter of the RF
wavelength which is 1.25 m at 60 MHz. However, the RF propagation speed in the RG 58-type
coaxial cables used for the preparation of the notch filter is roughly 0.86 c, with c being the
speed of light. Hence the quarter wavelength reduces to 1.25 × 0.86 = 1.075 m. Thereby, the
notch filter was achieved using a RF transmission line with a physical length of 1.075 m with
a short-circuit at one of its ends, while the other end was connected to M1 via a T-connector.
Consequently, a CCP discharge is excited in the FMU while DC grounding M1 at the same time.

3.1.3

ESCA-4 UHV chamber

Another experimental UHV chamber referred to as the ’ESCA-4’ was also used for studying
plasma discharges. The CAD of the plasma chamber is displayed in figure 3.3a. The UHV
chamber could be evacuated to a background pressure of 10−7 Pa using a turbomolecular pumping system. The UHV chamber held an electrode with a surface area of 5.5 × 10−3 m2 , with a
RF feedthrough that consisted of both 7/16 DIN and type-N inputs. The feedthrough for the
RF power was positioned at the top of the chamber such that the electrode surface was centered
and faced only half of the chamber (figure 3.3a). The distance between the electrode surface
and the grounded wall was 114 mm. The experiments utilising this chamber employed a RF
generator with excitation frequency of either 13.56 MHz or 60 MHz (Comet cito) coupled with
a corresponding match box to generate mainly argon plasma.
The ratio of the grounded to the powered surfaces was Ag /Ap ≈ 87, which made the discharge
highly asymmetric, and led to development of negative self bias on the surface of electrode.
However, the studies utilising this chamber also involved DC-grounding of the electrode using a
notch-filter corresponding to 13.56 MHz RF. This notch filter was also made with an RG 58-type
coaxial cable with a length of 3.64 m accounting the reduction in the RF propagation speed by
0.66 c. Consequently one of its ends was short-circuited, while the other was used to connect
with the powered electrode via a T-connector to establish its DC-grounding.
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Figure 3.3: CAD image of (a) ESCA-4 UHV chamber and (b) Be chamber

3.1.4

Beryllium chamber

Owing to its toxicity, experiments using Be were conducted in a controlled environment at the
Beryllium Handling Facility (BeHF) at the National Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation
Physics (NILPRP) in Măgurele, Romania. A special vacuum chamber (figure 3.3b) was installed
in the facility, which could be evacuated to a background pressure of 10−4 Pa via a conventional
turbomolecular pumping system. The vacuum system held an electrode with a sample holder
and had a RF feed-through that consisted of both 7/16 DIN and type-N inputs. The electrode
could be rotated and was entirely shielded around the sample holder, ensuring the plasma was
generated only in front of the sample. A 60 MHz RF generator (Comet cito) coupled with a
matchbox was used to generate a capacitively coupled RF plasma in the vacuum chamber with
varied process gases (D2 , He, Ar or a combination of them) depending on the objectives of the
experiments. The gas bottles, mass flow controller and pressure display were attached to the
vacuum system at BeHF.
The advancement of the cleaning process was evaluated by monitoring the change of reflectivity of the sample during the experiment, via an in-situ reflectivity measurement system [127]
for wavelengths ranging from 400 to 800 nm (also located in BeHF). Below the electrode with the
sample holder is positioned a pristine Rh mirror, whose optical properties are used as a reference
for the in-situ reflectivity measurements of the samples. The optical properties of this reference
Rh mirror remains undisturbed over time as it is protected during the plasma cleaning of the
samples. It enables evaluation of absolute reflectivities of samples for given wavelengths. A
typical evaluation of the in-situ reflectivity measurement is presented in figure 1 of [128]. While
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the in-situ reflectivity measurements were performed during the Be cleaning experiments, they
are not presented in this thesis.

3.1.5

B-field chambers

As the FMs in ITER would be most likely cleaned in presence of strong B fields (∼ 3.5 T),
relevant studies in B fields were conducted in two special facilities : (i) a superconducting magnet
used to operate a gyrotron at Swiss Plasma Center (SPC) at Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
Lausanne (EPFL) [129], referred to as LAMP (LAusanne Magnetised Plasma) facility in this
thesis (ii) the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) facility with a 3 T superconducting magnet
at the University Hospital Basel, referred to as. Customised vacuum chambers were developed
for conducting experiments in each facility. Both the vaccum chambers for the SPC and MRI
facilities were evacuated to a base pressure below 10−6 Pa using a conventional pumping unit
comprised of a primary and a turbo pump. The pumping unit was portable, and equipped with
a 5 sccm mass flow controller (MFC), Pirani and Penning pressure gauges with display as well
as the gas bottle. During operation the pumping unit is kept away from the superconducting
magnets, as the devices on the unit are magnetic and hence sensitive to the field.
LAusanne Magnetised Plasma (LAMP)
The LAMP facility was used to perform FM erosion and re-deposition experiments in B field.
It comprised of a cylindrical superconducting magnet with a central cavity of diameter 140 mm.
The vacuum chamber with the electrodes could be inserted in this cavity, as observed in figure
3.4a. The magnetic field strength at the center of the cavity could be varied between 0 and 3.5 T
by modulating the current supplied to the magnet. The direction of magnetic field could be
reversed as well, by changing the direction of the supplied current. Furthermore, the magnetic
field strength along the vertical length of the cavity follow a Gaussian distribution, with the
maximum field strength at the center of the cavity (z = 0 mm) and minimum at the edges (z =
±200 mm) as observed in figure 3.4b. At the maximum supplied current, the B field strength at
z = 0 mm is 3.5 T, while at z = ±200 mm is 1 T. The vacuum chamber is adjusted vertically in
the cavity, so that the electrode is positioned at z = 0 mm. The field homogeniety map at the
position of the electrode is given in figure 3.4b.
Two kinds of electrode were used depending on the objectives of the study and can be
observed in figure 3.5. The first (figure 3.5a) was a conventional electrode that held 48 mm
diameter samples, and was entirely shielded except in the front where the sample was located.
The electrode could be rotated providing the possibility to perform experiments for various angles
between the B field lines and the sample surface. For experiments concerning this electrode,
samples were polished Cu substrates and coated industrially with roughly 200 nm of Mo.
The second (figure 3.5b) was a specially designed electrode for studying the re-deposition of
sputtered electrode. This electrode held samples of 20 mm diameter and was also shielded. The
electrode also consists of frames in vertical and horizontal direction. The frames were electrically
isolated and consisted of slots for inserting silicon probes. This electrode could also be rotated
as indicated in the figure. The samples used within this electrode were bulk Cu substrates, with
either a flat or a ’sawtooth’ surface morphology, and would be discussed in detail during the
presentation of the results.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Image of the LAMP equipment at SPC-Lausanne and (b) B field distribution
and field homogeneity along the vertical length (z direction) of the superconducting magnet
along with relative position of the electrode in the vacuum chamber.
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Figure 3.5: Type of electrodes used in the experimental investigation in the LAMP equipment
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Figure 3.6: (a) CAD drawing of the MRI chamber with the FMU inside and (b) cross-sectional
view of the FMU
In all the experiments done on this vacuum chamber, the 60 MHz RF generator coupled
with a matchbox (CitoPlus COMET) was used to drive the samples, and the process gas used
was argon. The pumping unit as well as the RF generator (with match-box) were kept at a 3 m
distance from the vacuum chamber and the superconducting magnet. The vacuum, gas supply
and RF connections were made via long (> 4m) lines and cables.
MRI - University Hospital Basel
The MRI facility (Magnetom Prisma; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at University
Hospital, Basel was used to perform FM experiments on a mock up. The facility had a 3 T
superconducting magnet with a 600 mm diameter cavity, meant for introducing patients. Within
the cavity the B field is homogeneous and uniform at 3 T. A mock up of a FMU was developed
to be introduced in the cavity of the magnet. The FMU rested on a ramp with wheels which
allowed for sliding the FMU in the MRI cavity. The CAD drawing of the FMU within the MRI
magnet cavity can be observed in figure 3.6a.
The FMU was essentially a cylindrical vacuum chamber of length 340 mm and 254 mm diameter (figure 3.6b). It held two circular unpolished Mo electrodes, M1 and M2, with diameter
120 mm. M1 and M2 in this FMU mock up represent the FMs. Both M1 and M2 were placed in
grounded holders on the opposite ends of the FMU. M1 was used as the powered electrode while
M2 was kept grounded or floating depending on the requirements of the experiments. While the
vacuum chamber was made of stainless steel (SS), the internal walls were lined with Cu sheets.
The body of the FMU was at ground potential at all times. Both M1 and M2 held 5 circular
insets each (⊘ = 18 mm), made of bulk Mo as well. These insets could be detached from M1 and
M2 for surface characterization. The plasma was generated using 60 MHz RF while the process
gases used were Ar and He, depending on the experiment. The pumping unit as well as the RF
generator (with match-box) were kept at a 6 m distance from the FMU, while the vacuum, gas
supply and RF connections were made via long (> 6 m) lines and cables. An image of the FMU
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Figure 3.7: Image of the FMU inside the MRI chamber, with the necessary connections to the
pumping unit
in the MRI chamber with the necessary connections can be observed in figure 3.7.
The geometrical area of the powered electrode (Ap ), M1, was 157 cm2 , while that of the
grounded FMU region (Ag ) was 3567 cm2 , leading to a ratio Ag /Ap ≈ 23. This area ratio is
identical to that of the FMU used in the ESCA-1 facility, described earlier. Due to the area
asymmetry, a CCP discharge leads to formation of a negative self bias on M1. However, in
majority of the experiments on this setup, the self bias was short-circuited using a 60 MHz
notch filter.

3.2

Diagnostic tools

Several diagnostic tools were used in the relevant experiments, in particular to study the properties of bulk plasma as well as the sheath. While we used commercially available tools for plasma
diagnosis, some tools were developed manually to study specific properties of plasma required
by the experiments.

3.2.1

Langmuir probe

The Langmuir probe is the most commonly used diagnostic device to study the properties
of plasma. It works by inserting a thin electrode (probe tip) in the bulk plasma, wherein a
sweeping potential is applied to it. The charge carriers are collected at the probe tip as a result
leading to formation of a current, it being positive for electrons and negative for ions. Analysis
of the resulting I-V curve allows for extraction of the plasma properties, particularly electron
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Figure 3.8: Scheme to float Hiden LP to high voltage using an external DC bias input.
temperature Te , plasma potential Vp , electron density ne and floating potential Vf . For the
studies performed for this thesis, a Hiden’s ESPionTM Langmuir probe [130] was used. MK2
platinum probe tips with a length and diameter of 10 mm and 0.15 mm, respectively, were used
for the relevant measurements.
The commercial probe has a measuring range of -200 to 100 V to obtain the I − V curve.
Since our studies required measurements beyond a probe voltage of 100 V, the entire Langmuir
probe head and its power supply were electrically floated to shift the scanning range by +100 V,
using a scheme shown in figure 3.8. As observed, the mains input was fed to the ESP electronics
via an isolation transformer and a DC bias input was placed in parallel using which the entire
ESP electronics and LP could be floated to a specified potential, which in our case was +100 V.
The output from ESP electronics was fed to the PC using a RS232 optical isolator.
To calculate the plasma parameters (Te , ne and Vp ), the measured I − V curves were fitted
using the ESPionSoftTM software. For comparitive analysis, the I − V curves were also analysed
manually using the Chen method [131] as well as the I-squared method [132], where necessary.
While the Chen method allows for calculation of Te , ne and Vp from the I − V curve, the Isquared method is used solely for the determination of ne while avoiding calculations of Te and
Vp from the electron saturation current.

3.2.2

Retarding field energy analyser

The retarding field energy analyser (RFEA) is used to study the real ion flux and the energy
distribution of ions at any given surface. The RFEA measures the ion current drawn to a
collector plate as a function of the retarding electrostatic field (discriminating voltage). The
current measured is proportional to the ion flux at the electrode, and deriving it as a function of
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Figure 3.9: (a) Circuit diagram of the peak-to-peak voltage (Vp−p ) measurement device. The
capacitance C was 1 nF/3 kV and the diode D used was MUR1100E (Power Rectifier, Ultra-Fast
Recovery, Switch-mode, 1 A, 1000 V). The positive (Vb + ) and negative (Vb − ) peak voltages are
measured with the voltmeters. (b) Schematic representation of the spiral probe (SP). During
measurement, the probe is immersed in plasma.
the discrimination voltage gives the ion energy distribution function (IEDF). A SEMionTM single
sensor RFEA manufactured by Impedans, Ltd [133, 134] was used in our studies, to determine
the IEDF at the surface of the wall or the electrode during the plasma discharge. The obtained
ion energy distribution functions (IEDF) were analyzed using the Semion SystemTM software
to calculate the ion current density or flux (Ji ) and the mean ion energy (Eion ). The typical
uncertainties for the measurements in Ji and Eion as provided by Impedans, Ltd are ± 20 % and
± 2 % (in addition to ± 1 eV resolution) respectively.

3.2.3

Peak-to-peak voltage measurement device

The peak-to-peak RF voltage (Vp−p ) supplied to the electrode was measured by a device developed at University of Basel. The device was connected to the electrode and the Vp−p was
measured by DC voltmeters connected via electrical feedthroughs to the measuring circuit. The
circuit diagram of the device is presented in figure 3.9a.

3.2.4

Spiral probe

The waveforms of RF plasma were studied using a spiral probe (SP) developed at University of
Basel. The probe was designed on the lines of the floating wire (loop) probe discussed in [135].
The probe was essentially a tantalum wire with a total length of 820 mm. While 300 mm of the
wire was kept straight, the remaining 520 mm of the wire was coiled to form an Archimedean
spiral as observed in figure 3.9b. The spiral had 5 turns, with a gap of 7.5 mm between each
turn. The total length of the spiral (Lsp ) can be related with the number of turns (N) and the
gap between the turns (dsp ), as
Lsp = π dsp N 2 ,

(3.1)
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Figure 3.10: Schematic setup for SP measurement in RF plasma
The spiral is immersed in the plasma during measurements. Almost half of the 300 mm
straight portion of the wire was covered with a ceramic shielding and sealed at both ends with
a vacuum sealant to prevent any leakage, while the remaining part of the wire which is taken
out via a vacuum feedthrough was kept free. The end of the free part was connected to an
oscilloscope via a high voltage (HV) oscilloscope probe to record the plasma waveforms. The
detailed scheme is displayed in figure 3.10. While the LP, RFEA and Vp−p device can only be
operated in absence of B fields, spiral probe allows for measurement of plasma waveforms and
consequential estimation of plasma potential even in B fields.

3.3

Surface characterization

In this work, the samples were thoroughly characterized when required over the course of the
experiments. Depending on the availability and demands of the experimental analysis, different
methods were employed and will be recalled again in the subsequent chapters.

3.3.1

X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy

XPS is a surface characterization technique, used to identify the chemical composition of the
material on the surface of the sample. In the technique, the sample is irradiated with X rays,
which leads to, among others, removal of the core level electrons from the surface atoms of the
sample due to the photoelectric effect. The kinetic energy (Ee ) of the ejected electrons depends
on the energy of the incoming photons, its binding energy (BE) and the work function (Φ0 ) of
the material, as
Ee = hν − Φ0 − BE,

(3.2)

The BE of the photoelectrons is an intrinsic material property, and hence knowing its value
provides direct information on the surface chemical composition. It is also independent of the
Φ0 of the material and depends only on the work function of the spectrometer, which remains
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a constant during measurement. The depth of analysis for XPS is typically between 2 and
5 nm [136].
In our studies, the XPS measurements were done in the ESCA-1 facility in the XPS chamber,
wherein the samples were transferred in vacuo from the experimental chamber for XPS analysis
[127]. The electron spectrometer is equipped with a hemispherical analyzer (Leybold EA10/100
MCD) and a non-monochromatized Mg Kα X-ray source (hν = 1253.6 eV) was used for core level
spectroscopy. The binding energy scale was calibrated using the Au 4f7/2 line of a cleaned gold
sample at 84.0 eV. The typical resolution of the system is 1 eV at pass energy of 30 eV.
The fitting of core level lines was done using the UNIFIT software [137] and is described in
detail in [138]. Upon fitting of the XPS spectrum, the BE and the relative concentrations of the
peaks corresponding to different elements can be extracted.

3.3.2

Scanning electron microscopy

Surface imaging
The surface morphology of the samples was studied using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). It
utilises a focused electron beam which interacts with the sample, producing secondary electrons
(SE) which are used to image the surface. The resolution of the image can be varied by the
changing the energy of the electron beam. In our studies, the SEM was done at the Swiss
Nanoscience Institute (SNI) on the Hitachi S-4800 microscope in field emission mode. The
image resolution could be varied between 1 and 2 nm by varying the electron beam energy
between 1 and 15 kV respectively. The magnification of the image could be ranged from 30x to
200000x.
Focused ion beam
Focused Ion Beam or FIB is a technique used for site-specific analysis, deposition and ablation
of materials. It uses a finely focused beam of ions (usually Ga+ ions) that can be operated at low
beam currents for imaging or high bean currents for site specific sputtering. For our purposes,
FIB is used for site specific sputtering (usually sputtering a small rectangular area, that does not
influence other surface properties) to observe the layers underneath the surface. In our studies,
the FIB was done at SNI on the Helios NanoLab 650 microscope. The Ga+ ion energy could
be varied in order to control the site specific sputtering and obtain depth view between 100 and
1000 nm. Usually the surface exposed to FIB is covered initially with a protective platinum layer
to protect the surface from the destructive sputtering of the beam.
Energy-dispersive X-ray analysis
In addition to SE, the interaction of the electron beam from the SEM with matter also leads to
emission of X-rays, which can be used for energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis of the surface.
EDX is widely used as a chemical analysis tool to assess the composition of a sample, as the
energy of the emitted X-ray is characteristic for each element in the surface. If the electron beam
energy is increased, the electrons attain higher penetration depth and are able to excite atoms
in deeper sub-surface regions emitting X-rays. Hence this technique can also be used to provide
information regarding the depth distribution of the chemical species over the first hundreds of
nanometers. For instance, if the EDX measurements are performed on a sample consisting of
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iron substrate with copper coating (until a few hundred nm), having a low electron beam energy
will result in absence of characteristic X-rays from Cu. Increasing the beam energy will increase
the electron penetration depth and X-rays from both Fe and Cu will be obtained in the EDX
spectrum. The EDX measurements in our studies, were performed with the SEM-FEI Nova
Nano SEM23 microscope, varying the electron beam energy from 3 to 20 kV.
Additionally, the thickness of the coatings/depositions could also be quantitatively estimated
from the EDX data via the STRATAGem software. The procedure for thickness estimation
begins by performing EDX measurements at different electron energies followed by quantification
of the obtained EDX spectrum. The quantification results are then fitted with the STRATAGem
software that estimates the amount of specific material of each layer according to the obtained Xray counts and element properties [139–141]. If the density is known, it can be used to estimate
the thickness of the layer. Alternatively, one can use the standard density of the material
and obtain an “equivalent” thickness of the layer for the purpose of comparison. It is worth
noting, however, that STRATAGem is only a fitting software and gives a thickness estimation
by assuming simple homogeneous layers on the substrate. Hence, the real thickness may differ
from the estimated thickness, in event of non-uniform density, non homogeneous coatings or
complex layers.

3.3.3

Spectrophotometry

Spectrophotometry is the quantitative measurement of the reflection or transmission properties
of a material as a function of wavelength. There are two types of reflection, namely the specular
and the diffuse reflection. The specular reflectivity, Rs , denotes the ability of a surface to reflect
light in a certain direction, obeying the laws of reflection. The specular reflectivity denoted the
net mirror like reflectivity of the surface. Diffuse reflectivity, Rd , on the other hand is a property
of the surface roughness, and is defined as the ability of a surface to scatter a ray of incident
light in all directions rather than at just one angle. The diffuse reflectivity of the surface is
particularly high when the surface roughness is comparable to the wavelength of the incident
light. The total reflectivity, Rt , is defined as the sum of the specular and diffuse reflectivities,
Rt = Rs + Rd ,

(3.3)

The specular reflectivity of a surface (at normal incidence) is related to its roughness, by the
well known Bennett equation [142],
2 /λ2

Rs (λ) = R0 (λ)e−(4πRq )

,

(3.4)

where Rq is the root mean square roughness coefficient of the surface, R0 is the reflectivity
of an ideally smooth surface of the same material and λ is the wavelength of the incident light.
The relation helps define the limit for surface roughening of mirrors, to minimise the loss of
specular reflectivity. For instance, to limit the loss in specular reflectivity to 10%, the surface
roughness should be kept below λ/40.
In our studies, the ex situ UV-Vis-NIR total and diffuse reflectivity (250–2500 nm) of the mirrors was recorded using a Varian Cary 5 spectrophotometer in Basel. In order to determine the
absolute reflectivites of the samples, the spectrophotometer utilises the intensity measurements
of a calibrated Polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) reference probe (Iref ) as well as the background
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(Ibg ) obtained by blocking the incident light. The absolute reflectivity R(λ) of the sample is
given by,
R(λ) = C(λ)

Is − Ibg
,
Iref − Ibg

(3.5)

where C(λ) is the absolute reflectivity of the PTFE probe at a certain wavelength and (Is )
is the measured intensity of the sample. The reflected light is collected within an integrating
sphere, also called Ulbricht’s sphere, with a diameter of 110 mm. The sphere is coated with
PTFE from within as well. In the geometry wherein it collects total reflectivity, the incident light
arrives on the sample with an angle of 3◦ 20′ . In the geometry wherein it measures the diffuse
reflectivity, the incident light is normal to the surface of the sample. The specular reflectivity,
is then calculated by subtracting the total and diffuse reflectivity as per equation 3.3.

3.3.4

Other characterization techniques

HiERDA
For some Be contaminated samples, heavy ion elastic recoil detection analysis (HiERDA) was
performed at NILPRP in Măgurele, Romania. This technique is based on detecting the recoils
in forward direction, upon elastic collision between high kinetic energy particles from an incident
ion beam with the atoms of the sample. The energy of the recoiled projectile is characteristic of
the mass of the atoms within the sample. The measured data allows for direct estimation of the
amount of material present of the sample surface. 15 MeV 16 O5+ ion beam was used [143] and
both the incident beam angle as well as the exit angle were 75◦ (as measured form the normal
to the sample surface).
Profilometry
Profilometry is a technique used to extract topographical data from a surface. The purpose
of profilometry is to obtain surface morphology, step heights and surface roughness. Using the
profilometer, we are able to calculate two main parameters describing surface roughness, Ra and
Rq . Ra is the arithmetical mean and Rq the root mean square of the filtered roughness profile
determined from deviations about the center line (y) within the evaluation length. They can be
represented numerically as,
n

Ra =

1X
|yi |,
n

(3.6)

i=1

v
u n
u1 X
Rq = t
|yi |,
n

(3.7)

i=1

where n is the total number of line profile measurements. A KLA-TENCOR Alpha-Step
D-100 stylus profilometer was used in our studies to measure the surface roughness of samples.
The line profiles are typically averaged over five measurements of 1 mm length. The artihmetic
mean roughness coefficient, Ra , is used for discussing the roughness measurements in this thesis.
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Surface coating - Magnetron sputtering

Prior to any deposition process, all the sample substrates are polished (with silicon carbide (SiC)
paper, diamond paste and alumina powder of 0.05 µm) in order to obtain a surface roughness
Ra and diffuse reflectivity in the range of 5-10 nm and 3-5%, respectively. Before transfer of the
samples in vacuum environment, the samples are further cleaned with acetone and ethanol in
an ultrasonic bath.
In relevant experiments, the prepared samples were coated with dense films via the magnetron
sputtering technique in the ESCA-4 UHV chamber. The samples face the magnetron target and
the distance between them is kept within a few centimeters to have a high deposition rate.
A plasma is generated on the magnetron, wherein the ions are accelerated towards the target
with a negative self bias leading to its sputtering and eventual deposition on the surfaces facing
them. The plasma can be generated via a DC or pulsed DC generator metallic targets or via
RF generator for insulating targets. In our experiments, a rotating magnetron was used for
depositions and argon was used as the process gas to deposit Mo or Rh thin films. The rotating
magnetron is similar to a regular magnetron, except in the former the magnetron head rotates
about a central axis. This creates a circular trajectory of deposition, allowing coating of multiple
insets when placed along the trajectory. For the deposition process, HV chamber is evacuated
to a base pressure of 10−6 Pa and the flow of Ar is adjusted using a mass flow controller. The
magnetron is positioned in front of a sample holder that contains multiple samples to be coated.
A DC generator (ENI RPG-50) was used to excite a plasma on the magnetron. At the beginning
of the discharge, the deposition rate is measured with a quartz micro-balance. One the desired
deposition rate is obtained, the samples are exposed to the magnetron target allowing for their
deposition. via a rotating magnetron in a HV chamber using argon (Ar) as the process gas at
1.82 Pa (base pressure 10−4 Pa).
In our experiments, we performed Mo coatings via this method. The DC plasma generator
was used to excite Ar plasma on the magnetron with a DC potential and current of 322 V and
0.32 A, respectively. The deposition rate was measured with a QMB and was found as 3.4 Ås−1 .
Depending on the duration of the discharge (15 − 24 minutes), Mo films with thickness between
250 nm and 450 nm were deposited on the insets, for relevant experiments.

Chapter 4

Plasma cleaning with CC RF
discharges
In this chapter we discuss the CC RF plasma cleaning of FMs in scope of ITER relevant conditions and contaminants. The first sub-chapter (4.1) focuses on CC RF plasma cleaning of steam
ingressed (SI) FM samples and follows their optical recovery. In ITER, the first mirrors (FMs)
are vulnerable to an in-vessel coolant leak which could severely diminish their optical properties.
To understand the scope of this potential impact, several FM samples were subjected to a steam
and humidity test mimicking the event in ITER, followed by their cleaning with Ar and/or H2
plasma (230 eV ion energy). Initial and final reflectivity measurements, chemical surface analysis
using in vaccuo XPS, SEM, FIB and roughness measurements, were carried out for each sample
to evaluate the cleaning efficiency.
The FMs in ITER would be exposed to deposition from the first wall materials namely,
beryllium (Be) and tungsten (W) in mixed compositions. In the second sub-chapter (4.2) we
investigate the CC RF plasma sputtering of such mixed Be-W deposits on rhodium coated
substrates, using D2 as the process gas and track the enrichment of W during the sputtering
process. Experiments were conducted on Be-W deposits with W concentration varying from 2
to 8.3 at.%, and deuterium ion energies of 70 and 220 eV, followed by the studying the surface
chemical composition via XPS. In the third sub-chapter (4.3) we present the plasma cleaning
experiments on the mirrors exposed in JET-ILW, having compositions of Be and W expected
in tokamak environments. The cleanings were done with D2 , He and/or Ar plasma in varied
steps to investigate low and high energy sputtering regimes. They were tracked for the removal
of Be-W contaminants and optical recovery.
In both steam ingressed FMs and the ones deposited with Be-W contaminants, the amount
of deposits was significantly reduced due to physical and/or chemical sputtering, followed in
most of the cases, with an increase in the specular reflectivity to pristine values.

4.1

Steam ingressed mirrors

Besides erosion and deposition, the FMs are also vulnerable to a ’Vacuum Vessel Ingress of
Coolant Event’ or VVICE in ITER [144]. The VVICE could occur from an accidental rupture
of the cooling loops inside the vacuum vessel or damage of the cooling pipes due to runaway
electrons generated during plasma disruptions. Following a VVICE, the FMs are expected to
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be exposed to steam from the leaked coolant, at pressures up to 1.5 bar and temperatures up
to 250◦ C (maximum temperature being during the ITER baking process). In addition, the
steam will also mobilise dust, which could eventually get deposited on the mirror surfaces,
further degrading the optical properties. Hence, in order to investigate the net impact of a
VVICE event, several FM samples were subjected to a steam and humidity test simulating
the event [145]. Konovalov et al. conducted a study recently, where they analysed the effects
of boiling water and steam on several metallic mirror samples [146]. They observed that the
material of the mirror played a decisive role in the degree of impact of water and steam on mirror
degradation and the resulting corroded layer could be successfully removed by bombardment
with Ar ions of moderate energy and ion fluence.
This study is focussed on the plasma cleaning of Rh and Mo mirror samples, subjected to the
steam and humidity test on the lines of VVICE conditions in ITER. It is worth noting that in
ITER, the VVICE would most likely occur on mirrors which would already be contaminated with
Be and W deposits from fusion plasma. However, after SI, the contaminated layer will mostly
comprise of BeO and the plasma cleaning of BeO film has been demonstrated previously [128]

4.1.1

Experimental preparation

Steam Ingress
Three highly polished circular mirror samples of lab compatible sizes (diameter ϕ = 18–25 mm
and thickness t = 4 mm), were used for the steam and humidity test. Two of them were nanocrystalline Rh mirrors (NcRh A and B, provided by two different companies) on a stainless steel
(SS) substrate and the third sample, a single crystal Mo mirror (ScMo). To determine the Rh
film thickness, a FIB measurement was performed on NcRh A and B, and was found as 800
and 350 nm, respectively. Although the Rh coating thickness was supposed to be identical, two
different companies using magnetron sputtering technique [147] produced different films. Moreover their deposition parameters could be different, leading to different coating structures. For
additional analysis, another set of same mirrors were also subjected to the steam and humidity
test, referred to as SI#2 further in this paper. Also all instances of SI refer to SI#1 in this
paper, unless stated otherwise. All the mirrors displayed a high total and a low diffuse reflectivity in their pristine states, similar to the one calculated using Palik optical constant [148].
The steam and humidity test involved subjecting the mirror samples to varying steam pressures
and temperatures in a series of steps mimicking the expected conditions in ITER immediately
after a water vessel leak. The test procedure, employed at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
pursued the following steps:
1. sample exposure to steam pressure of 1.5 bar and temperature of 250◦ C for 3 hours
2. decrease in temperature to 100◦ C and steam pressure to 1 bar with exposure for 3 hours,
3. increase in temperature to 200◦ C, steam pressure being at 1 bar with exposure for 1 day,
4. decrease in temperature to 30◦ C and exposure in 100% humidity with steam pressure at
1 bar for 1 week and,
5. baking at 240◦ C with 1 bar steam pressure for a minimum of 5 hours until the atmosphere
is dry.
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Mirror sample
NcRh A
NcRh B
ScMo

Discharge gas
Ar
Ar
H2
H2 + Ar (1:1)
Ar
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Partial pressure (Pa)
0.5
0.5
1
1 (0.5+0.5)
0.5

Cleaning time (h)
12.5
16
14
16
4

Table 4.1: Discharge conditions used for the plasma cleaning experiments
Plasma cleaning and characterization
The cleaning procedure was performed in a high vacuum (HV) chamber at University of Basel
(see figure 1 of reference [127]). In the proceeding experiments, 13.56 MHz excitation frequency
was fed to the electrode. The plasma is positively charged (in a range of 25–40 V) which adds
up with the self-bias to provide the ion energy (in eV). A power of 32 W led to a self bias of
-200 V and an ion energy of 230 eV. The discharge conditions used in the experiments for the
different mirrors can be found in table 1.
The surface chemical composition of the mirrors was analysed after steam ingress and plasma
cleaning via XPS measurements. The surface roughness was measured via a profilometer, and
the ex-situ reflectivity (total and diffuse) with the spectrophotometer. Additionally, the surface
morphology of the mirrors was studied via SEM and FIB measurements.

4.1.2

Results and Discussion

Steam ingress : ScMo mirror
The effect of SI was quite drastic on the ScMo mirror. Visually, the mirror exhibited strong
surface deterioration. Upon further analysis with the spectrophotometer, it was established
that post SI, the total reflectivity decreased from 74% for pristine mirror to 15% at λ = 250 nm,
while the diffuse reflectivity increased slightly (figure 4.1a) in the visible region at λ = 500 nm.
All the reflectivity values discussed further in this paper shall correspond to λ = 250 nm unless
stated otherwise. The net specular reflectivity decreased from 73% to 12% (figure 4.1d). The
increase in diffuse reflectivity often corresponds to an increase in surface roughness (Bennet’s
law given in equation 3.4). In our case, the roughness Ra was measured as 64 nm, indicating
a fairly rough surface morphology. To analyze the chemical composition of the surface, an
XPS measurement was performed, which revealed the presence of carbon (C), nitrogen (N) and
oxygen (O) (at binding energy BE 284.7 eV, 398.6 eV and 530.5 eV respectively) on the sample
surface in addition to Mo. The presence of C, N and O on the surface is expected since the
sample was exposed to air prior to its XPS measurement. As can be observed in figure 4.2a, the
Mo3d core level spectra obtained, was deconvoluted in one doublet corresponding to MoO3 [138].
The BE and atomic concentrations of Mo and its oxide/s can be found in table 4.2.
The formation of MoO3 on surface upon high temperature steam oxidation of Mo is in accordance with literature [149]. The large drop in total reflectivity is a result of the formation
of the oxide layer. The influence of Mo oxide layer thickness on the surface reflectivity, as calculated using tri-oxide optical constant can be observed in figure 4.3. The reflectivity decreases
considerably in the low wavelength range (250–800 nm), with the increase in the thickness of
oxide layer on the surface. The oxide layer obtained was further analysed using FIB, where
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Figure 4.1: Total and diffuse reflectivity of (a) single crystal molybdenum mirror, (b) nanocrystalline rhodium mirror A, (c) nanocrystalline rhodium mirror B during different phases of plasma
cleaning and (d) specular reflectivity of ScMo and NcRh A (NcRh B being similar) in pristine
state, before and after plasma cleaning.
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Figure 4.2: Mo3d core level spectra of the ScMo mirror sample (a) before cleaning, (b) after a
14h plasma cleaning with hydrogen gas, (c) after an additional 12h plasma cleaning with a 1:1
mixture of hydrogen and argon gas and (d) after an additional 4h plasma cleaning with only
argon gas. The dashed vertical lines represent the binding energies of the different oxidation
states of Mo. The coloured lines represent the different components. The open circles are the
spectrum data points after background subtraction, where one of every ten data points are
presented. The solid line behind the open circles is the fit sum of the components.
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Figure 4.3: Reflectivity of Mo oxide as a function of thickness calculated using tri-oxide optical
constant.

Figure 4.4: FIB cross section of ScMo showing the oxide layer on the Mo surface. A Pt layer
was deposited prior to making the FIB cut to protect the mirror surface.
the thickness of the oxide layer (distinguishable grainy layer in figure 4.4) was found to be in
the range of 120–170 nm. The diffusion length of oxygen in Mo, taking into account the time
and temperature of the SI precedure steps, was also calculated theoretically using Fick’s law of
diffusion [150,151] for comparision and was found to be 291 nm. The theoretical diffusion length
is higher than the measured 120–170 nm, since the diffusion equation [150] takes into account
a pure oxygen environment unlike the steam and humidity test. However, the order of the two
diffusion lengths (theoretically calculated and the one measured after steam and humidity test)
are the same.
Steam ingress : NcRh mirrors
In case of NcRh A and B, the visual change was not very apparent. However, the specular
reflectivity decreased from 69% for pristine mirror to 35% (figure 4.1d), with both the total
reflectivity decreasing from 70% to 44% and the diffuse reflectivity increasing from 1% to 9%
(figure 4.1b,c). Similar reflectivity drop was also obtained in thick Rh coated mirror samples
(Rh coating between 4-5µm, not shown here) upon SI. Since such thick mirrors are candidate
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Figure 4.5: SEM images along the timeline of NcRh B : (a) surface of the pristine mirror sample,
(b) surface of the mirror after SI depicting the contamination, (c) surface of the mirror at the
end of 16 hour Ar plasma cleaning depicting a reduced concentration of voids, (d) cross section
of the pristine mirror sample showing the Rh coating, (e) cross section of the sample after SI
displaying the voids along the thickness of the coated Rh (Similar images and trend were also
observed for NcRh A) and (f) cross section of a thick Rh coated mirror (4.1µm) relevant for
ITER operations, displaying voids after SI ; Pt : platinum protection layer applied during FIB,
Rh : rhodium coating and SS : stainless steel substrate
materials for FM in ITER diagnostic systems, it calls for a detailed investigation in the SI and
subsequent cleaning process. The presence of C, N and O was revealed on the surface by XPS
analysis (at BE 284.4 eV, 398.9 eV and 531.5 eV respectively) in addition to Rh (consequence
of air exposure). The core level Rh3d spectrum obtained was deconvoluted in two components,
whose BE corresponded to Rh metal and oxide [152]. The BE and atomic concentrations of Rh
and its oxide can be found in table 4.3. The low atomic concentrations of Rh oxide signaled to a
very thin layer of surface oxide. The thickness of the oxide could not be measured using the FIB
cross section images, however since it was detected by XPS in low concentrations, we believe it
to be lower than the XPS analysis depth (< 3 nm). To further study the surface properties, the
sample topography was analysed using SEM. The SEM images of both NcRh A and B revealed
a surface covered with contaminant particles as analysed with XPS (figure 4.5b). However,
examining the cross section of the Rh coating using FIB revealed the presence of several ’voids’
along the depth of the mirror (figure 4.5e). These voids were also observed in thick Rh coated
mirrors after SI (figure 4.5f). It was also seen that while for the thin Rh coated mirrors, the
voids occurred throughout the thickness of the mirror, for the thick Rh coated mirrors, the voids
mainly occurred in the top 500 nm along the depth.
Since no such voids were observed along the cross section of the pristine mirror (figure 4.5d),
it can be concluded they arose as a result of the SI process. While the voids were not visible
on the surface immediately after SI (figure 4.5a), a light Ar plasma cleaning of the surface
unveiled their presence on the surface too. They were formed in deeper regions (after a depth
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of approximately 10 nm) in the mirror and the initial Ar plasma cleaning allowed the etching
of that top layer to unveil the voids on the surface. The voids mainly occurred along the grain
boundaries of both the NcRh mirrors. The high physical stress experienced by the outer surface
in the steam environment combined with the thermal stress experienced by the sample during the
SI procedure could be responsible for the observations. These voids could be associated with
the phenomenon of grain boundary migration or dislocations which also arise under extreme
physical and thermal stress, and have been studied before [153]. The formation of voids on the
surface could also explain the increase in the diffuse reflectivity of the samples. An increase
in diffuse reflectivity should follow an increase in surface roughness according to Bennet’s law.
However, Ra was found to be 7 nm, which pointed to a fairly smooth surface topography. This
contradiction arises due to the fact that the diameter of the stylus tip of the profilometer (= 2µm)
which measures the roughness by scanning over the sample surface, was roughly 100 times larger
than the size of the ’voids’ which were in the range of 10–100 nm. Due to a larger tip diameter,
the profilometer doesn’t take into consideration the contribution of voids while measuring the
surface roughness. It is worth noting that these voids arose only in coated mirrors and not
single crystalline mirror as characterized earlier, pointing to the idea that this phenomenon is
only associated with nanocrystalline mirrors. This fact was confirmed by exposing a Mo coated
mirror in SI test, which also developed voids along the thickness of the coating. The generation
of voids is an important observation with regard to optical diagnostics in ITER, as it points to
physical damage at the grain level of thin film mirrors in the event of SI and is worth further
analysis.
Plasma cleaning : ScMo mirror
The plasma cleaning of the ScMo mirror sample was performed in several stages using hydrogen
(H2 ) and Ar gases to study their sputtering impact on Mo. To begin with, the cleaning was
done in a pure H2 plasma to study its sputtering effect on Mo. In a further stage Ar was added
to the H2 plasma in an equal ratio (1:1) in terms of partial pressure, to increase the physical
sputtering yield on Mo and the process was concluded with cleaning in pure Ar.
H2 plasma is able to reduce the oxidation state of surface MoO3 via chemical sputtering of O
atoms. To study its impact, ScMo was cleaned in H2 plasma with parameters described in table
4.1. The XPS measurement after the first cleaning exhibited a complete removal of the C and
N. Mo3d peaks were shifted to lower values indicating a reduction of the oxidation state. The
spectrum was deconvulated into three components. The BE of the components corresponded to
three different oxidation states of Mo as seen in figure 4.2b, namely MoO3 , MoO2 and MoOx ,
the latter corresponding to a reduced oxide [154]. With 230 eV H+ ions, the sputtering yield of
Mo is of the order 10−5 atoms/ion [155] and a similar order is expected for MoO3 as well, which
is insufficient for the complete removal of the oxide film.
Chemical sputtering, by nature, involves chemical reactions between target and projectile
atoms which leads to formation of new species that are loosely bound to the surface and more
easily sputtered. This form of sputtering at best can reduce the oxidation state of the surface
species. For a more efficient cleaning, it is necessary to deploy physical sputtering, which involves
momentum transfer from the impinging projectiles to target atoms. Hence, to increase the
physical sputtering yield, Ar was added to H2 plasma in a 1:1 partial pressure ratio. Ar is able
to etch the Mo surface by physical sputtering and has a sputtering yield of 0.27 atoms/ion which
is 104 times larger than H2 . After the second cleaning, a lower amount of O (table 4.2) was
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BE (eV) :
Before cleaning
H2 - 14 h
H2 +Ar - 12 h
Ar - 4 h
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Mo
MoO3 MoO2 MoOx
O
228.1 232.6 230.2 228.8 530.5
Atomic concentration (at. %)
0
26.5
0
0
73.5
0
4.1
12.4
33.8
43
54
0
0
18
27
89
0
0
0
11

Table 4.2: Binding energies and atomic concentrations of chemical species on ScMo mirror as
measured by XPS for the cleaning steps

BE (eV)

Rh
307.2

Before cleaning
After cleaning

47.4
100

NcRh A
NcRh B
Rh oxide
O
Rh
Rh oxide
307.6
531.4 307.1
307.9
Atomic concentration (at. %)
14.4.
38.2
59.2
5.6
0
0
100
0

O
531.5
35.2
0

Table 4.3: Binding energies and atomic concentrations of chemical species on NcRh A and B as
measured by XPS for the cleaning steps
measured by XPS as well as a shift of Mo3d to a lower BE, corresponding to Mo in metallic state
and a reduced oxide (figure 4.2c). Moreover, the specular reflectivity recovered significantly after
the second cleaning. As can be observed in figure 4.1a, the total reflectivity increased from 15%
before cleaning to 70% after cleaning while the diffuse reflectivity attained the pristine mirror
levels.
To conclude the cleaning process with a higher sputtering yield, the sample was cleaned in a
pure Ar plasma. The cleaning was finished with pure Ar and not H2 , as the latter was found to
negatively impact the reflectivity of virgin Mo or Rh mirrors by forming hydrides [138]. After
the final cleaning step, XPS measurement reported a further decrease in the O concentration
along with a single Mo3d doublet whose peak BE referred to metallic Mo as shown in figure
4.2d. The specular reflectivity also recovered completely as seen in figure 4.1a. The roughness
Ra at the end of the cleaning process also reduced significantly to 20 nm, in contrast to 64 nm
before cleaning, establishing a smoother surface. The visual transformation of the mirror upon
plasma cleaning can be seen in figure 4.6a,b.
Plasma cleaning : NcRh mirrors
NcRh samples A and B were cleaned in pure Ar plasma using identical cleaning parameters
(table 4.1). However the time for complete optical recovery required by the two mirrors were
different.
The core level Rh3d spectrum of NcRh A, obtained by XPS, upon deconvolution led to a
single doublet whose peak BE matched that of pure Rh metal confirming the removal of the oxide
layer. The specular reflectivitiy of the sample recovered to 90% of the pristine mirror values after
8 hours of cleaning. The sample was further cleaned for 4.5 hours for a complete recovery. The
total and diffuse reflectivity of the mirror after the cleaning had completely recovered reaching
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Figure 4.6: ScMo (a) before cleaning and (b) after 30 hours of H2 and/or Ar plasma cleaning.
NcRh A (c) before cleaning and (d) after 12.5 hours of Ar plasma cleaning. NcRh B (e) before
cleaning and (f) after 16 hours of Ar plasma cleaning
the pristine mirror levels as can be seen in figure 4.1b. Similar observations were recorded for
NcRh B as well. Although, the XPS measurements done after 4 hours of cleaning affirmed the
removal of oxide layer, the specular reflectivity of the sample was recovered only after 16 hours
of cleaning (figure 4.1d). The visual transformation of the mirror upon plasma cleaning can be
seen in figure 4.6c,d.
To track the etching rate of the Rh coating, FIB measurements were done along the cleaning
steps. It was found that the Rh coating for both NcRh A and B, was etched off at the rate
of 15 nm/hour upon Ar plasma sputtering. An ion flux corresponding to this plasma had
been measured in this facility previously and was found to be 2.9×1019 atoms.m−2 .s−1 [38]. At
this etching rate 187.5 nm and 240 nm of mirror material from NcRh A and B was removed
respectively. Although this represents a large portion of the initial thickness of the test mirrors,
the mirrors to be used in ITER would be thicker than 5 µm. A thickness of that order is sufficient
to sustain the 15 VVICE projected to occur in ITER lifetime.
The topography of the samples was analysed using SEM after each cleaning cycle to track
the evolution of ’voids’ which were observed in the post SI characterization. Since the SEM
characterization of the samples subjected to SI#1 was only started after at least 4 hours of
Ar plasma cleaning, a second set of same samples was subjected to SI#2 to analyse the void
phenomenon immediately after SI. Upon subsequent cleaning steps, the concentration of ’voids’
on the surface was first seen to increase in both NcRh mirrors till a certain point followed by
a phase of decrease with further cleaning (figure 4.7). The profile indicated that the highest
concentration of voids existed several nanometers below the surface. The void concentration
profile along the depth was, however, different for the two mirrors. Upon prolonged plasma
cleaning the void concentration decreased and it was possible to recover a surface free of voids.
However in doing so, a large portion of the mirror was etched away.
Moreover, as the void concentration decreased later with increasing cleaning time, the diffuse reflectivity was seen to decrease, pointing to a correlation between the two. Generation of
voids upon SI could result in an increase in the diffuse reflectivity due to enhanced light scattering. Hence upon extended cleaning, as the void concentration decreased, the diffuse reflectivity
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Figure 4.7: Variation of the hole density of the sample surface with the duration of plasma
cleaning. SI#1 and SI#2 refer to the samples subjected to two independent SI tests with same
test parameters conducted at different times.
decreased as well (as observed in figure 4.1b,c).

4.1.3

Outcomes

1. A steam and humidity exposure of FMs in ITER, following a VVICE, would be detrimental
to the optical properties of the FMs. A thin Rh oxide and a thick Mo trioxide (120–
170 nm) layer emerges on the the surfaces of Rh and Mo mirrors , respectively leading to
a significant drop in their specular reflectivities. Mo mirrors experience a greater drop in
optical properties than the Rh mirrors.
2. Using 13.56 MHz CCRF plasma cleaning at 230 eV with Ar and/or H2 as the process
gas, it is possible to recover the specular reflectivities of both Rh and Mo mirrors to their
pristine states.
3. Rh coated mirrors are etched at a rate of 15 nm/hour with Ar plasma sputtering. The
Rh mirrors, being nanocrystalline, develops ’voids’ in the range of 10–100 nm along their
grain boundaries due to the thermal and physical stress experienced during the steam and
humidity test. These voids exist along the thickness of the nanocrystalline mirrors. Upon
plasma cleaning, the concentration of the voids first increases to a certain point followed
by a decrease with further increase in the duration of the plasma cleaning. The diffuse
reflectivity of the mirrors is most likely linked to the presence of voids.
4. Void formation is not observed in single crystalline mirrors. SI test performed on a Mo
coated mirror sample also led to development of voids. This leads us to conclude that
the nano-crystalline structure of the mirror (both Rh and Mo) is prone to void formation,
which has a significant negative influence on the applicability of FMs.
Additional experiments are required for a detailed study of void origination along the
grain boundaries upon exposure to steam induced stress. Furthermore, plasma cleaning,
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depending on driving frequency and ion energy, typically has an inhomogeneity degree
that can range from 20-40% (the centre being sputtered more than the sides). While this
doesn’t affect the mirror over a single sputtering cycle, it could lead to a modification in
the original geometry of its surface upon multiple cleaning cycles as projected over the
lifetime of ITER and needs to be considered for the design of FMs.

4.2

Deuterium sputtering of Be-W deposited samples

CCRF plasma cleaning technique and its application for removal of ITER relevant deposits from
FMs has been a subject of numerous studies [1, 41, 43, 47, 156]. However, due to toxicity of Be,
majority of the plasma cleaning studies make use of aluminium (Al) which acts as a Be proxy
due to similarity in their chemical properties [59]. Experimentation with Be instead of a proxy
requires special handling facilities such as the Beryllium Laboratory at the National Institute of
Laser, Plasma and Radiation Physics (NILPRP), Romania or the previously operational JET
Be handling facility installed in the Culham Science Centre, England (JET-BeHF).
There have been a few studies exploring the plasma cleaning of Be deposits making use
of controlled environments in the facilities mentioned above. Moser et al. performed plasma
cleaning experiments on both lab made deposits (Be and W) [128] as well as tokamak deposits
grown in JET-ILW mirrors on molybdenum (Mo) and rhodium (Rh) coated mirrors [39]. Using
helium (He), argon (Ar) or a mix of both in the RF discharge, it was shown that the thickness of
the deposits could be reduced followed by a corresponding increase in mirror reflectivity. Helium,
due to its low sputtering yield (Y ) on Mo and Rh, offered gentler cleaning preserving the mirror
surfaces while removing Be contaminants as efficiently as Ar. Ben Yaala et al. performed plasma
cleaning experiments with 60 eV and 220 eV deuterium (D2 ) on lab coatings of Be as well as
on mirrors exposed in JET-ILW containing upto 1.5 at.% W [40]. While they were able to
completely sputter lab grown Be deposits with D2 , the deposits from JET-ILW mirrors could
not be completely cleaned. It was also shown that at low energies (60 eV), the small fraction
of W present in the deposits remains unsputtered and leads to a W enrichment of the surface,
which in turn acts as a protective layer against sputtering.
D2 is an interesting choice of process gas for plasma cleaning of FMs for its high Y on
Be while having a negligible impact on FM material (Rh and Mo) at low energies, as can be
observed in figure 4.8. D2 is also beneficial for operation in ITER as it is known to prevent
polluting the neutral beam injection system [160]. One of the most interesting properties of D2
is its ability to sputter Be at low ion energies via chemically-assisted physical sputtering, and the
same has been a subject of multiple studies [161–166]. Brezinsek et al. reported that at medium
D impact energies (∼ 75 eV), about one third of the sputtered Be came from chemically-assisted
physical sputtering, with the mechanism being the formation of BeD molecules [161]. Björkas
et al. showed experimentally, that the chemical sputtering via formation of BeD molecules was
promoted at low D energies [162]. They observed that the fraction of Be sputtered as BeD
molecules was as high as 80 % at 9 eV, while this fraction dropped to 40 % at 90 eV. Ballauf
et al investigated the sputtering of Be as BeD as a function of ion energy (20 to 500 eV) and
temperature (300 to 700 K) [163]. They found that the ratio BeD+ /Be+ increased both with
an increase in ion energy and temperature. All the studies agree on the fact that as the D ion
energies increase over 100 eV, the contribution of chemically-assisted physical sputtering of Be
diminishes and physical sputtering becomes the main mechanism of Be removal.
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Figure 4.8: Sputtering yield (Y ) of ITER relevant deposits, Be, W and their oxides as well as
FM materials, Rh and Mo, with D+ projectile reported in literature. Y of Be, Be oxide, W and
Mo is a fit of the experimental data points and is taken from [157]. Y of W oxide is also a fit
of experimental data points and is taken from [158]. Y of Rh is numerically derived for lack of
experimental data in literature and is taken from [159]. ox in the legend refers to the oxide of
the corresponding metal.

In ITER, however, the contaminants on FMs would also include W in addition to Be, although in minor amounts. Experimental campaigns in ITER like wall of the JET tokamak have
indicated W is deposited on the FMs in small amounts (< 5%), while Be makes up majority of
the surface co-deposition [18, 167, 168]. There are also other elements in the co-deposits, such as
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen as well as deuterium. However, deposition of W even in small amounts
is concerning due to its high sputtering energy threshold in comparison to other co-deposits.
Furthermore, the composition of W in the co-deposits in ITER could also increase beyond that
measured in JET campaigns, depending on the location of FM in the tokamak as well as the
duration of the hot plasma pulse. Hence for D2 plasma cleaning of ITER relevant contaminants,
it is important to understand its interaction with mixed Be-W deposits. There have been very
few studies to date dealing with sputtering of mixed Be-W layers with D projectiles [169–173].
Björkas et al. studied the sputtering of Be and Be2 W by D bombardments in the energy range
of 7-200 eV via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [169]. They found that both surfaces
led to formation of BeD molecules as a result of swift chemical sputtering, and that physical
sputtering yield was more efficient than swift chemical sputtering as the energies became larger.
They explained that at lower ion energies (10-20 eV), the D surface concentration is higher making it more likely for any Be atom to have many D neighbours, compared to at higher energies
where the D penetration depth is larger. This D bonding on the surface Be, lowers the binding
energy of Be atoms, making it more easily sputtered at lower energies. Lasa et al. presented an
atomistic study on D irradiation on Be-W mixtures via MD simulations, and reported chemical
effects on sputtering at low energies, and a purely physical sputtering at higher energies (100200 eV) [170]. Mutzke et al. showed via simulations with H and He projectile, that the Y of Be in
mixed Be-W targets can get even larger than Y of pure Be targets and explained the additional
Be sputtering caused by reflection of impinging ions by W atoms in the mixed layers [171]. The
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Be:W
atomic ratio
99:1
98:2
95:5

Be
Udisc
(V)
450
410
490

Idisc
(A)
0.36
0.36
0.36

Flow
(sccm)

W
R.D.
(Å s−1 )
3.2
2.8
2.5

Udisc
(V)
312
335
325

Idisc
(A)
0.06
0.09
0.2

R.D.
(Å s−1 )
0.03
0.05
0.25

Ar

D2

20

6

P
(Pa)

1

Table 4.4: Discharge voltage (Udisc ) and current (Idisc ), rates of deposition (R.D.) for Be and
W, as well as gas flows for Ar and D2 and gas pressure
proposed effect, however, was only observed at ion energies greater than 1000 eV .
However as Be is removed from the mixed Be-W surfaces, either via chemically assisted
physical sputtering at low energies or physical sputtering at higher energies, an enrichment of W
on the surface which is particularly problematic for FM cleaning can be observed. The enriched
W layer, which has a larger sputtering energy threshold, could block the removal of the Be
beneath it and become a major obstacle towards low energy deuterium cleaning of FMs, calling
for a thorough investigation on the topic. In this work we study the influence of ion energy
in D2 plasma and the resulting regime of sputtering (physical or chemically-assisted physical
sputtering) in the removal of lab grown mixed Be-W deposits with CCRF plasma sputtering.
We also investigate the role of the initial concentration of W in the mixed Be-W deposits, in
the removal of Be and enrichment of W.

4.2.1

Experimental preparation

Owing to the toxicity of Be, the experiments were conducted in a controlled environment at the
Beryllium Handling Facility at the National Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation Physics
(NILPRP) in Măgurele, Romania. Seven mirror substrates with 25 mm diameter and 8 mm
thickness were used for the experiments. Five of the mirror substrates were made of stainless
steel (SS) while two were made of Mo. Prior to the experiments, all the mirror substrates were
polished (with silicon carbide (SiC) paper, diamond paste and alumina powder of 0.05 µm) and
coated with 500 nm of Rh using magnetron sputtering at University of Basel to mimick ITER
first mirrors. The corresponding deposition procedure is described elsewhere [174].
Be-W deposition
In ITER, co-deposition would be one of the main mechanisms that leads to D retention in
the wall materials [25, 175]. Studies in JET tokamak [176] as well as lab experiments [177]
have indicated that D retention in co-deposited layers is large. Hence, in order to imitate the
contaminants that would be obtained in the environment of fusion reactor, we produced Be-W
films with deuterium seeding. The D seeded Be-W coatings were performed by using the Direct
Current Magnetron Sputtering (DCMS) technique in a circular chamber used exclusively for
Be containing thin films within the Beryllium Handling Facility at NILPRP. The details of this
set-up are described in a previous paper [178]. The Be and W sputtering sources consisted in
two water-cooled magnetron cathodes provided with high purity Be (99.95 %) and W (99.95 %)
circular (50 mm diameter and 3 mm thickness) targets operated in DC magnetron sputtering
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Sample

Substrate
+ coating

Be:W
deposition

Total sputtering
time (h)

Self Bias
(-V)

Rh1
Rh2
Rh3
Rh4
Rh5
Rh6
Rh7

SS+Rh
SS+Rh
Mo+Rh
SS+Rh
SS+Rh
SS+Rh
Mo+Rh

99:1
99:1
99:1
98:2
98:2
95:5
95:5

11.7 (5 + 6.7)
10.0
17.8
5.0
13.0
11.3 (5 + 6.3)
17.8

200
50
50
200
50
200
50
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W conc. (at.%)
Before
After
sputtering sputtering
2.0
5.2
2.0
1.3
2.0
2.1
2.9
6.8
2.9
2.3
8.3
36.3
8.3
24.2

Table 4.5: Details of the deposition, sputtering parameters and the W concentration obtained
via XPS measurements (before and after sputtering) of the mirror samples.

regime. Prior to the deposition process, starting from a base pressure of 3 × 10−4 Pa, Ar and D2
were inducted into the deposition chamber until the stable pressure of 1 Pa was achieved. The
Ar : D2 flow ratio was kept constant at 10:3. Deposition rate values were between 0.03 and 0.25
Å s−1 for W, and between 2.5 and 3.2 Å s−1 for Be, depending on the required Be/W atomic
ratio. These values for gas flows, pressure and coating speeds were carefully selected, based on
previous experience and calibrations performed especially for this experiment. The thickness of
the deposited Be-W films was targeted at 150 nm. All the relevant parameters for the plasma
depositions are presented in table 4.4.
Additionally, during each mirror deposition, two silicon (Si) samples were placed next to the
substrate to be used as witness samples. One set of witness samples S1, S2 and S3 deposited
with Be:W coatings of 99:1, 98:2 and 95:5, respectively were chemically characterized using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy. It is important to note that the Be:W ratios mentioned are that of
the target material used for deposition. As will be discussed later, the actual composition of Be
and W obtained on the samples after the deposition can differ from the Be:W ratios of the target
material. The second set of Si samples were used to perform thermal desorption spectroscopy
(TDS) (method described in [178]) in order to assess the deuterium content added during the
deposition process. The samples were heated up to 1275 K with a ramp of 10 K min−1 , measuring
the amount of HD and D2 molecules released in the process. The release of D through HDO
and D2 O was carefully monitored during TDS measurements and it was found that it was below
the detection level of the spectrometer. The quantification of HD and D2 was performed based
on spectrometer calibrations with known amounts of H2 and D2 gas. The total D release was
calculated by summing the contribution of HD and D2 . The D desorption profiles as a function
of temperature for the investigated samples are presented in figure 4.9. The TDS spectrum of the
Be (99): W (1) shows that the largest part of the D in sample is released in a narrow temperature
range of just 50 K. In this range the spectrum exhibits two sharp desorption peaks, the first one
appears at 510 K and the second smaller peak at ∼ 550 K. For higher W concentration (2%), the
first peak has a minor shift towards lower temperatures and its intensity decreases compared to
the first sample (1%). Moreover, as the W content increase, it transforms the peak at 550 K
into a wide peak in the TDS spectrum. Compared with the above-mentioned samples, the D
release profile of the layer with the highest W content (5%) exhibits a broad desorption peak
at 520 K, a very small low temperature peak at 478 K and a shoulder at 1150 K which indicates
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Figure 4.9: The TDS spectra of the Be-W coatings deposited on silicon witness samples.
the presence of an additional desorption peak. One can observe that with the increase of the W
concentration in layers the D is released over a wider temperature range which can imply that
additional trapping states in the layer are created or the W trapping states are substituting the
Be trapping states.
The total D amount introduced inside of the coated layers was calculated by integrating
the desorption curves presented in figure 4.9. The amount retained was approximately 20 at.%
with a small increase (22.5 at.%) observed for layers with higher W content compared to Be
(99%):W (1%) where D retained was 18.5 at.%. This variation can occur due to different plasma
parameters used in order to achieve the desired atomic ratios. In this case the input power on
the W cathode is raised, which increases the plasma density leading also to an increase of the
ion flux towards the substrates.
Plasma sputtering and characterization
The substrates deposited with Be-W films were sputtered with CCRF plasma discharges in
a high vacuum (HV) chamber at NILPRP (figure 1 of reference [40]). The HV chamber is
evacuated to a background pressure of 10−4 Pa. In the plasma generation process, the RF power
is directly fed to the mirror thus acting as the powered electrode, while the entire vacuum
chamber serves as the grounded electrode. The asymmetry of the areas between the powered
and grounded electrode leads to development of a negative self-bias VDC on the electrode. This
causes the positively charged ions to accelerate towards the electrode surface with an energy of
e(Vp -VDC ), where Vp is the plasma potential. A 60 MHz RF generator (Comet cito) coupled
with a matchbox was used to generate a 1 Pa D2 plasma inside the vacuum chamber. The typical
Vp of the generated plasma is approximately 20 V [40]. The RF power was adjusted to have
either −50 V or −200 V self bias (SB) on the sample, leading to a corresponding maximum ion
impact energy of 70 eV or 220 eV, respectively. The self-bias voltage as well as the sputtering
duration of the samples are detailed in table 4.5. It is worth noting that this HV chamber used
for sputtering is separate from the chamber used for deposition. Hence the samples were exposed
to air between transfer from the deposition chamber to the sputtering chamber.
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A low temperature deuterium plasma is known to generate multiple ion species, particularly
+
D+ , D+
2 and D3 [179]. This significantly affects the evaluation of the incident energy and flux, as
+
D+
2 and D3 impact the surface as two D atoms with one half and three D atoms with one third
of the energy of D+ , respectively [169]. Furthermore, the ratio of the different ion species in the
plasma can vary considerably depending on the discharge conditions [179–183]. Unfortunately,
we do not have quantitative information on the different ion species present in our plasma, but
+
we estimate a majority ion flux (over 75%) carried by D+ and D+
2 with a minor flux of D3 .
Relevant to our study, maximal ion impact energies of 70 and 220 eV would correspond to 70
and 220 eV per D for the D+ ions, 35 and 110 eV per D for the D+
2 ions, and 23 and 73 eV per D
for the D+
ions,
respectively.
Further
in
this
manuscript,
ion
energies
are referred to as 70 and
3
220 eV for the sake of convenience. However, it must be taken into account that these are only
the maximal ion energies corresponding to the self-bias, and that ions with lower energies would
also be a part of the total flux. As can be inferred, the penetration depth of deuterium ions in
Be-W coatings increases with an increasing ion energy. For instance, in pure Be the penetration
depth of 70 eV and 220 eV D+ is 20 and 60 Å, respectively [184].
After the plasma sputtering, all the samples were characterized with XPS to analyse their
surface chemical composition. The measurement depth of XPS is ∼ 5 nm. It is worth noting
that the samples were exposed to air before transferring them to the XPS chamber for analysis.

4.2.2

SDTrimSP simulations

In order to understand some of our experimental results, we also performed Monte-Carlo-based
SDTrimSP simulations [185] with experimental variables. This code uses the binary collision
approximation to model transport of energetic particles through amorphous targets of arbitrary
composition, and has been shown to be valid for impinging particle energies in the eV - keV
range [185]. The code can yield the fluence-dependent sputter yields, implantation depths,
reflection yields, etc. for all projectile-target combinations. Particle trajectories are calculated
in three dimensions, while the target is one-dimensional, computed as a series of smooth slabs
or arbitrary thicknesses and compositions. SDTrimSP is capable of both static (the target
composition is fixed) and dynamic simulations (the target composition changes as a function of
fluence). We performed static calculations, where 8 × 104 particles were simulated. The depth
discretization was set to 1 nm.

4.2.3

Results and discussion

The XPS measurements on the witness samples revealed a W concentration of 2 at.% on S1,
2.9 at.% on S2 and 8.3 at.% on S3. These are used as the starting concentrations of W (or
0 h of sputtering time) on the samples deposited with Be:W coatings of 99:1, 98:2 and 95:5,
respectively. The W4f core level spectra were deconvoluted in different components and are
presented in table 4.6. Only W and Be concentrations are considered (i.e. their sum totalizes
100 at.%) for the calculation of the relative atomic concentration of W in this manuscript. While
not included in calculations, XPS measurements also revealed C and O, owing to the exposure
of samples in air. The deconvolution of C1s core level spectra indicated that C was present as
C-C, C-O and C=O, but not carbide.
After coating with corresponding Be-W deposits, the mirror samples were subjected to deuterium plasma sputtering with an ion energy of either 220 eV or 70 eV. As described in section
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Sample

Be:W
deposition

S1
Rh1 (1/2)
Rh1 (2/2)
Rh2
Rh3
S2
Rh4
Rh5
S3
Rh6 (1/2)
Rh6 (2/2)
Rh7

99:1
99:1
99:1
99:1
99:1
98:2
98:2
98:2
95:5
95:5
95:5
95:5

Ion energy
(eV)
220
220
70
70
220
70
220
220
70

Atomic concentration (at. %)
W4f
Bex W W BeWO3 WO2 WO3
2.0
2.1
0.2
1.5
1.5
0.5
3.1
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.9
0.1
0.3
2.4
0.3
0.2
1.9
0.7
0.9
3.3
1.6
0.7
7.4
0.9
4.0
4.0
28.6
6.3
3.2
26.7
5.0
5.1
0.9
13.2

Table 4.6: Chemical compounds identified after deconvolution of the XPS measurement for
the W4f core level spectra. The atomic concentrations are calculated taking into account that
Be+W corresponds to 100%.

4.2, 220 eV deuterium ions have a higher penetration depth and lead to pre-dominant physical sputtering of Be. However at 70 eV, the ions have a lower penetration depth and the D
concentration on the surface is higher allowing for swift chemical sputtering via formation of
BeD/BeD2 molecules [169] in addition to physical sputtering. Deuterium ions with these energies have negligible or no impact on W as can be observed in figure 4.8. Hence, any impact on
W concentration after the plasma sputtering is a result of the change in the concentration of
Be, caused by its removal with deuterium sputtering. Furthermore, exposure to air before XPS
measurements, also led to formation of oxides (BeO, WO3 , WO2 and BeWO3 ) on the surface
of samples. The sputtering yield of the oxides varies from their metallic counterparts as can be
observed in figure 4.8. At 70 eV, the sputtering yield of BeO is almost half of Be, while at 220 eV
the sputtering yield of BeO is 1.2 times higher than that of Be. Moreover, while W itself cannot
be removed, W oxide can be sputtered considerably at 220 eV. The removal of W oxide would
also contribute to change in W concentration after plasma sputtering. This would however be
a minor contribution, as there were only traces of W oxide on the mirror surface before plasma
sputtering as can be observed in table 4.6.
On the samples coated with 99:1 Be:W deposits (Rh1, Rh2 and Rh3), the deconvolution of
the W4f spectrum indicated that all the W was bonded to Be in the form of Bex W. Similar
deconvolution was also done for the Be1s spectra to verify the presence of Bex W. The binding
energies (BE) of the different pure Be-W compounds are quite identical. For instance, in the
Be1s spectra the BE of Be2 W is 111.1 eV and that of Be12 W is 111.4 eV [186], while we measure
a BE of 111.2 eV. Since we cannot confidently resolve the BE of different pure Be-W compounds
in our XPS system, they are collectively referred to as Bex W in this manuscript. However,
Be atoms are most stable in Be2 W systems than the rest [173]. Furthermore, the deuterium
sputtering yield of Be in Be2 W is lower than that of metallic Be [169]. Rh1 was sputtered
with 220 eV in two steps of 5 h and 6.7 h, respectively. The evolution of total W concentration
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Figure 4.10: Time evolution of the atomic concentration of W with respect to Be during the
plasma sputtering process.

during plasma sputtering can be observed in figure 4.10. After the 5 h sputtering, the total W
concentration on its surface increased from 2 to 3.8 at.%. The state of W also changed from
purely Bex W to a mix of Bex W, BeWO3 and WO3 after the sputtering. It is worth noting
that difference in the BE of Bex W, BeWO3 and WO3 in the Wf4 spectrum is sufficiently large
(> 1 eV) to be resolved confidently. The emergence of BeWO3 and WO3 was most likely due to
oxidation of enriched W when the sample was exposed to atmosphere before XPS measurement.
The oxidation of enriched W could also occur during sputtering, most likely by residual H2 O
in the vacuum chamber. With an additional sputtering of 6.7 h, the total W concentration
further increased to 5.2 at.%, with the state of W changing to a mix of W and its oxides. This
indicates a change of W chemical state from pure Bex W towards pure W during the plasma
sputtering process. On Rh2 and Rh3, which were sputtered with 70 eV ions, the concentration
of W remained roughly the same after sputtering. The amount of W in Bex W reduced from 2 to
0.8 at.% in both the samples, with emergence of BeWO3 and W oxides, indicating a change of
W chemical state after the process. The transition from Bex W to W was however considerably
lower than Rh1.
Similar trends were obtained on samples coated with 98:2 Be:W deposits (Rh4 and Rh5).
After sputtering of Rh4 with 220 eV ions for 5 h, the concentration of W almost doubled from 2.9
to 6.7 at.%, with the chemical state of W changing from predominantly Bex W to metallic W and
its oxides. There were also W oxides in minor concentration (0.5 at.%) at the beginning, which
most likely also got sputtered as evident from figure 4.8. As mentioned earlier, a major part of W
oxides obtained after the sputtering is very likely due to atmospheric oxidation of the metallic W
on the surface after the sample removal from vacuum. On the other hand, after the sputtering
of Rh5 with 70 eV ions for 13 h, the total concentration of W roughly remained unchanged.
Furthermore, while all of the W was in the form of Bex W and W oxides before sputtering, it
modified to a mix of Bex W and BeWO3 after sputtering without any W metallization.
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Figure 4.11: Percentage increase in the atomic concentration of W versus initial concentration
of W after 5 h plasma sputtering with 220 eV deuterium ions.
On the samples coated with 95:5 Be:W deposits (Rh6 and Rh7), however, a strong W enrichment was observed after sputtering with both 70 eV and 220 eV ions. Rh6 was sputtered
with 220 eV in two steps of 5 h and 6.3 h respectively. The concentration of W increased significantly from 8.3 to 36.3 at.% after the first sputtering step. Furthermore, all of the W changed
from predominantly Bex W before sputtering to metallic state and oxides after sputtering. After
the second sputtering step, the net W concentration remained the same. The state of W also
remained identical to that obtained after first sputtering step, indicating a saturation of W composition on the surface. Rh7, which was sputtered with 70 eV ions for 17.8 h also displayed an
increase in the total concentration of W from 8.3 to 24.2 at.%. However, the W measured was
still in the state of Bex W with presence of BeWO3 and W oxides, indicating a lower metallization
of W.
The results clearly indicate that the evolution of W depends considerably on the ion energy
used for sputtering of the Be-W films. With all the samples sputtered with 220 eV ions, a net
increase of W concentration was obtained, with all detected W changing from Bex W to metallic
W and its oxides, indicating an overall enrichment of W. For the samples sputtered with 70 eV
ions, however, no net increase in W concentration was measured (with the exception of Rh7).
Furthermore, in all the cases, the W remained mostly in the state of Bex W after the sputtering
as well. The W enrichment in Rh7 suggests that the evolution of W depends as well on the
starting concentrations of W. This can be observed well by comparing the results of Rh1, Rh4
and Rh6, which were all sputtered with 220 eV ions but having different starting concentrations
of W. We can calculate the percentage of increase in the atomic concentration of W after the
plasma sputtering (∆[W ]) via the following relation,
∆[W ] =

[Wf ] − [Wi ]
× 100
[Wi ]

(4.1)

where [Wf ] and [Wi ] are the final and initial atomic concentrations of W, respectively. After
the uniform sputtering time of 5 h, Rh1, Rh4 and Rh6 recorded ∆[W ] of 85 %, 134 % and 341 %,
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Figure 4.12: Sputtering yield of Be in Be-W layer obtained by static SDTrimSP simulations for
different initial concentrations of W in the layer. 220 eV D+ ions are used as the projectile. The
highlighted portion in the plot corresponds to the initial concentrations of W in Be-W layers
used in the experiments, i.e., 2 to 8.3 at.% (figure 4.11).
respectively. As can be observed from figure 4.11, ∆[W ] increases almost linearly with the
increase in initial concentration of W from 2 to 8.3 at.%. This indicates that a relatively higher
amount of Be is sputtered from the deposits at the same energy when the initial concentration
of W is higher. One way to explain the increase in Be sputtering (leading to W enrichment)
with the increase in initial concentration of W could be the increased reflection of deuterium
ions from W atoms in the Be-W deposited layer as discussed in [171]. The deuterium ions
can enter inside the Be-W layer and get reflected back to surface upon impact with W atoms,
leading to additional sputtering of surface Be atoms. As the initial concentration of W increases
in the Be-W films, the reflection of deuterium ions from W atoms would increase as well. The
increase of reflected deuterium ions could enhance the sputtering of surface Be and hence the
W enrichment rate.
In [171] however, they discussed this behavior only at energies greater than 2800 eV, and
hence cannot be extrapolated to our results directly. In order to understand the enhancement
of Be sputtering yield in mixed Be-W layers at low energy deuterium sputtering as observed
in figure 4.11, we performed static SDTrimSP simulations with 220 eV D particles impinging
under normal incidence on Be-W layers of varying initial W content. The simulations reveal
an increase in the sputter yield of Be as a function of the W surface content (shown in figure
4.12), until roughly 20 at.%. Due to the larger atomic mass of W relative to Be, backscattering
recoils are more likely when a D projectile recoils off a W atom in the target. In addition to
this, a larger fraction of the initial energy is conserved after a W recoil than than after a Be
recoil. Up to 20 at.% W, despite the surface being partly covered in W, which does not sputter
at this impinging particle energy, a larger fraction of impinging D particles can reflect off the
atoms in the subsurface layers towards the surface with sufficient energy to sputter Be, leading
to a larger sputter yield than if the target were exclusively Be. This behavior is consistent
with the experimental results (figure 4.11), which show a greater relative and absolute level of
enrichment (i.e., more Be sputtered) after equal exposure for higher initial concentrations of
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W. At roughly 20 at.% W, the sputter yield plateaus and starts to slowly decrease. From this
concentration onward, the increase in D recoils with sufficient energy to sputter Be does not
offset the depletion of Be at the surface.

4.2.4

Outcomes

1. The evolution of the W concentration in mixed Be-W deposits, when sputtered with deuterium plasma, depends considerably on the ion energy. At 220 eV, where the sputtering is
predominantly physical, the net W concentration increases. Furthermore, all of the W in
the film changes from Bex W before sputtering to pure W and its oxides after sputtering,
indicating an overall enrichment of W.
2. At 70 eV, where deuterium is known to sputter Be via chemically assisted physical sputtering, there is no net change in the W concentration along the cleaning process, as long
as the initial concentration of W in the film was below 4 at.%. Moreover the W remains
majoritarily in the state of Bex W after the sputtering as well. Hence the enrichment
of W is considerably lower when sputtered with 70 eV compared to 220 eV at the same
parameters.
3. The enrichment of W also depends on the initial concentration of W in the deposits.
At same ion energy and sputtering parameters, the enrichment of W during the plasma
sputtering is faster when the initial concentration of W in the deposits is higher.
The results shed considerable light on viability of deuterium as a process gas for plasma
cleaning of FMs in ITER. As can be inferred, the ideal case scenario for cleaning of mixed Be-W
deposits with deuterium plasma would be to keep the rate of W enrichment minimal so as to
maximise the removal of Be from the deposits. As long as the W concentration in the deposits
is low (< 4 at.%), the Be can be sufficiently removed with 70 eV deuterium ions without considerably enriching the W in the deposits. With 220 eV however, where the physical sputtering of
Be dominates, the W enrichment rate increases considerably. This leads to formation of a pure
W layer, slowing down and eventually stopping the removal of Be from the deposits. Hence,
70 eV deuterium cleaning is optimum for removal of Be deposits when the concentration of W
in the film is below 4 at.%. However, if the W concentration in the deposits is high (> 8 at.%),
the W enrichment rate increases even at lower ion energy (70 eV), making deuterium cleaning
undesirable.

4.3

JET-ILW exposed mirrors

Finally, we performed cleaning studies on mirrors retrieved from JET-ILW after exposure in hot
plasma. Since JET tokamak mimics the ITER like wall (with Be inner walls and W divertor),
the surface contamination of the FMs after exposure in JET comes close to that expected in
ITER environment. There have been very few studies that have explored the cleaning of FMs
after exposure in tokamaks. Two previous cleaning campaigns were conducted on JET-ILW
mirrors with promising results from the University of Basel [39, 40]. Moser et al., demonstrated
the cleaning of JET-ILW mirrors deposited with Be, W and other tokamak impurities, although
without a complete optical recovery [39]. Yaala et al., employed primarily D2 plasma and were
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(b)

Figure 4.13: (a) Poloidal cross section of the JET torus and (b) poloidal cross section of the
divertor. The location of mirrors are marked with arrows in (a) and (b). Image taken from [11].
able to remove deposits with optical recovery only at high ion energies of 220 eV [40]. In this subchapter, we further subject some JET-ILW mirrors to a mix of He, D2 and Ar plasma cleanings
at varied energies to track the reduction of Be deposits and recovery of optical properties.

4.3.1

Experimental preparation

Three mirror samples exposed in JET-ILW were used for this study, namely J-185, J-184 and
J-125. The dimensions of the mirror samples were 10 × 10 × 10 mm3 and all of them were
made of poly-crystalline Mo with one polished face. Two of the samples, J-184 and J-185, were
coated with 1 µ m of Rh. Hence the plasma exposed surfaces on the J-184 and J-185 was nanocrystalline Rh while that on J-125 was Mo. The three mirrors were exposed in different locations
of the JET tokamak : J-185 on the outer divertor, J-184 on the inner divertor and J-125 on the
tungsten wedge. The schematic of the different locations are presented in figure 4.13 and the
details of the locations are given in [11, 18].
All the mirror samples were subjected to plasma cleaning in the high vacuum (HV) chamber
at NILPRP, with the experimental setup and procedure similar to that described in section 4.2.1.
All the mirrors were exposed to air prior to the cleaning process. The details of the cleaning
steps and parameters of the different mirrors are presented in table 4.7.
The surfaces of all the mirrors were characterized thoroughly along the cleaning steps. The
total and diffuse reflectivities of the mirrors were measured ex-situ with the spectrophotometer.
The range of wavelengths varied in the reflectivity measurements carried after different steps.
The measurement was carried out after JET exposure in wavelength range of 400–1600 nm due
to Be and tritium contamination. At Basel, the measurements were carried out in 250–2500 nm
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Step

Gas

RF (MHz)

Self-Bias (-V)

Pressure (Pa)

Time (h)

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3

He
He
He
Ar
D2
Ar
D2
He
Ar
D2
He
Ar

60
60
13.56
60
60
60
60
13.56
60
60
13.56
60

200
200
300
300
50
200
50
300
300
50
300
200

1
1.4
2
1
1
0.5
2
2
1
1
2
1

23
3
18
7
141
0.2
19.5
6
2
64.5
6.5
3

Be thickness (nm)
Before
After
393
37.4
37.4
37.4
37.4
8.5
8.5
<1
59
8
8
12
12
10
10
2.4
2.4
54
11
11
5.4
5.4
<1

Table 4.7: Details of cleaning parameters and the Be thickness obtained via HIERDA measurements of the JET-ILW mirror samples
range, except for in the final cleaning step where due to technical issues the measurement was
carried out only in range of 250–800 nm . Additionally, HIERDA measurements were performed
before and after the cleaning steps to quantify the amount of Be on the surface. The surfaces
were also characterized at the end of the cleaning process via XPS, to detect the low atomic
composition of Be and W.

4.3.2

Results and discussion

After exposure in JET-ILW, J-185 was heavily contaminated with Be with traces of W. There
were also presence of other typical JET elements such as D, N, C and O, as observed in table 4.8.
Our discussion will however be only limited to Be and W. Measurements with HIERDA provide the amount of detected material in TFU (thin film units), where 1 TFU = 1015 atoms/cm2 .
Assuming the bulk mass density of Be (1.85 g/cm3 ), we can estimate the Be thickness from
HiERDA measurement in nanometers. 4850 TFUs of Be was detected on the surface of J-185,
which roughly translates to a thickness of 393 nm. The measurement also detected a W concentration of 0.4% relative to Be. The optical properties of the mirror were strongly degraded after
the JET exposure. As can be observed in figure 4.14a, at λ = 500 nm, the total reflectivity of the
mirror dropped from 77 % in its pristine state to 22 % after exposure in JET-ILW. The mirror
was then cleaned with a 220 eV He plasma in cleaning steps 1 and 2 as observed in table 4.7.
This reduced the Be thickness from 393 to 40 nm, as calculated with HiERDA measurements. A
color difference was observed after the step 2 (figure 4.15) representing the change in thickness
of Be. However, the total reflectivity remained low at the levels obtained after JET exposure. It
is worth noting that there was no reduction in Be thickness after cleaning step 2 with 220 eV He
ion energy, and the Be reduction from 393 to 40 nm already occurred in cleaning step 1. This
points towards formation of an enriched W layer which hindersa Be removal at low He energy.
The mirror was further cleaned with a higher ion energy of 320 eV in the cleaning step 3, which
reduced the Be thickness down to 8.5 nm. Finally for a complete removal of Be as well as the
enriched W layer, the mirror was cleaned with 300 eV Ar plasma in cleaning step 4. The image
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Mirror
sample
J-185
J-184
J-125

Surface composition (1015 cm−2 )
Be
D
C
N W
O
4850 680 17 248 19 1484
728 298 52 204 10 408
670 243 29 86
8
652

75
Calculated Be
thickness (nm)
393
59
54

Table 4.8: Depth composition of the mirrors measured with HiERDA after exposure in JET-ILW

of the surface after the final cleaning step can be observed in figure 4.15. XPS measurement was
performed on three different points on the mirror (a, b and c in figure 4.15) and the results are
indicated in figure 4.16. The analysis at point c indicated the presence of Mo and Rh without
any Be, indicating that region of the mirror was clean of deposits. The analysis at point b
indicated pure Rh in a metallic state without Mo and Be, indicating that the region underwent
a sputtering of both the Be as well as the Rh coating. The analysis at point a however displayed
both Rh and Be. This indicates that the Be film thickness was not homogeneous along the
surface of the mirror. In the region b, the Be content was the lowest as the physical sputtering
removed the Be contaminants and then sputtered the Rh coating revealing the Mo substrate.
In region c, the Be content was higher as Rh was not completely sputtered away revealing Mo.
In region a, the Be thickness was the highest, as Be was still obtained in the XPS measurement
after the cleaning. After the final cleaning, the total reflectivity increased to 52 % at λ = 500 nm,
which was still low in comparison to the pristine mirror. This can be due to the fact that the
reflectivity measurement is averaged along the whole surface, which was inhomogenous in terms
of the surface composition. The diffuse reflectivity of the mirror also increased after the final
cleaning with Ar. At λ = 250 nm, the diffuse reflectivity of the mirror increased from from 7%
in its pristine state to 24% after the final cleaning. The evolution of Be amount as measured
with HIERDA during the plasma cleaning can be observed in figure 4.14b.
J-184 was also considerably contaminated with Be and W after JET exposure (table 4.8).
Measurements with HiERDA indicated a Be thickness of 59 nm and a W concentration of 1.4%
relative to Be. The total reflectivity also decreased in comparison to pristine values as can be
observed in figure 4.14c. It was cleaned in a first step with 70 eV deuterium plasma and the
results were reported in [40]. While the Be thickness decreased from 59 nm to 8 nm, the total
reflectivity of the mirror was not recovered. The XPS measurements after the first cleaning
indicated an enrichment of W, as the W at. %, initially equal to 1 at.% of the Be amount,
increased to 5.7 at.%. As the damage threshold for D on W is high (342 eV), the concentration
of W keeps increasing during the cleaning process, as Be is removed. This continues to the point
where the entire surface is covered with a thin W layer. This thin W layer acts as a protection
against sputtering, effectively stopping the cleaning process. Cleaning further with 220 eV Ar
and 50 eV He did not change the Be thickness as can be observed in table 4.7 and the effective
saturation of Be removal can be observed in figure 4.14d. It was then cleaned with 320 eV He in
step 4, which reduced the Be thickness from 10 to 2.4 nm. Finally, the mirror was cleaned with
Ar plasma with the same energy, which led to a complete removal of Be. This was verified via
XPS measurement on the surface, which revealed pure Rh in a metallic state with at binding
energy of 307.1 eV. The total reflectivity of the mirror also increased after the final cleaning step.
At λ = 500 nm, the total reflectivity of the mirror was 72 % compared to 78 % of the pristine
mirror, leading to a 92% recovery. The diffuse reflectivity of the mirror however increased from
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Figure 4.14: Total reflectivity of the JET-ILW exposed mirrors along the cleaning steps.
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Figure 4.15: Images of the J-185 mirror along the different cleaning steps : (i) after exposure
in JET-ILW, (ii) after cleaning step 2 and (iii) after cleaning step 4. The points a, b and c refer
to different regions where XPS measurement was conducted after the cleaning step 4.
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Figure 4.16: XPS surveys in the specific regions a, b and c on sample J-185
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4% in the pristine mirror to 30% at the end of the cleaning at λ = 250 nm.
Identical trends were also observed on J-125. After exposure in JET-ILW, it was deposited
with roughly 54 nm of Be with a minuscule amount of W (table 4.8). The reflectivity of the
mirror also dropped after exposure in JET-ILW as indicated in figure 4.14e. It was also cleaned
in a first step with 70 eV deuterium plasma, leading to a decrease in the Be thickness to 10.7 nm.
The XPS measurements revealed 23.3 at.% O, 58.2 at.% C, 13 at.% Be, 5 at.% W on the surface.
Deconvolution of the Be1s and W4f spectra indicated the presence of BeO and WO3 deposits
on the surface. To complete the cleaning and removing the enriched W and W oxide, a cleaning
step 2 was carried out 320 eV He plasma followed by a a cleaning step 3 with 220 eV Ar plasma.
The total reflectivity after the cleaning process was not completely recovered to pristine values as
observed in figure 4.14e. At λ = 500 nm, the total reflectivity of the mirror was 41 % compared
to 52 % of the pristine mirror, indicating a 78% recovery. The XPS measurement on the surface
at the end of cleaning process revealed only Mo, indicating removal of Be and W. The Mo is
mostly oxidised (79 at.%) with an oxidation state 3+ for a binding energy of 232.8 eV. This
oxide film has an influence on the reflectivity, as observed in figure. The diffuse reflectivity was
also high at 20% at λ = 250 nm.

4.3.3

Outcomes

1. Low energy (70 eV) He and D2 plasma leads to a slow reduction of Be deposits occurring
from exposure in JET-ILW. This corresponds well to the results obtained in 4.2, where we
also observed a steady reduction of Be with 70 eV D2 plasma. On similar lines as 4.2, we
also observe that low energy He and D2 plasma lead to enrichment of W in the deposits
on JET-ILW mirrors which slows down and eventually stops the cleaning of Be deposits.
2. High energy (320 eV) He plasma allows for sputtering of W and removal of Be deposits.
However, it is insufficient to completely remove all W deposits as well as stable Be-W
compounds. This result also corresponds well with our observations with high energy
(220 eV) D2 plasma sputtering of mixed Be-W deposits, where we observed insufficient
removal of W leading to its enrichment4.2.
3. High energy (220–320 eV) Ar plasma allows for a complete removal of Be, W and other
contaminants and leads to an increase in total reflectivity. However, it also leads to an
increase in the diffuse reflectivity, most likely due to surface damage occurring from high
energy Ar ions.

Chapter 5

CC RF plasma with DC-grounded
electrodes
5.1

Motivation

As discussed in the previous section, CCRF plasma cleaning is an effective way of sputtering the
deposits off the FM surface and restoring their properties. However, in addition to the parasitic
deposition of Be, W and their oxides, the FMs in ITER would also be exposed to high thermal
loads caused by neutron and gamma irradiation. Hence, the FMs would require active water
cooling. However, the physical contact of the metallic and grounded water cooling lines with the
FMs leads to mirror grounding. Additionally, ceramics are not welcome between the FMs and
the water cooling pipes in ITER to decouple the ground from the RF. Ceramics are however
foreseen to be utilised in the glow discharge feedthrough. As a coping strategy, the water cooling
lines are expected to be implemented in the form of a quarter-lambda filter, commonly known
as “notch filter” [52].
Implementation of the notch filter, would lead to DC-grounding of the FMs and considerably
impact the properties of RF plasma. In particular, it leads to an increase of the plasma potential
to several hundred volts depending on the applied RF power (in contrast to a few tens of volts
observed in typical highly asymmetric capacitively coupled discharge (CCP)) [54–57]. There has
been very limited research focused on the plasma physics of DC-grounded electrodes as discussed
in detail in 2.3. In this chapter, we use experiments and kinetic simulations to study the impact
of the DC grounding of the powered electrode, realized with a notch filter, on the properties of
the plasma. We also study the influence of the conducting properties of the powered electrode’s
surface on the resulting plasma properties: besides testing conductive and dielectric surfaces we
also study electrodes of which the surface is partitioned into conducting / insulating parts with
given percentages.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental
Experimental setup

The experiments were performed in the ESCA-4 UHV chamber (3.1.3). A 13.56 MHz RF generator coupled with a matchbox was used to generate the plasma in argon gas in a high vacuum
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RF Generator

Matchbox
3.64 m (= /4 in an RG 58 Cable)

Coaxial
T - connector

Coaxial cable
Short- circuited

Current Sensor

Vp-p device

Powered
electrode
Vacuum
chamber

Langmuir
probe

Plasma

RFEA

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The plasma is generated inside
a high-vacuum chamber using a 13.56 MHz generator with a matchbox and the notch filter
connected to the powered electrode via a coaxial T-connector. The characterization devices
(Langmuir probe, Retarding Field Energy Analyser (RFEA), current sensor and Vp−p device)
are shown in orange.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Samples used as powered electrode in the experiments. (a) 100% metallic, (b) 50%
metallic, (c) 10% metallic, (d) 0% metallic.
chamber. The matchbox is composed of internal capacitors and inductors, wherein the capacitance can be tuned to match the load with the applied RF power. One of the capacitors blocks
the path for a DC current, therefore no additional external blocking capacitor was required in
the electrical circuit. The setup is shown schematically in figure 5.1 and the CAD image of the
plasma chamber is displayed in figure 3.3.
Due to the large disparity of the powered versus the grounded surface areas (Ag /Ap ≈ 87), a
strong negative self - bias is established at the powered electrode in the absence of DC grounding.
This bias was, however, suppressed by using a 3.64 m notch filter. This filter was connected to
the RF feed line by a T-connector, while its other end was short-circuited (see figure 5.1).
The experiments were carried out with four aluminum (Al) disks having a diameter of 84
mm and different conducting/insulating areas. In the case of one electrode (or ”sample”) a
full metallic surface was preserved (and was ensured in the discharge by the bombardment of
energetic ion at the low operating pressure). For the other electrodes, the surface was covered
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Experimental parameters
Area of powered electrode Ap
Area of the grounded chamber Ag
Ar pressure
Driving frequency
RF voltage amplitude

Value
5.5 × 10−3 m2
4.8 × 10−1 m2
1 Pa
13.56 MHz
180 V

Table 5.1: Discharge parameters in the experiments.
Method

Vf (V)

Vp (V)

Te (eV)

ne (m−3 )

ESPion
Chen
I-squared

108
108
-

112
113
-

2.6
2.7
-

3.6 × 1015
1.7 × 1015
1.7 × 1015

Table 5.2: Plasma parameters: floating potential (Vf ), plasma potential (Vp ), electron temperature (Te ), and electron density (ne ) for the set of conditions given in table 5.1, evaluated by the
ESPion software, Chen’s method, and the I-squared method.
with a 10 µm thick Al2 O3 dielectric film via anodization of the Al disks. The dielectric breakdown
voltage of the Al2 O3 film was found to be much larger than 200 V, ensuring that the film
remains an insulating dielectric under the potentials of interest. One of the samples was operated
covered completely with Al2 O3 film, while for the others the oxide layer was subsequently partly
removed so that different metallic / dielectric (Al / Al2 O3 ) proportions of the surface were
obtained. Consequently, electrodes with metallic proportions between 0 % and 100 %, as shown
in figure 5.2, were produced. Electrodes having both types of surfaces are referred to as ”hybrid”
electrodes hereon. The thickness of the dielectric coating ensured that ion bombardment did
not remove it during the discharge. The experimental conditions are presented in table 5.1.

5.2.2

Plasma diagnostics

The electron temperature Te , plasma potential Vp , electron density ne and floating potential
Vf of the bulk plasma were measured using the Langmuir probe. The entire Langmuir probe
head and its power supply were electrically floated to shift the scanning range by +100 V as
described in 3.2.1. The probe tip was positioned in the quasineutral bulk plasma region, at 4
cm from the surface of the powered electrode. The measured I − V curves were fitted using
the ESPionSoftTM software as well as manually evaluated using the Chen method [131] and the
I-squared method [132] for comparison. Exemplary results corresponding to the RF voltage
amplitude of 180 V and Ar pressure of 1 Pa are presented in table 5.2. All three procedures give
similar results as observed in table 5.2 with the exception of ne , of which a higher value was
obtained by the ESPion software in comparison to the others. Chen and I-squared methods
were adopted for the I − V curve analysis throughout this study, since they are more effective
in reducing the noise in the data at low pressures and also due to the fact that the ne obtained
by the two methods were close to each other.
The IEDF was measured at the wall of the chamber using the RFEA. While it was not
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possible to measure the energy distribution of the ions at the powered electrode, the same
information at the grounded surface provides the useful possibility of comparison with simulation
results. The discharge current was monitored by a current sensor mounted at the RF feed line
using a T-connector (figure 5.1). The uncertainty of measurement of the current sensor was
± 2 mA. Lastly, a device for the measurement of the peak-to-peak voltage was connected to the
powered electrode (figure 3.9). The voltages were measured by DC voltmeters connected via
electrical feedthroughs to the measuring circuit.

5.3

Simulation method and input values

The experimental results are compared with those obtained from particle based kinetic simulations performed at the Wigner Research Centre for Physics in Budapest, Hungary, using a twodimensional axisymmetric, electrostatic Particle-in-Cell / Monte Carlo collisions (PIC/MCC)
code. The basics of the PIC/MCC approach are not discussed here, these can be found in
numerous works in the literature [187–194].
The cylindrical geometry was parametrized with the (z, r) coordinates and assumed a chamber with a radius of R = 216 mm and a height of H = 114 mm. All surfaces were assumed to
be metallic and electrically grounded except for the powered electrode, which was situated in
the center of one of the flat ends at z = 0 and has a diameter of Re = 42 mm. This geometry
was chosen to replicate the experimental system (figure 3.3) by providing (i) the same distance
between the powered electrode and the facing wall and (ii) an equivalent ratio of the grounded
and powered surfaces Ag /Ap = 80, while providing compatibility with the cylindrical symmetry
required by the numerical scheme.
In the PIC/MCC simulation, electrons and Ar+ ions are traced and their collisions with
the background Ar gas atoms are taken into account. Details of the numerical method are
provided in [187] and references therein. In the present study a simplified collision process set
was used for the electrons, where elastic, excitation and ionization channels were represented by
the ε impact energy dependent cross sections σela (ε), σexc (ε) and σion (ε) as provided in [195],
all assuming isotropic scattering distributions. In the case of Ar+ ions, the cross sections were
adopted from [196] for the isotropic and back-scattering elastic channels, and from [197] for the
excitation and ionization processes.
In the model, an electron reflection probability η = 0.5 and an ion induced electron emission
yield γ = 0.1 were included at the electrodes. Such simplified surface models can be used in cases
where the plasma parameters show weak sensitivity on the actual values of these parameters, in
contrast to cases (typically using higher voltages), where surface processes are of key importance
for the overall charge production, as shown in [198]. Performing simulations for the present
conditions, however, with different values for the ion induced electron emission yield showed
only marginal effects on the computed plasma parameters. The self consistent electric field was
computed in every time-step by solving the Poisson equation on a numerical grid implementing
the parallel red-black successive over-relaxation method as discussed in [199]. The driving radiofrequency voltage had a base frequency fRF = 13.56 MHz and was applied as time-dependent
boundary condition to the powered electrode in the form:
V (t, r) = VRF cos (2πfRF t) + VDC (r),

(5.1)

where VRF is the RF voltage amplitude and VDC is the optional DC self-bias voltage. In case of
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Simulation parameters
Area ratio of the electrodes Ag /Ap
Ar pressure
Driving frequency
RF amplitude (VRF )
Gas temperature
Electron reflection coefficient
Ion induced electron emission yield
Computational grid (z, r)
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Value
80
1 Pa
13.56 MHz
180 V
350 K
0.5
0.1
512 × 1024

Table 5.3: Input parameters used for the Particle in Cell / Monte Carlo Collisions simulations.

the conductive regions of the electrode VDC = 0 V was used, while in case of insulating surfaces
VDC was iteratively approximated by the simulation code so that a value providing a balance
between the time-averaged electron and ion fluxes to the insulating electrode area was found.
The simulations include all electrode configurations that were available in the experiment, as
discussed in section 5.2.1. The dependence of VDC on the coordinate r that appears in eq. (5.1)
allows a position dependent self - bias voltage to build up over different regions of the hybrid
electrodes. The parameters used for the simulations are collected in table 5.3.
The numerical parameters of the simulations, such as the size of the numerical grid, the
duration of the individual time-steps, and the choice of the super-particle weight factor, which
represent the number ratio between the real microscopic particles and the simulation (“super-”)
particles were set by fulfilling the general stability criteria of the PIC/MCC scheme as discussed
e.g. in [194]. As a result, two-dimensional PIC/MCC simulations turn out to be extremely computational intensive, and in contrast to one-dimensional cases, are not practical if implemented
as a sequential code running on a single CPU core. As an illustration of the computational
cost, the execution of the simulation of a similar system using a parallel MPI (message passing
interface) implementation took three months for 107 super-particles on an 8-processor (Intel
Xeon-8850 CPUs) shared memory architecture running on 24 cores. To improve upon these
run-times we decided to use high-performance GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) with a massively parallel implementation of the simulation code. This way the motion and collisions of
thousands of particles are computed at the same time, as well as the solution of the Poisson
equation is largely accelerated.
GPUs are designed to be able to hold the state of a large number of threads on-chip, making
thread-switching practically zero cost. As a result, up to 105 − 106 threads can be executed
efficiently, without overheads. To achieve maximum flexibility and hardware efficiency, the
program was implemented in CUDA-C with custom parallel kernels. Since PIC/MCC codes are
typically memory bound (the number of executable instructions in the algorithm is less than what
the chip can execute in the time of the required memory data transfers), our implementation
was optimised to make best use of fast on-chip memory during calculation. The resulting
implementation could achieve a speedup factor of about 100 with respect to our earlier, CPU
based parallel version.
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Results and discussion

The experimental and simulation results for the plasma characteristics obtained with powered
electrodes having different surface properties (figure 5.2) are presented in this section. The
results obtained for electrodes with different surface characteristics (i.e. conducting, insulating,
and hybrid) are discussed in separate subsections. Some of the presented figures display data
for all the electrodes, to aid the comparison between the various cases.

5.4.1

Conducting electrode

A reference experiment with VRF = 180 V RF voltage amplitude and p = 1 Pa argon pressure,
without applying the notch filter was performed with the electrode having 100 % conducting area
(figure 5.2a). In the absence of the notch filter, no DC current can flow in the external circuit
because of the presence of the blocking capacitor. As a result of the large difference between the
powered and grounded surface areas, a high negative self - bias of -156 V formed at the powered
electrode. For these conditions the plasma potential (as inferred from the Langmuir probe data)
was found to be Vp ≈ +20 V and a value of ne = 8.6 × 1014 m−3 was obtained for the electron
density.
However, when the plasma was driven with DC grounding of the powered electrode with the
notch filter, Vp increased to 151.6 V for the same RF voltage amplitude. For this case, Te and
ne were found to be 3.2 eV and 1.8 × 1015 m−3 , respectively. The applied RF power density on
the powered electrode was 0.3 W cm−2 .
The high Vp obtained can be understood using the capacitive sheath model for DC - grounded
electrodes discussed in section 2.3. As we had a highly asymmetric system (Ag /Ap ≈ 87), this
corresponds to a Vp /VRF ∼ 1 from figure 2.8. We had further inferred from equation 2.29 that
Vp increases linearly as a function of VRF . This trend was confirmed experimentally as can
be observed in figure 5.3. The small difference between the experimentally observed Vp and
that calculated from equation (2.28) can be attributed to the the small difference that exists in
the Lsh at the powered and grounded electrode in the experiments as well as to the fact that
effective area ratio of the electrodes is lower than the geometrical area ratio of 87. The high
plasma potential obtained with DC - grounded powered electrode is also in agreement with the
results reported in [54–56].
The simulations corroborate the experimental observations. Figure 5.4 shows the potential
distribution along the axis of the discharge for different scenarios. In addition to the simulation
results obtained for the grounded/powered surface area approximating the experimental system
(Ag /Ap = 80), the figure also shows data for a geometrically symmetric discharge (Ag /Ap = 1,
figure 5.4(a)). In this case, no self - bias voltage was present and the plasma potential exhibited
large oscillation in the bulk region, between 10 V and 191 V. In the asymmetric system (Ag /Ap =
80), the situation changed dramatically. Figure 5.4(b)) shows the data obtained without DC
grounding of the powered electrode. In this case a self - bias voltage of -164 V was computed,
which is in fair agreement with the value obtained experimentally, VDC = −156 V. Turning on
the DC grounding of the powered electrode in the simulation re-established VDC = 0 V, as it
can be seen in figure 5.4(c). At the same time, the plasma potential was shifted upwards, and
oscillated between 138 V and 152 V within the RF cycle, which is again in reasonable agreement
with the value of ≈ 150 V obtained in the Langmuir probe measurements. The comparison of
the plasma potential (including Te , ne and Lsh at the grounded wall) obtained experimentally
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of theoretical (equation (2.29) and experimentally observed Vp for the
applied VRF . The Lsh corresponding to the capacitances Cg and Cp have been assumed identical,
reducing the ratio of capacitances Cg /(Cg +Cp ) to simply ratio of areas Ag /(Ag +Ap ) in equation
(2.29). Vp obtained from the simulations for VRF = 180 V is also presented for comparison.
and via simulations can be observed in figure 5.5.
The ion energy distribution function (IEDF) was measured at the grounded wall with the
RFEA. The shape of the IEDF in a RF sheath depends critically on the ratio of the ion transit
time across the sheath τi and the RF time period τRF [68]. τi in the collisionless, low-pressure
domain can be calculated using the relation,

τi = 3Lsh

M
2eV s

1
2

,

(5.2)

where e is the electronic charge, M the mass of ion, and V s the mean (time-averaged) sheath
voltage [86]. At high RF frequencies, τi /τRF ≫ 1 and the displacement current in the sheath
is larger than the conduction current making the sheath predominantly capacitive. At low
frequencies, τi /τRF ≪ 1 and the conduction current dominates making the sheath resistive in
nature. The approximate Lsh in equation (5.2) can be calculated using the Child-Langmuir
law [65, 66],
 1  1
2 2e 4 ϵ0 2 43
Lsh =
Vs
(5.3)
3 M
Ji
The measured IEDF obtained at the grounded electrode is shown in figure 5.6(a). This
distribution has a well-defined peak at 143.8 eV corresponding to the time-averaged sheath
voltage V s . The Ji measured with the RFEA was 0.09 A/m2 . Using the above equations,
Lsh and τi were calculated to be 13 mm and 1450 ns respectively. For the 13.56 MHz driving
frequency τRF = 73.75 ns, resulting in τi /τRF ≈ 13, implying that the sheath at the wall was
primarily capacitive validating the applicability of the capacitive sheath model for our results.
The ion distribution at the wall obtained in simulations shows very good agreement with the
experimental results (figure 5.6a).
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results for the potential of the powered electrode (left column) and
computed potential distributions along the axis of the discharge (right column) in a symmetric
(Ag /Ap = 1) system (a), and in the asymmetric (Ag /Ap = 80) system without (b) and with
(c) DC grounding of the powered electrode. The potential distributions in the right column
are shown for the times indicated by symbols with the corresponding colors in the left column.
The discharge conditions are listed in table 5.3. The powered electrode is at x/L = 0 while the
electrode at x/L = 1 is at ground potential.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of experimental and simulation results for the (a) plasma potential Vp ,
(b) electron density ne (c) electron temperature Te , and (d) sheath thickness Lsh at the wall,
for discharges with powered electrodes having different percentages of conducting surface area.
The uncertainties in the experimental results are estimated at 10 % for Vp , 20 % for ne and Te ,
and 17.5 % for Lsh (calculated from error analysis of equation (5.2)).

The IEDF at the powered electrode was not measured experimentally, but the simulation
results show a bimodal distribution corresponding to V s of 143 eV with an energy separation
between the peaks ∆E ≈ 10 eV (figure 5.6b). V s at the electrode is simply Vp + VDC . As
VDC = 0, V s = Vp which defines the high-energy limit of the ions that reach the powered
electrode. Furthermore, since Lsh = 13.6 mm (as obtained from the simulations) is comparable
to the mean free path of Ar ions (10.6 mm and 14.2 mm at 10 eV and 100 eV ion energies,
respectively) under the conditions of the simulation, the ions may undergo few collisions within
the sheath [80]. This leads to ion-neutral charge exchange collisions within the sheath resulting
in a creation of slow Ar+ ions and fast neutrals, populating the low energy branch of the IEDF.
The acceleration of the slow ions by the sheath electric field, which is further modulated by
the plasma series resonance [200, 201], visible as vertical oscillatory features in figure 5.7, and
the fact that even for the fastest ions it takes several RF cycles to travel Lsh distance, leads to
the occurrence of the lower energy peaks in the IEDF as observed in figure 5.6b [78, 79]. The
presence of a strong field reversal during the sheath collapse period at the powered electrode, as
visible in figure 5.4c (t/T = 0 line) and shown in detail in figure 5.7a, decelerates the arriving
ions causing an increasing trend in the IEDF towards low energies.
An electric field reversal at the powered electrode develops as a result of the high plasma
potential and the fact that at the grounded surfaces no sheath collapse occurs at any time, as it
can be seen in figure 5.7a. The space near the grounded electrode acts practically as a DC sheath
preventing electrons from reaching the surface during the RF period, while efficiently extracting
positively charged ions from the bulk plasma. However, in case of a stationary discharge state
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Figure 5.6: Experimental and computed (normalised) IEDFs of the Ar+ ions reaching the
grounded wall (left column) for the discharges with electrodes having different percentages of
conducting surface: (a,b) 100 %, (c,d) 50 %, (e,f) 10 %, and (g,h) 0 %. Computational results
are also shown for the powered electrode (right column).
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Figure 5.7:
Computed space-, and time resolved axial electric field between the powered
electrode and the facing grounded wall. The radial distribution is averaged in the range r <
Rel /2, where Rel = 42 mm is the radius of the electrode, and only the axial distance from the
electrode is shown on the vertical axis. The horizontal axis covers one RF period of the applied
voltage as given in formula (5.1). Panel (a) shows results for the conducting electrode, while
panel (b) depicts the insulating electrode data. Note the strong field reversal developing during
the time of sheath collapse (t/TRF ≈ 1) at the powered electrode (near position 0) in the case
of conducting electrode.
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a balance between the production and loss of charged particles has to be established over time.
The only possibility for electrons to leave the discharge is through the powered electrode during
the short time of local sheath collapse, thus the electric field reversal helps to accelerate the
electrons towards the electrode, which would not be able to reach the electrode only by diffusion
in the required quantity. An indirect effect of this field reversal is the deceleration of ions on
their way towards the powered electrode, as stated above. In addition to the sheath dynamics
the presence of the plasma series resonance can also be observed in figure 5.7 as high frequency
oscillating electric field features in the plasma bulk reaching into the sheath region causing
additional oscillations in the energy distributions of charged particles arriving at the surfaces.
The potential and electron density maps obtained from the simulations can be seen in figure 5.8. The potential maps show that the bulk plasma fills most of the volume, and the sheath
near the powered electrode is concentrated to a few mm width. The width of the sheath region
at the corners and near the side walls is significantly longer. For the powered electrode with
100% conducting surface, a high plasma potential was present over the bulk plasma with similar sheath thicknesses at the powered and the grounded electrodes. The value of the plasma
potential gradually decreases with the decrease in the percentage of the conducting area of the
electrode as will be discussed in the next sections.
A sequence of additional simulations was carried out to study the effect of the area ratio,
Ag /Ap , on the self - bias voltage, the plasma potential, the electron temperature and density.
These results (figure 5.9) show very little sensitivity of the plasma characteristics on the surface
area within this domain of highly asymmetric configurations.

5.4.2

Insulating electrode

In the case of an insulating electrode the flow of DC current across the plasma is blocked, and
as the dielectric layer acts as a capacitor. Consequently, the build-up of a DC self - bias voltage
is inevitable. At such conditions the notch filter does not play a role. As compared with the
case of the fully conducting electrode, Vp , ne and Te decreased to 18.5 V, 9.44 × 1014 m−3 and
2.8 eV, respectively. This behavior is in excellent agreement with the simulation results (figure
5.5). While the negative self - bias could not be experimentally measured, the simulation results
showed a development of VDC = −167 V on the dielectric surface of the electrode which is well
visible in the potential map of the system (figure 5.8g). The low Vp measured is also comparable
to the Vp of +20 V obtained by Sugai et al. in a system employing a DC - grounded electrode
covered with a thick insulator [106].
These plasma characteristics are similar to the scenario when the conducting electrode is
driven without DC grounding (i.e. without the notch filter), as expected, in which Vp = 20 V,
ne = 8.6 × 1014 m−3 and Te = 3.2 eV were observed. The two cases differ in the sense that with a
conducting electrode the external blocking capacitor charges up in the absence of a notch filter,
while in the case of a dielectric surface charging occurs right at the electrode surface.
The measured IEDF at the wall for this configuration exhibits a single peak at 15.8 eV and
Ji decreased significantly to 0.05 A m−2 (figure 5.6g). Due to the low V s and Ji , Lsh was much
lower than in the case of the conducting electrode. For these parameters we found Lsh = 4 mm
and τi /τRF ≈ 17. The measured ion energy distribution agrees with the simulation results as can
be observed in figure 5.6g. The IEDF at the powered electrode as obtained by the simulations
resulted in a single bimodal peak centred at V s of 186 V and ∆E of 9 eV was found. The peak of
the distribution corresponds to the ion energy of e(Vp − VDC ) due to development of a negative
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Figure 5.8: Time averaged electric potential and electron density distributions in the cross
section of the discharge. Note that the simulation considers a cylindrically symmetric configuration. The powered electrode is at z = 0 mm with a radius r = 42.5 mm. All other surfaces
are grounded. The results are shown for electrodes with different percentages of the conducting
surface area: (a,b) 100 %, (c,d) 50 %, (e,f) 10 %, and (g,h) 0 %. The potential is given in units
of Volts and the density in units of m−3 .
VDC on the electrode. As shown in figure 5.7b in this case no electric field reversal develops in
front of the powered electrode as due to the lower plasma potential a fair amount of electrons
can leave the bulk plasma to the grounded walls and diffusion is sufficient during the local sheath
collapse at the powered electrode to ensure charge balance, in contrast to the previous case.
The simulations with varying area ratios Ag /Ap were also performed for the insulating electrode. The plasma properties remained unaltered with changing Ag /Ap as can be observed in
figure 5.10

5.4.3

Hybrid electrodes

Whenever a part of the surface is conducting, DC current is allowed to flow through the plasma
and the application of the notch filter has an effect on the discharge characteristics. Therefore,
for all hybrid electrodes the plasma potential is significantly higher than that for the electrode
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Te with a conducting driven electrode as obtained by simulations for varying area ratio of the
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grounded electrode Ag is varied to change the ratio Ag /Ap . The plasma parameters pertaining
to the results are shown in table 3.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Plasma potential Vp , (b) self - bias VDC on the electrode, (c) electron density
ne and (d) electron temperature Te with a insulated electrode as obtained by simulations for
varying area ratio of the electrodes Ag /Ap . The area of the driven electrode Ap is kept constant,
while the area of the grounded electrode Ag is varied to change the ratio Ag /Ap . The Ar pressure
used was 1.5 Pa.
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with a completely insulating surface that leads to the development of a high negative self - bias
voltage.
As there is a net current through the electrode, Vp can be described by equation (2.27).
Due to the presence of VDC at the electrode, Lsh at the wall and at the powered electrode are
different. Moreover, the net capacitance at the powered electrode is a function of the radius of
the electrode (Cp = Cp (r)), due to the presence of DC self - bias and DC grounding on different
sections of the same electrode.
However, since the Ag is still much higher than Ap , the ratio of capacitances Cg /(Cp + Cg )
in equation (2.27) remains close to 1. As a result, the change in Vp in equation (2.27) is mainly
driven by the change in VDC . Furthermore, since Cg /(Cp + Cg ) remains close to 1, the difference
Vp − VDC remains nearly a constant for same applied VRF from equation (2.27).
For the electrode with 50% conducting surface a plasma potential of +143 V was obtained.
This is lower when compared to that obtained with the electrode with fully conducting surface
(+156 V), but still much higher compared to the case of the electrode with 0 % conducting
surface (for which Vp = 18.5 V). Further, the Ip drawn through the electrode (as measured by
the current sensor) was 14 mA and the measured ne and Te were 1.55 × 1015 m−3 and 3.4 eV
respectively. The plasma characteristics are in good agreement with those obtained from the
simulations as can be observed in figure 5.5. The simulation results also show the development
of VDC = −38 V on the insulating portion of the electrode (figure 5.8(c)) in addition to a high
ne on the conducting portion (figure 5.8(d)).
The ion energy distribution, computed for the total (powered) electrode surface (i.e. not
resolving the differences between the conducting and insulating portions of the surface) therefore
display two bimodal energy peaks with ∆E of 10 eV (figure 5.6d), one centred around 172 eV,
corresponding to an ion energy of e(Vp − VDC ) and the other around 134 eV corresponding to
an ion energy of eVp . The amplitudes of these peaks (proportional to the ion current density)
are nearly the same, corresponding to the equal conducting / insulating surface areas on the
electrode. Furthermore, the IEDF computed for the total electrode was also decomposed to
obtain independent IEDFs at the conducting and insulating surfaces. As can be inferred from
figure 5.11, the IEDF for the hybrid electrode is spatially dependent, since the lower energy
bimodal peak (at 134 eV) was obtained almost entirely at the conducting surface of the electrode,
while the higher energy peak (at 172 eV) was obtained at the insulating surface. The results
obtained from the simulations are, to our knowledge, the first ever showing that different ion
energy distributions can be obtained at a single electrode exhibiting different local material
properties.
At the wall, the IEDF exhibits a single peak at 137.8 eV in good agreement with the corresponding simulation results (figure 5.6(c)). Lsh at the wall was found to be 13 mm due to the
high Vp and τi /τRF was ∼ 20, similar to that in the case of the 100 % conducting electrode.
With the electrode having 10 % conducting surface area (figure 5.2(c)) Vp , Ip and ne decreased
to +115 V, 11 mA and 1.2 × 1015 m−3 respectively, while Te remained at 3.2 eV. The decrease
of Vp and ne follows the trends obtained by the simulations (figure 5.5). With the decreasing
proportion of the conducting area of the electrode we observed a further reduction of the plasma
potential and a more negative DC self - bias at the insulating part of the electrode surface,
amounting to −74.1 V (figure 5.8(e)).
The computed IEDF at the powered electrode displays one well defined bimodal peak with
∆E of 10 eV (figure 5.6(f)) centered around 176 eV corresponding to ion energy of e(Vp − VDC ).
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Figure 5.11: Decomposition of the IEDF (normalised) computed for the hybrid electrodes
as observed in figure 5.6(d) and 5.6(f), to obtain the independent IEDF contributions at the
insulating and conducting surface of the (a) 50 % conducting and (b) 10 % conducting electrode.
This peak is obtained at the insulating surface of the electrode as observed in figure 5.11(b).
The other peak that corresponded to ion energy of eVp was not well defined. The disappearance
of this peak can be explained on the basis of a statistical reduction in the ion current density at
the conducting portion of the electrode which in this case is only 10 % of the total surface. The
behaviour of IEDF at the electrode, as a result, is similar to the one observed for the electrode
with insulating surface. This also implies, that the peak in the IEDF corresponding to eVp
gradually disappears as the percentage of the conducting surface of the electrode decreases.
At the grounded wall, the experimental IEDF has a single peak at 111 eV while Ji corresponding to the IEDF was 0.06 A m−2 . The IEDF peak obtained in the simulations was shifted
to a lower energy of 101.5 eV, which is due to a 10 V lower Vp obtained in the simulations compared to the experiments (figure 5.6(e)). However, the behaviour of the two curves is identical.
Since Vp was still considerably high, Lsh at the wall was 12 mm which was a millimeter lower
than the one calculated for the 100 % and 50 % conducting electrodes. τi /τRF at the wall was
21, which is also close to that for the electrodes with 100 % and 50 % conducting area.
From figure 5.5, it can be observed that the presence of conducting surface in any proportion
on the powered electrode has a significant impact on the plasma properties, particularly Vp , Te
and Lsh , when compared to a purely insulating electrode, indicating that the flow of an electron
current from plasma to the powered electrode dramatically influences the plasma properties.
From figure 5.8, it can be observed that for both the hybrid electrodes, the potential varied over
the electrode surface: the conducting part has a potential that corresponds to the excitation
voltage, whereas the potential on the insulating part is defined by the balance between the
charging of the electrons / positive ions. Although the discharge had a large radial extent, the
volume with the highest electron density was confined to the inner part of the plasma, ”above”
the electrode surface. Further, the simulation results indicate that the difference Vp − VDC
remains nearly the same for both hybrid electrodes (173.9 V for 50 % and 179.1 V for 10 %) and
close to VRF complementing equation (2.27).
In the case of electrodes with 100% conducting and 100% dielectric areas, global circuit
models can be defined for the discharge, which can aid understanding of the voltage balance in
these settings. In the case of hybrid electrodes, however, the definition of such a circuit model
seems to be problematic as the system cannot be described by the parallel connection of the
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two circuits representing the conducting / insulating parts of the powered electrode. This is
so because in the non-local regime of operation a significant and spatially distributed interplay
between these two parts of the discharge is contemplated, and we do not expect that this can
be represented by a small number of equivalent circuit elements.

5.5

Outcomes

1. Addition of a notch filter leads to DC-grounding of the powered electrodes and significantly
increases the plasma potential. The plasma potential increased to the order of the RF
voltage amplitude in the case of the conducting electrode (147 V), while the electrode
itself had a zero self - bias due to the DC grounding. In contrast, the plasma potential was
merely 20 V and the electrode developed a self - bias of -156 V in absence of DC-grounding.
2. Changing the conducting surface of the DC-grounded powered electrode significantly affects the RF plasma properties. In the case of the electrode covered with an insulating
dielectric, there was no flow of DC current through the electrode and the effect of DC
grounding was not observed. The plasma potential remained low and a high negative self bias (−167 V as obtained from the simulations) developed on the surface. The plasma
properties obtained with an insulating electrode in presence of a notch filter are effectively similar to those obtained with a conducting electrode in a regular CCP (without
DC grounding), with the major difference being that the charging occurs at the plasma
surface interface in the former instead of the matching network or blocking capacitor.
3. Hybrid electrodes with 50 % and 10 % conducting surfaces led to combination of properties of both conducting and insulating electrodes. The conducting surface of the hybrid
electrodes led to flow of a net DC current from the plasma to the electrode and a high resulting plasma potential, while the insulating surface led to the development of a negative
self - bias on the part of the electrode that it covered. Changing the conducting area from
50% to 10% resulted in an increase of the negative self - bias voltage from -37.9 V to -74.1
V while the plasma potential decreased from 143.1 V to 115 V.
4. The results with the DC - grounded hybrid electrodes show that the electrode is sputtered
with two discrete ion energies eVp and e(Vp − VDC ). This ion energy distribution has
a spatial dependence, since the ion energy eVp is obtained primarily at the conducting
portion of the electrode while the ion energy e(Vp − VDC ) is obtained primarily at the
dielectric region. The flux of ions with the two energies, however, depends considerably
on the ratio of the conducting and insulating surfaces of the powered electrode. For the
electrode with 10 % conducting area, most of the ions arrived at the electrode with the
energy of e(Vp − VDC ) leading to one well defined peak. The other peak, however, was not
very well defined implying that the density of the peak corresponding to eVp decreases as
the percentage of the conducting surface on the electrode is decreased. The IEDF at the
electrode with 10 % conducting area was also similar to that of the insulating electrode.
The results presented here are promising for the application of plasma cleaning with DC grounded electrodes. With the conducting electrode, the plasma potential is high and uniform
leading to an IEDF that peaks at a similar energy both at the wall and the electrode. This
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implies that, while the high ion energy would result in an effective sputtering of the electrode’s
surface (mirror), it would lead to an equivalent sputtering of the walls (considering the wall and
electrode are made of the same material) leading to considerable deposition of the wall material
on the electrode. This would significantly degrade the efficiency of net cleaning of the electrode’s
surface over time. Even if the wall and electrode’s surface are made of different materials, a high
plasma potential increases the likelihood for the ion energy to be higher than the sputtering
threshold of the wall material. Consequently, the wall would be sputtered with a subsequent
deposition on the powered electrode, hindering the mirror cleaning process. However, covering
the conducting electrode with a thick dielectric results in a lowering of the plasma potential and
a development of a negative self - bias on the mirror despite DC - grounding. As a result, the
electrode’s surface is sputtered with a significantly higher ion energy compared to that on the
walls, ensuring a net cleaning of the electrode over time. The result is of significant importance
for the metallic first mirrors in ITER diagnostics, where they are foreseen to undergo RF plasma
cleaning while being DC - grounded with quarter-wavelength notch filter. The plasma cleaning
of FMs with λ/4 filter DC-grounding in ITER relevant geometries and conditions is investigated
in detail in the next chapters.

Chapter 6

Plasma cleaning with DC-grounded
electrodes in FMU
6.1

Motivation

The high plasma potential associated with DC-grounding of FMs with a notch filter poses
a significant challenge towards plasma cleaning of the mirrors. While the high ion energy (stemming from the high Vp ) enhances the surface sputtering of the FMs, it also leads to an considerable sputtering of the surrounding walls. The extent of the wall sputtering depends largely
on the properties of the incoming ions as well as on the sputtering energy threshold (Eth ) and
sputtering yield (Y ) of the wall material [202]. Under ITER relevant conditions, a high sputtering of the walls during the plasma discharge is plausible, which would lead to its considerable
deposition on the FMs. The rate of deposition of the wall material (emerging from the sputtering rate of the walls) then competes with the rate of erosion of the FMs, impeding the mirror
cleaning process.
There have been a few reports in literature focused around plasma cleaning of FMs in presence of a notch filter [38, 58, 60]. There have also been some studies discussing wall sputtering
and deposition on FMs albiet with CCRF FM cleaning. Ushakov et al. investigated the deposition of surrounding walls during plasma cleaning of FMs without notch filter in the UWAVS
test setup using helium plasma [48]. Even at a low ion energy of 20-30 eV, they observed a
sputtering and deposition of the stainless steel walls on the second mirror in the mock up. In
a recent publication, Varshavchik et al. modelled the transport of the sputtered Be particles in
weakly ionised helium gas in mirror cleaning experimental conditions relevant to ITER [203].
The simulations showed that transport and deposition of the sputtered atoms significantly affect
the cleaning efficiency and homogeneity at a few Pa of gas pressure. Further, the simulations
pointed towards more pronounced deposition with heavier background gas such as neon or argon.
In this chapter, we investigate the plasma cleaning of FMs when they are DC-grounded via
a notch-filter as well as the deposition occurring from the wall sputtering in mock-up of a FMU
relevant to ITER. We begin by studying the impact of the physical properties (Eth and Y ) of
the wall materials on their sputtering and deposition on DC-grounded FMs in sub-chapter 6.3.
Simultaneously, we also investigate the impact of electrically isolating the powered electrode
from the electrical ground on the net wall deposition obtained on the electrode surface. In 6.4,
we investigate the impact of electrical properties (grounded vs floating) of wall materials on
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the experimental setup. The plasma is generated
inside the FMU using a 60 MHz generator with a matchbox and the notch filter is connected to
M1 via a coaxial T-connector while M2 is floating or grounded depending on the experiment.
The characterization devices (Retarding Field Energy Analyser (RFEA), and thermocouple are
shown in violet
their sputtering/deposition. In 6.5, we present a strategy to confine the plasma via grounded
grids and simultaneously study the ion flux as well as the wall sputtering occurred as a result.
Lastly in 6.6 we discuss the outcomes in the light of application in ITER.

6.2

Experimental preparation

The experiments were performed in a FMU mock-up placed inside a high vacuum (HV) chamber
at the University of Basel. The details of the FMU are discussed in 3.1.2. The schematic of the
mock FMU is presented in figure 6.1 and the CAD image of the FMU can be observed in figure
3.1. M1 was used as the powered electrode while M2 was kept either electrically grounded or
floating. A 60 MHz RF generator (Comet cito) coupled with a matchbox was used to generate
a 1 Pa helium plasma inside the FMU.
Two kind of insets were used on M1 and M2 for the experiments: (i) bulk stainless steel
(SS) insets coated with a thin layer of Mo via magnetron deposition and (ii) bulk Mo insets.
The bulk stainless steel insets were coated with Mo via a rotating magnetron in a HV chamber
using argon (Ar) as the process gas. Mo films with thickness between 250 nm and 450 nm were
deposited on the insets with a deposition rate of 3.4 Ås−1 . The slow deposition rate, however,
led to presence of oxide and voids in the coating, affecting its density and sputtering yield.
The setup was slightly modified based on the type of experiments performed. To investigate
the influence of wall materials (section 6.3), aluminium (Al), copper (Cu) and tungsten (W)
were used. To obtain Cu or W bodies, the interior walls of the FMU were lined with 0.5 mm
thick Cu or W sheets, respectively. The lining was done via a physical connection ensuring
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Grid
G1
G2
G3

Hole width
(Wg ) (mm)
1.6
3.15
5

99
Wire thickness
(tg ) (mm)
0.22
0.56
1

Transparency
(%)
77
72
69.4

Table 6.1: Dimensions of the grids used in the experiments
Experimental parameters
Area of powered electrode (M1) Ap
Area of the grounded FMU Ag
Notch filter length
Driving frequency
RF power
He pressure

Value
100 cm2
2440 cm2
1.075 m
60 MHz
120 W
1 Pa

Table 6.2: The electrode characteristics and discharge parameters in the experiments.
the Cu/W walls were effectively grounded. In these sets of experiments, the influence of RF
isolation on M1 was also studied. For this purpose one of the insets (I13 ) was electrically isolated
from the mirror placing the PEEK ring in between. The remaining two insets (I11 and I12 ) were
electrically connected to M1. On M2, all the insets were electrically connected. M1 was powered
with 60 MHz while M2 was kept floating during the entirety of these experiments.
To study the influence of floating walls (section 6.4), ceramic beads were placed between the
Cu sheets and the FMU body to avoid an electrical contact. In these sets of experiments, all
the insets were electrically connected in both M1 and M2. M1 was powered while M2 was kept
floating or grounded based on the experiment performed.
To study the influence of grounded grids and plasma confinement (section 6.5), varied stainless steel grids were used, the dimensions of which are presented in table 6.1. They were inserted
in the unit between M1/M2 and the bottom wall and electrically connected to the walls to ensure
they were grounded. They could be moved vertically in the unit, such that the distance between
the grid and the bottom wall could be varied. In these sets of experiments, all the insets were
electrically connected (i.e. without PEEK separation) in both M1 and M2. M1 was powered
while M2 was kept floating or grounded based on the measurements performed.
M1 was DC-grounded via a 60 MHz notch filter, which was achieved using a RF transmission
line with a physical length of 1.075 m with a short-circuit at one of its ends, while the other end
was connected to the system via a T-connector (figure 6.1). Consequently, a CCP discharge is
excited while DC grounding the powered electrode at the same time. The discharge parameters
are presented in table 6.2.
The ion energy distribution function (IEDF) of the ions reaching the wall of the FMU was
measured using the RFEA SemionTM . The temperature at the wall over the course of the
discharge was measured with a type-K (Nickel-Chromium / Nickel-Alumel) thermocouple. The
surface chemical composition of the insets was characterized with XPS. Additionally, the insets
were characterised using EDX and using the data thickness of deposited coatings was estimated.
The ex-situ UV-Vis-NIR total and diffuse reflectivity (250–800 nm) of the insets were recorded
using the spectrophotometer. The details of all the techniques can be found in 3.
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6.3

Influence wall materials and RF isolation

The experimental results for the discharges in the FMU with different internal walls, Al, Cu
and W, are presented in this section. The Eth of the materials discussed in the results refer to
the experimental threshold energy or threshold obtained from the fitting of the experimental
sputtering yield as reported in [157]. All the wall materials had a considerable resting period in
air, leading to a development of a thin oxide layer on the surface. Bulk SS insets coated with
Mo were used on M1 and M2.
Prior to conducting the experiments, the plasma was characterized for the discharge parameters mentioned in table 6.1. The IEDF obtained at the grounded wall displayed a single
peak at 90 eV, which corresponds to the high energy limit of the He+ ions that reach the wall.
The surface power density on the electrode M1 was roughly 1 W cm−2 . The measured ion flux
at the wall was 9.4 × 1018 m−2 s−1 . The RFEA was removed from the FMU after the plasma
characterization, to prevent its sputtering and deposition on the mirrors during experiments.
The experiments involved running a plasma discharge with different wall materials for 7 hours.
This corresponds to an ion fluence of 2.4 × 1023 m−2 . Furthermore the temperature of the walls
increased progressively from 30◦ C to 83◦ C during the experimental run.
The ion energies at the M1, M2 and the wall corresponding to these experiments can be
understood in the schematic displayed in figure 6.2a. Since the powered electrode is DCgrounded, the ions sputter the surfaces of both the electrode as well as the walls with an energy
of eVp = 90 eV in our experiments. In such a scenario, the erosion of the powered electrode
competes with a subsequent deposition of the wall material during the discharge. The rate of
wall deposition depends on the multiple factors including the process gas, plasma parameters,
sputtering yield of the wall material at eVp , the geometry of the setup as well as as presence
of magnetic fields (as seen in the next chapter). Hence over the course of the discharge, the
electrode can be in an erosion or a deposition dominant regime. However, when the surface
of the powered electrode is electrically isolated, the flow of DC-current from the plasma to the
electrode is blocked at the dielectric, and the surface of the electrode acquires a negative self-bias
VDC as discussed in chapter 5. As a result, the ions reach and sputter the surface of the electrode
with an energy of e(Vp − VDC ), while they reach the grounded walls with a comparatively lower
energy of eVp . A higher ion energy on the powered electrode can aid shifting the balance to
keep the electrode in a net erosion regime. In our experiments, the impact of DC-grounding and
electrical isolation of powered electrode was studied via analysing the surfaces of insets I11 and
I13 of M1, respectively. For the sake of clarity, the grounded inset I11 and the isolated inset I13
in these experiments shall be referred as IG and II , respectively. The VDC on the isolated inset
could unfortunately not be measured, since the electrode itself was DC grounded, however from
the understanding of results in chapter 5, we estimate it to be in the range of −20 V to −50 V.
Surface characterization was also conducted on the inset I22 of M2 to evaluate the extent
of wall sputtering. Since M2 was kept floating in the plasma, it acquires the positive floating
potential Vf . As a result, the ions reach M2 with an energy of e(Vp -Vf ), which is usually in the
range of 10 eV to 30 eV. This energy is considerably low to cause any substantial sputtering on
M2. As a result, M2 accumulates all the deposits that reach its surface. Hence, studying the
surface of M2 gives a good estimate of the extent of the wall sputtering.
Owing to an exposure in air before XPS measurements, all the surfaces (wall materials as
well as insets) had high atomic concentrations of C, N and O (up to 50 at.%). These elements
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Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the ion energies at different components of the FMU in
experiments with (a) grounded walls, M1 with grounded (Ig ) and isolated (II ) insets and floating
M2; (b) floating walls, M1 with all grounded insets and grounded M2 and (c) grounded walls
and grids, M1 with grounded insets and floating M2. DC-G, G and F stand for DC-grounded,
grounded and floating, respectively. The ion energies eVp ∼ 90 eV, e(Vp − Vf ) ≤ 30 eV and
e(Vp − VDC ) > 90 eV.
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Figure 6.3: Sputtering yields at room temperature (293−303 K) corresponding to a He projectile
on different target materials used as the grounded wall in the experiments (obtained from the
fitting of the experimental data reported in [157, 204]). Y of iron (Fe) is presented as well, for
its relevance to ITER. The vertical line at 90 eV indicates the Y of the wall materials relevant
to our experiments. ox in the legend refers to oxide of the corresponding metal.

will not be included in the discussions of the XPS measurements. It is also important noting
that the presence of oxides on the walls upon sputtering can also lead to formation of oxygen
ions. Additionally, the gases constituting the background pressure of 10−4 Pa in the HV chamber
can lead to ionisation of different species. These additional ion species can also contribute in
the sputtering of the walls/FMs and towards the chemical state of the deposits on the FMs.

Aluminium walls
Al metal has a very low Eth of 12.5 eV [157], and hence considerable wall sputtering and deposition on M1 is expected at the ion energy of 90 eV. However, after the experimental discharge,
the surface of M1 was visually unchanged. The XPS measurements on the insets IG and II detected Al concentration of < 1 at.% on the surface, hinting towards a low deposition on both the
grounded and isolated insets. The EDX analysis of the central inset I22 of the floating electrode
M2 displayed a Al deposition of 1 − 2 nm in thickness. A small Al deposition points at a lack of
wall sputtering which is attributed to native surface oxidation of the Al walls. Al is known to
form a thin oxide layer almost immediately upon its exposure to the environment [205] and the
oxide has a much higher Eth of 112 eV [157] in comparison to 12.5 eV of Al (figure 6.3).
The erosion on the insets of M1 was obtained by measuring the decrease in the thickness
of the surface coating using EDX analysis. The measurements indicated a net erosion on both
the insets, IG and II . The erosion measured on the two insets were similar: erosion on IG was
∼ 80 nm while that on II was ∼ 90 nm. However, due to the nature of the measurements, the
uncertainty in erosion can be as high as ±20 nm. Hence we shall focus mainly on the qualitative
aspect of the erosion. The net erosion on both insets is understandable owing to the lack of
competing deposition from the walls.
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Figure 6.4: Images of M1 and M2 after experiments in different conditions: (a) M1 with all
grounded insets and (b) M2 (floating) in the grounded Cu wall FMU; (c) M1 with two grounded
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Al FMU
IG
II
Mo/oxide
Al/oxide
Cu/oxide
W/oxide

100
0
-

Cu FMU
IG
II

100
0
-

43.8
56.2
-

94.6
5.4
-

W FMU
IG
II
37.8
62.2

76.6
23.3

Table 6.3: Atomic concentrations (at.%) of the material and their oxide obtained upon the XPS
measurements performed on insets IG and II after experiments in the FMU with the different
grounded walls.

Copper walls
Following the discharge with Cu FMU, a non-uniform deposition was visible on M1 with majority
of the deposition concentrated around the grounded insets I11 (IG ) and I12 , while the floating
electrode M2 was entirely coated with deposits as observed in figure 6.4a and 6.4b, respectively.
The EDX measurement on M2 revealed a considerable deposition of Cu on the surface, which
upon fitting via STRATAGem yielded a thickness of 35 nm. This points to the fact that Cu wall
was actively sputtered during the experiment. As a result, the floating mirror M2 was coated
with a layer of Cu with a deposition rate of 5 nm hr−1 . This is expected since the ion energy
on the walls (90 eV) was considerably higher than the Eth of copper (18 eV [157]). Moreover,
pure Cu exhibits a high sputtering yield of 0.046 atoms/ion with 90 eV He+ ions (figure 6.3).
Since Cu oxide was present on the walls used in the experiment, this also indicates that the
sputtering threshold of Cu oxide lies well below 90 eV. We can also calculate the approximate
wall sputtering rate (S.R.) in nm hr−1 , using the following relation,

6

S.R. = 3.6 × 10 × Yi Ji



M
NA d


(6.1)

where Yi is the sputtering yield at the mean ion energy, Ji the ion flux (m−2 s−1 ), NA the
Avogadro’s number, M and d, the atomic mass (g mol−1 ) and density (g cm−3 ) of the wall
material, respectively. From the IEDF measurement and the associated Yi of Cu, we obtain a
wall sputtering rate of 18.3 nm hr−1 . It is worth noting that equation 6.1 does not take into
account the shape of IEDF and hence only gives a conservative estimation of the sputtering
rate.
Focusing on M1, the XPS measurements on the DC-grounded inset IG revealed a 56.2 at.%
Cu/oxide on the surface, along with 43.8 at.% Mo/oxide, indicating deposition dominated regime.
The net erosion measured on IG was ∼ 10 nm. This measurement is within the error range, since
the erosion is calculated via an EDX analysis with a high error margin. On the other hand,
only 5.4 at.% of Cu/oxide was found on isolated inset II , compared to 94.6 at.% of Mo/oxide,
implying a negligible net deposition of the wall material. Moreover, a net erosion of ∼ 120 nm
is estimated. The results display that electrically isolating the FM surface significantly lowered
the wall deposition on it and promoted surface erosion.
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Tungsten walls
W metal has a high Eth of 107 eV [157], and hence no sputtering is expected at an ion energy of 90 eV. However, post the experiment with W walls, a considerable amount of W was
detected on M2 via EDX as well as XPS. The equivalent thickness of deposited W layer on
M2 via STRATAGem was obtained as 10 nm leading to a deposition rate of 1.4 nm hr−1 . The
measurements clearly implied a deposition of W from the walls. This can be attributed to the
sputtering of the native W oxide layer on the surface of the W sheets, which is known to have
a significantly lower surface binding and sputtering threshold energy than the W metal. There
have been a few studies exploring the behavior of W oxide, the presence of which is reportedly
known to lower Eth of W by a factor of 10 [158, 204, 206, 207]. While the energy of He+ ions
in the experiment is sufficient to sputter the thin oxide layer on the surface of the W walls, it
would be unable to sputter the W metal beneath the oxide.
The XPS measurements on IG also indicate a deposition of W from the walls. It revealed 62.2
at.% of W/oxide on IG as can be observed in table 6.3. Furthermore, IG showcased a reduction
in thickness by ∼ 10 nm (within the error range). On the isolated inset, II , the concentration
of W was relatively lower with 23.3 at.% W/oxide, in addition to an erosion of ∼ 120 nm. The
observation is in line with that obtained for a Cu walled FMU, wherein a lower deposition and
higher erosion was observed on the electrically isolated inset as well upon wall sputtering. This
clearly indicates that the electrical isolation helps shifting the balance of the electrode from a
deposition dominated regime to an erosion dominated regime, when the walls are sufficiently
sputtered. Interestingly, on both IG as well as II , the XPS measurements detect both W and
W oxide. One way to explain this could be that the W oxide upon sputtering from the walls is
decomposed into W and O, and this W deposits on M1. Furthermore, W on M1 is also unlikely
to be sputtered back due to its high Eth . It is worth noting that both the insets were exposed
to air before XPS measurements, which could also contribute to oxidation of the deposited W.

6.4

Influence of floating wall components

The experimental results for discharges in FMU with floating wall components are presented in
this section. Since Cu displayed high etching, it was used as the wall material here to study the
deposition. Bulk Mo insets were used on M1 and M2 in these set of experiments and all the
insets were in electrical contact with the mirrors. Since the erosion on such insets cannot be
quantified, we shall focus mainly on the wall deposition. The central insets of M1 and M2, I12
and I22 respectively, were characterised via XPS and EDX after the experiments.

6.4.1

Ion energy distributions at floating components

To study the impact of floating wall surfaces, the Cu sheets were isolated from the FMU body
using ceramic beads. As a result, the inner wall surfaces of the FMU were floating during the
plasma discharge. M2, however, was kept grounded in this setup. Moreover, M2 without any
insets was used in this experiment to imitate an ITER like FM. The ion energy distribution was
studied both at the floating walls as well as grounded M2 in this configuration via a RFEA. The
peak ion energy as well as the ion flux measured as a function of the RF power are presented
in figure 6.5. At the floating walls, the peak ion energy remained constant at ∼ 30 eV with
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Figure 6.5: (a) Peak ion energy and (b) ion flux obtained from the experimentally measured ion
energy distributions at the floating Cu wall and the grounded M2 as a function of the increasing
RF power.
increasing RF power. This energy corresponds to the e(Vp − Vf ) as indicated in figure 6.2b. It
is well known that Vp is related to Vf as follows [86] :

Vp − Vf = Te log

mi
2πme

1
2

(6.2)

where Te is the electron temperature, mi the mass of the ion and me the mass of the electron.
As the RF power is increased, both Vp and Vf increase proportionally, while Te remains nearly
a constant in the range of power used [208]. Hence the difference, e(Vp − Vf ) remains roughly a
constant as observed in our measurements. Furthermore, since e(Vp − Vf ) is roughly 30 eV, this
corresponds to Te ∼ 8.5 eV as per equation 6.2, which is in a reasonable limit for Te of cold He
plasma [40].
Since M2 was grounded, the peak ion energy on it increased with increasing RF power. This
is well understood since the peak ion energy on M2 corresponds to eVp and Vp increases with the
increasing RF power. As a result, the difference between the peak ion energies at the floating
walls and grounded M2 is at least 80 eV as can be observed in figure 6.5a. The ion flux on both
the floating walls as well as M2 was comparable and increased linearly with the RF power as
observed in figure 6.5b. A low ion energy at the walls and a high ion energy at M2 with similar
ion fluxes, allows for a comparative lower sputtering of the walls than the FMs aiding the plasma
cleaning process.

6.4.2

Plasma cleaning with floating wall components

To begin with, the discharge was performed on the FMU with grounded Cu walls and floating
M2 to serve as a reference. Since the setup was similar, the plasma properties were also identical
to the previous experiments. To recall, the peak ion energy at the walls as well as M1 was 90 eV
with a wall sputtering rate of 18.3 nm hr−1 from equation 6.1. M2 was kept floating and the
plasma was run for 7 hours. After the experiment, the entire surface of M1 was homogeneously
covered with Cu deposits as observed in figure 6.4c. XPS measurements on I12 revealed 66.4 at.%
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Figure 6.6: Total and diffuse reflectivities of the inset I12 of M1 after experiments in the FMU
with the grounded Cu wall and the floating Cu wall. The total and diffuse reflectivities of a
pristine poly-crystalline Mo mirror is also presented for reference.
Cu/oxide compared to 33.6 at.% Mo/oxide. Since M2 was floating, it was also coated with Cu
deposits as observed in figure 6.4d.
The atomic concentrations of Cu and Mo on M1 in this experiment is also comparable to that
obtained on the inset IG in Cu FMU (table 6.3) discussed in the section 6.3. Visual comparison
of M1 in the two cases (figure 6.4a and 6.4c) further emphasizes the influence of the isolated inset
II in shifting the erosion/deposition balance on M1. Without any isolated insets, M1 is entirely
in a deposition dominated regime (figure 6.4c), while having one inset isolated influences the
erosion/deposition balance on the overall electrode (figure 6.4a). The deposited thickness of Cu
on M2 in this experiment (figure 6.4d) is also similar to that measured on M2 in the Cu FMU
in section 6.3 (figure 6.4b), which is comprehensible owing to similar setup as well as plasma
parameters.
Next a plasma discharge was conducted in the FMU with floating Cu walls and grounded
M2 for 7 hours with the parameters presented in table 6.2. At 120 W, the peak ion energy at
M2 was 128 eV, while that at the floating walls was 32 eV. The ion flux at the two surfaces was
around 4.6×1018 m−2 s−1 . The calculated sputtering rate of the floating Cu walls (from equation
6.1) was 0.4 nm hr−1 , which is significantly lower compared to 18.3 nm hr−1 with grounded Cu
walls used previously. The IEDF was not measured at M1, but is estimated to be similar to
M2 since M1 is DC-grounded as well. After the experiment, the surfaces of both M1 and M2
were visually clean as observed in figure 6.4e,f. XPS measurements on I12 displayed a 6.7 at.%
Cu/oxide compared to 93.2 at.% Mo/oxide, indicating a negligible wall deposition on M1 at the
end of discharge. Due to an absence of insets, XPS could not be performed on the surface of
M2, however with an EDX measurement, no Cu deposits were detected on M2.
The reflectivities of the I12 from the grounded wall FMU (reference) as well as the floating
wall FMU experiment were measured in the wavelength range of 250 nm to 800 nm. Since
the reflectivities are more sensitive at lower wavelengths, we shall discuss only the values at
λ = 250 nm. Due to the Cu deposition in the reference experiment (grounded Cu walls), the
total reflectivity of the inset was extremely low at 7 % and comparable to the diffuse reflectivity
as observed in figure 6.6. As a result the specular reflectivity was negligible at roughly 1 %.
With the floating wall FMU however, the total reflectivity of the inset after the experiment
was high at 69 %. A pristine poly-crystalline Mo (PcMo) mirror, unrelated to this experiment,
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Figure 6.7: (a) Image (top view) of the experimental setup displaying the powered electrode
(M1), M2, grounded grid and the RFEA underneath (b)Image of the plasma confined within
the grid in the experimental setup
was used as a reference to compare with the reflectivity of the inset. As observed in figure 6.6,
the total reflectivity of the inset was at the pristine PcMo level (72 %). The diffuse reflectivity
of the inset was 11 %. This was, however, a result of polishing process of the inset before the
experiments and can be minimised with intricate surface polishing. The specular reflectivity of
the inset was 58 % compared to 68 % of a pristine PcMo mirror.

6.5

Impact of DC-grounded grids

The experimental results for discharges in FMU with grounded grids between the FMs and walls
are presented in this section. Cu was used as the wall material here to study the deposition.
Bulk Mo insets were used on M1 and M2 in these set of experiments and all the insets were in
electrical contact with the mirrors. We begin by conducting a parametric study to investigate
the IEDFs at the walls in presence of grids and further conduct a long exposure to study their
impact on plasma cleaning. The image of the FMU with grids and RFEA can be observed in
figure 6.7a.

6.5.1

Ion energy distributions across grids - parametric study

The IFEDF of the reference discharge (i.e., without grids) measured at the FMU wall displayed
a single sharp peak at 85 eV with a Ji of 1.5 A m−2 as can be observed in figure 6.9. To recollect,
approximate sheath thickness (Lsh ) can be calculated using the Child-Langmuir law [65, 66],
Lsh

2
=
3



2e
mi

1 
4

ϵ0
Ji

1
2

3

V s4

(6.3)

where e is the electronic charge, mi is the ion mass, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity and V s
is the time averaged sheath potential which roughly corresponds to the peak ion energy (Ei )
in the measured IFEDF. Hence, using equation 6.3, we obtain a Lsh of 3.8 mm. The singly
peaked IFEDF suggests that it is a predominantly capacitive sheath. The sheath can be further
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Figure 6.9: IEDF obtained at the wall of the FMU with and without grid
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examined by looking at the ratio of the ion transit time across the sheath τi and the RF time
period τRF , which is given as
τi
= 3Lsh ν
τRF



mi
2eV s

1
2

(6.4)

where ν is the excitation (RF) frequency. Using the above equation, we obtain τi /τRF ∼ 11.
This implies that the ions cross the sheath in about 11 RF periods, hence the ion energy depends
on the time averaged rather than the instantaneous sheath potential. This indicates an absence
of modulation in the ion energy resulting in a singly peaked IFEDF as observed.
Following this, grid G2 was placed at dg = 35 mm from the bottom wall (figure 5.1), and
a plasma was generated with the same parameters. As the Lsh was identical to the G2 hole
width (wg = 3.15 mm), the plasma was confined in the FMU above the grid, i.e. there was
no plasma leakage between the grid and RFEA. The image of the confined plasma above the
grid in the experiment can be observed in figure 6.7b. The departing ion beam is expected
to have a low divergence. Further, the ratio tg /wg ∼ 0.2, indicating minimal grid-induced ion
neutralisations. The IFEDF measured at the wall in this case showcased two peaks at roughly
90 eV and 32 eV, respectively (figure 6.9). These two peaks obtained in the high and low energy
intervals within the IFEDF are referred to as Phigh and Plow , respectively. Furthermore, the
total Ji of the obtained distribution was significantly lowered to 0.6 A m−2 . Moreover, Plow was
rather discrete while Phigh had a higher dispersion. The bulk plasma was characterized with a
Langmuir probe, which indicated a plasma potential of roughly 90 V. Hence Phigh obtained in
the IFEDF corresponds to the fast ions generated in bulk plasma, which accelerate across the
sheath at the grid. As the plasma parameters as well the geometry were identical to the case
without any grid, the sheath properties at the grid are not expected to vary when compared to
the previous case. Hence, with a capacitive sheath and τi /τRF ∼ 11, the two peaked IFEDF
cannot be a result of the sheath modulation. This points towards the fact that the cold ions,
contributing to the origin of Plow , are generated downstream between the grid and the RFEA.
These may be created as a result of charge exchange (CX) collisions between the He+ ions and
background He neutrals in the region between the grid and the wall. This can be understood as
per the following equation,
He+ (1) + He(2) −→ He(1) + He+ (2)

(6.5)

Here He+ (1) are the fast ions that generated in the plasma source. Upon exiting the grid,
they can undergo CX collisions with the background neutrals He(2), which generate cold ions
He+ (2) with a lower energy, while the fast ion is neutralised to He(1). The generation of cold
ions in an ion beam via resonant CX collisions with background neutrals have been observed
before [209, 210]. In order to have a detailed look at the phenomenon, the process parameters
were varied to study their impact on the two peak distribution.
He pressure variation

The He pressure was varied in the range of 0.5 to 3 Pa, keeping all the other parameters same
(table 6.2). Initially the IFEDFs were measured at the wall without grids to obtain the sheath
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Figure 6.10: The characteristics of Phigh and Plow extracted from the IFEDF with varying
He pressure: (a) ion current densities, (b) peak ion energies, (c) full width half maximums and
(d) ratio of ion fluxes Ji (Phigh )/Ji (Plow ). Constant parameters : 120 W RF power, grid G2 at
dg = 35 mm.
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characteristics at different pressures. Using equation 6.3, the Lsh was obtained between 3.5 and
4.5 mm in this pressure range. Consequently, the Lsh /wg ∼ 1 and the plasma-grid interaction
remains similar with the varying pressure. Upon installing the grid G2 at dg = 35 mm, the
two peak distribution was visible across the pressure range, and the IFEDF characteristics (ion
flux, energy and dispersion) varied considerably as observed in figure 6.10. As the plasmagrid interaction is uniform, the ion directionality, neutralisations and flux transparency remains
unchanged indicating that variations in the IFEDF arises primarily from processes occurring in
the grounded volume between the grid and RFEA.
The total Ji was observed to decrease with increasing pressure as observed in figure 6.10a.
The individual flux contributions of Phigh and Plow in the IFEDF were obtained by calculating
the area under the respective peaks. As displayed in figure 6.10a, the flux of Phigh and hence fast
ions decreased with the increasing pressure. Simultaneously, flux of Plow and hence cold ions
increased. Ji (Plow ) reached a maximum of 0.3 A m−2 at 1.5 Pa and decreased for larger pressures
as a result of the decrease of the overall flux. This indicates that at low pressures the ion beam
is mainly composed of fast ions originating plasma source and increasing the neutral pressure
suppresses their population and simultaneously enhances the cold ion density via CX collisions.
The peak energy of Phigh corresponding to fast ions also decreased from 115 to 85 eV (figure
6.10b). However, simultaneously its dispersion (quantified via its full width half maximum)
increased from 6 to 24 eV as observed in figure 6.10c. This indicates that increasing pressure
causes frictional damping of the fast ion beam energy, which lowers its peak energy as well as
increases its dispersion. Similar observations were also made in [210]. On the other hand, the
peak ion energy of Plow increased slightly from 30 to 40 eV, while its dispersion remained roughly
a constant.
The attenuation of fast ion population with pressure can be conveniently examined by studying the ratio of fast vs slow ion flux. As indicated in figure 6.10d, the flux ratio (Ji (Phigh )/Ji (Plow ))
attenuated with increasing pressure. Identical trend was also reported in [209]. This can be understood by considering the collision dynamics between the fast He+ ions departing the grids
and the background He neutrals. The mean free path (¯l) for a certain CX collision is given by,
¯l = kB T
pσCX

(6.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, p is the pressure and σCX is the CX
collision cross-section. σCX depends considerably on the incident energy of the colliding species
[211]. For He+ -He CX collisions at 90 eV incident energy, the σCX ∼ 1.56×10−19 m2 [212]. Using
T = 300 K, the ¯l is calculated via equation 6.4 for the experimental pressure range, and displayed
in figure 6.11. As indicated, the ¯l is roughly 50 mm at p = 0.5 Pa, which is in a similar range as dg
(35 mm). This implies a very weak interaction of the fast ion beam with the background neutrals,
where they suffer on an average ≲ 1 CX collision before reaching the RFEA. This explains the
relatively high flux of fast ions obtained at low pressures. Conversely, on the high-pressure end
at p = 3 Pa, the ¯l is as low as 8 mm indicating a much larger probability of interaction between
fast He+ and He neutrals. Hence increasing the pressure increases the resonant ion-neutral CX
collisions which result in an increased generation of cold ions. Consequently, the total flux is
re-distributed, wherein the flux of fast ions is transferred to that cold ions.
The decay in the fast ion flux upon undergoing CX collisions with neutrals can also be
calculated using the equation [213, 214],
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equation 6.6

CX mean free path of helium atoms as a function of pressure, obtained from



dg pσCX
Jfast (z) = Jfast,0 exp −
kB T


.

(6.7)

Here Jfast (z) is the flux of fast ions obtained after traversing a length of z = dg in a neutral gas
pressure p, while Jfast,0 is the fast ion flux entering the neutral gas chamber, i.e. at z = 0 m.
Jfast,0 , in our case, can be roughly taken as the product of Ji without grids and the geometric
transparency of G2 (72 %). The Ji without grids was measured, wherein it lied between 1.1
and 1.8 A m−2 in the pressure range of 0.5 and 3 Pa, respectively. These values were multiplied
with the transparency of G2 to obtain Jfast,0 , i.e. Jfast,0 = Ji (without grids) × 0.72. Then using
T = 300 K and dg = 35 mm, Jfast (z) was calculated via equation 6.7, and compared with the
measured fast ion flux Ji (Phigh ) (with grids) measured via the IFEDF in the pressure range. As
observed in figure 6.12a, the calculated and measured fast ion flux are in good agreement. This
clearly indicates that the fast ion flux indeed attenuates exponentially with increasing pressure
due to an increased density of neutrals and corresponding CX collisions.
Grid-RFEA distance (dg ) variation

The IFEDFs were further studied by changing the vertical position of the grid G2 in the
setup, varying dg from 0.5 to 3.5 mm in the process. As the RF power and the He pressure
are constant here, the sheath properties and consequently the plasma-grid interaction remains
unchanged. The IFEDF characteristics obtained are displayed in figure 6.13.
The total Ji decreased with increasing dg as observed in figure 6.13a. With the increasing dg ,
the cold ion flux increased and the fast ion flux decreased, in a fashion similar to that observed
in the pressure variation (figure 6.10a). The flux ratio Ji (Phigh )/Ji (Plow ) also diminished with
increasing dg as observed in figure 6.13d, which is again identical to the flux ratio scaling with
pressure (figure 6.10d). This attenuation of the fast ions flux can also be explained on the
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basis of resonant CX collisions they undergo through the neutrals region, which increases with
the length dg . As p = 1 Pa, the ¯l remains constant at roughly 25 mm. At the lowest point
dg = 5 mm there are almost no CX collisions that can occur between the fast ions and the
background neutrals, and hence the ion flux measured is composed almost entirely of fast ions.
As dg increases, the CX collision probability increases as well leading to a rise in the cold ion
population. Consequently, the fast ion flux reduces. The decay in the fast ion flux was calculated
via equation 6.7, and was in excellent agreement with the measured values as indicated in figure
6.12b. This indicates that the fast ion flux indeed decays exponentially with increasing dg upon
CX collisions in a neutral volume.
The peak energy of the Phigh remained constant at roughly 85 eV with varying dg as displayed
in figure 6.13b. As the RF power and He pressure remains constant, the ionization degree
as well as the Vs at the grid remains the same, explaining the constant energy of the fast
ions. Furthermore, the dispersion of Phigh increases by only 3 eV indicating that there is no
considerably damping of the fast ion energy in this range of dg . The peak energy of the cold
ions was between 30 and 35 eV when dg was between 15 and 35 mm. In this range, dg /¯l ≳ 1,
and CX collisions are more likely indicating that this peak energy indeed corresponds to that of
cold ions generated by CX collisions. On the other hand, at dg = 5 mm where dg /¯l ≪ 1, the CX
collision probability lower as is evident by the negligible flux of Plow detected. The peak energy
of the cold ions in this case was close to 0 eV. Interestingly, the dispersion of Plow was also high
in this case at roughly 6 eV, while it decreased to 3 eV with increasing dg .
RF power variation

The RF power was varied in the range of 60 to 160 W, keeping the other parameters constant.
The IFEDF measurements were obtained at the walls without grid to obtain the sheath thickness
in the power range used. The Lsh obtained was between 3.7 and 4.3 mm. Hence, the sheath
thickness and consequently the plasma-grid interaction is fairly uniform in the experimental
power range. Subsequently, grid G2 was installed at dg = 35 mm and the IFEDFs were studied
at the walls. The measurements show that increasing RF power influences both the flux as well
as the peak energies of Phigh and Plow as indicated in figure 6.14.
As displayed in figure 6.14a, the total Ji increases with a simultaneous increase of both
Ji (Phigh ) as well as Ji (Plow ). Increasing the RF power leads to an increase in the degree of
ionization and a corresponding rise in the plasma density. This causes a simultaneous increase
in the fluxes of both the fast and the cold ions. The ratio of the two ion fluxes, Ji (Phigh )/Ji (Plow )
remains a constant at roughly 1.6 as displayed in figure 6.14d. As the pressure is 1 Pa, the ¯l
remains constant at roughly 25 mm (figure 6.11) indicating that the interaction between the fast
ion beam and the background neutrals does not change with the increasing RF power leading
to a constant ion flux ratio. A constant flux ratio with increasing ionization power was also
observed in [210].
The peak energy of Phigh increased with the RF power as observed in figure 6.14b. The
reason is that increasing the RF power increases Vs at the grid causing the rise in the fast ion
energy. The peak energy of the Plow also increased gradually from 27 to 40 eV. The dispersion
of both Phigh and Plow were fairly constant at roughly 8 and 3 eV, respectively in the power
range. It is worth noting that changing fast ion energy also influences the resonant CX collision
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Figure 6.14: The characteristics of Phigh and Plow extracted from the IFEDF with varying
RF power: (a) ion current densities, (b) peak ion energies, (c) full width half maximums and
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dg = 35 mm.
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corresponding value in the IFEDF obtained without grids.
cross-section σCX . However for incident energies between 80 and 110 eV, σCX decreases only
slightly from, 1.6 to 1.5 × 10−19 m−2 [212]. This could have an influence on the energy of the
newly formed cold ions, however, we cannot say if that is a general behavior due to lack of
experimental data.
Grid variation

Finally, a parametric study was done with different grids (table 6.1) in order to study the
impact of changing grid dimensions on the obtained IFEDF at the walls. In this case, the
IFEDF properties depend predominantly on the grid-induced effects as the plasma-grid interaction changes by modifying the grid dimensions.
With the reference parameters, the Lsh is 3.8 mm. Hence with grid G1, the ratio Lsh /wg = 2.4
and tg /wg = 0.14. This implies that the sheath molding is minimal and ion beam is rather
collimated with negligible grid-induced ion neutralisations. The total ion flux measured in this
case is composed of a majority fast ion flux as displayed in figure 6.15a. With grid G2, Lsh /wg
decreases to 1.2 pointing to an increasing beam divergence. On the other tg /wg remains similar
at 0.17 again leading to insignificant neutralisations. The total ion flux remains identical to
that obtained with G1, however with a decreased fast ion and increased slow ion flux. With G3,
Lsh /wg further decreases to 0.76, enhancing the beam divergence. Despite an increased sheath
molding, the neutralisations can still be neglected as Lsh /wg remains at 0.15. The total ion flux
decreases marginally from 0.6 to 0.4 A m−2 while it is composed of both fast and slow ions in a
considerable proportion. Consequently, the ratio of the fast and cold ion flux Ji (Phigh )/Ji (Plow )
is the highest at 5.5 for G1, while it remains low at 1.5 and 2 for G2 and G3, respectively. This
suggests that an increasing beam divergence could contribute to an increase in the resonant CX
collisions in the collisional volume. However, since the uncertainty in the ion flux measurements
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can be as high as 20 %, the obtained variation in the measurements do not allow us to draw the
above mentioned conclusion. It is worth noting that while the geometric transparency of the grid
decreases from G1 to G3, the sheath bending could increase the ion flux transparency potentially
nullifying the effect. However, with all grids, the total ion flux at the wall is ≤ 40% of the ion
flux reaching the walls without any grids as observed in figure 6.15a. The additional loss in the
ion flux besides that coming from the transparency of grids can be attributed to neutralisations
occurring downstream. The beam divergence could also influence the IFEDF measurements in
the RFEA [215], although such effects would not be significant with our experimental conditions.
Both the fast as well as the cold ion energies remained nearly constant with all the grids as
displayed in figure 6.15b. The fast ion energy was roughly 90 eV, and identical to the ion energy
measured in the absence of grids. The cold ion energy, on the other hand, was roughly 35 eV.
As both the RF power as well as the He pressure remain constant, the sheath potential remains
unchanged leading to uniform fast ion energies. In addition, the density of background neutrals
remain constant eliminating any energy damping effects, keeping both fast and cold ion energies
constant as observed.

6.5.2

Influence of grids on wall sputtering and deposition on electrodes

Finally, the influence of grids was studied in light of wall sputtering and cleaning of DC-grounded
FMs. The grounded grids were added between M1 and all the surrounding walls, in order to
create a ‘grid wall’ between electrodes and the Cu walls in the FMU as indicated in figure
6.2c. The distance between the grids and the Cu walls of the FMU was 40 mm. The plasma
parameters were identical to previous experiments, i.e., 120 W RF power, 1 Pa He pressure and
a discharge duration of 7 hours. After the experimental discharge, most of M1 was visibly
free of wall deposits as observed in figure 6.4g. There was visible deposition concentrated on
the top and bottom edge of the electrode where the grids were placed. There was a tiny gap
between the grid boundary and the wall, allowing for an edge deposition. The insets of M1 were
characterized with XPS. The measurement on central inset displayed a 95 at.% of Mo and 5 at.%
Cu, while that on the edge inset led to 90 at.% of Mo, 7 at.% Cu and 2 at.% Fe, indicating a
minuscule wall deposition on M1. Presence of Fe indicates that the stainless steel grids were
sputtered and deposited on the edge of M1, although in small amounts. The floating M2 was
visibly coated with deposits as displayed in figure 6.4d. XPS measurement on the central inset
of M2 showcased 50 at.% of Mo, 28 at.% Cu and 22 at.% Fe, indicating that the Cu and Fe are
deposited in equivalent amounts. The thickness of the Cu and Fe deposits on the inset were
estimated to be ∼ 15 nm and ∼ 10 nm, respectively. This gives a Cu and Fe deposition rate of
R
−1
2.1 nm h−1 and 1.4 nm h−1 , respectively leading to the net RR
M 2 and hence RM 1 of 3.5 nm h .
−1
While the rate of Cu deposition is lowered from 5 to 2.1 nm h with addition of grids, the
sputtering of grids led to an additional deposition rate of 1.4 nm h−1 . Despite the non-negligible
E
R
RR
M 1 , M1 was free of wall deposits showing that it was in a state of net erosion, i.e., RM 1 >RM 1 .
The reflectivity of the central inset of M1 from the gridless as well as gridded FMU were
measured in the wavelength range of 250 nm to 800 nm. Since the reflectivities are more sensitive
at lower wavelengths, we shall discuss only the values at λ = 250 nm. Due to the Cu deposition
in the gridless FMU, the total reflectivity of the inset was extremely low at 7 % and comparable
to the diffuse reflectivity as observed in figure 6.16. As a result the specular reflectivity was
negligible at roughly 1 %. With the gridded FMU however, the total reflectivity of the inset
after the experiment was high at 64 %. As observed in figure 6.16, the total reflectivity of the
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Figure 6.16: Total and diffuse reflectivites of the central inset of M1 after the experiments in
the plasma reactor with and without grids. The total and diffuse reflectivities of pristine PcMo
mirror is also presented for reference.
inset was at the pristine PcMo level (72 %). The diffuse reflectivity of the inset was also low at
5 %. The specular reflectivity of the inset was 59 % compared to 68 % of a pristine PcMo mirror.
The results clearly indicate that confining plasma with grounded grids in a FMU, can significantly reduce the sputtering of the FMU walls and its deposition on the powered electrode
during the RF discharges in presence of a λ/4 filter. Furthermore, even though the grids are
sputtered, the DC-grounded electrode tends to remain in an erosion dominated regime, keeping it relatively clean of wall and grid deposits. In addition to a clean surface, the reflective
properties of the electrode are also preserved after the discharge to near pristine levels. Use of
grounded grids before walls hence provides a promising mitigation strategy for RF discharge
cleaning of FMs while maintaining their optical properties, in presence of a λ/4 filter in ITER
diagnostics.

6.6

Outcomes

• DC-grounding the powered electrode resulted in a discharge with a peak ion energy of 90 eV
(at RF power of 120 W) corresponding to eVp on the FMU walls. The Eth of the walls
played an important role in the determination of the erosion/deposition balance obtained
on the powered electrode. When the Eth of the grounded wall surface was considerably
lower than the ion energy, the walls were significantly sputtered and the FMs were coated
with a layer of wall deposits, while undergoing little to no erosion. The results show that
plasma cleaning of FMs in ITER with notch filter would be ineffective in existence of
a competing wall deposition and therefore mitigation strategies are required for efficient
cleaning.
• The electrical isolation of RF from FM was observed to reduce the net wall deposition and
promote the erosion on FMs even when the walls were significantly sputtered. This can
be used as an effective mitigation strategy in ITER where part or the entire surface of the
FM is isolated from the RF signal during the plasma cleaning process.
• Electrical isolation of the FMU walls was another strategy that was developed and tested.
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The floating walls (isolated from the ground) in this case developed a floating potential and
were sputtered with an ion energy of 30 eV (corresponding to e(Vp −Vf )) while the FMs (M1
and M2) were sputtered with a significantly higher ion energy of 128 eV (corresponding to
eVp ). Due to the drastic difference between the ion energies at the mirrors and the walls,
both M1 and M2 were considerably eroded while the sputtering and deposition from the
walls was negligible. The resulting specular reflectivity of the M1 after the experiment
was identical to that of a pristine poly-crystalline Mo mirror indicating a preservation of
the optical properties post the plasma discharge. Floating wall components can serve as
an excellent mitigation strategy in ITER FMUs, where portions of the wall surface can be
isolated from the ground. Additionally, with this strategy specific regions of the FMU wall
with a higher risk of being sputtered can be selectively isolated to minimise the overall
wall deposition on the FMs.
• The results show that the Eth of the wall surfaces could be significantly altered by the
presence of their native oxides. With the Al body, the walls remained largely unsputtered
as a result of native surface oxide which led to a drastic increase of the surface Eth from
12.5 eV to 112 eV. In contrast, with a W body, the walls were sputtered despite a high Eth
of 107 eV, which was again found to be a consequence of surface oxidation which leads to
a significant lowering of its Eth . This has implications for ITER and brings into attention
the need to account for native oxide layers while working with FMU walls in the optical
diagnostics.
• Addition of grids between DC-grounded FMs and FMU walls, such that the plasma is confined, can reduce the ion flux at the walls by over 60% and the consequent wall sputtering
rate by over 76%. This was verified in a long plasma exposure in a gridded FMU, wherein
the FM was sputtered with a high flux of fast ions from plasma, while the walls were sputtered with a relatively low flux as well as a mix of fast and cold ions. The resulting FM
surface was free of wall deposits, although with an edge deposition while its optical properties were preserved to pristine mirror levels. The grids were however sputtered in this
case and deposited on the electrode, although in negligible amounts. Grids could hence
also serve as an excellent mitigation strategy for to minimise wall sputtering in FMUs in
ITER diagnostics.

Chapter 7

Plasma cleaning in magnetic field
7.1

Motivation

In ITER, majority of the mirror cleaning operations are expected to be executed in the presence
of the toroidal magnetic fields around 3.5 T at the locations of the FMs [50]. Presence of magnetic
field of this magnitude would significantly influence the cold plasma properties, particularly the
bias voltage on the mirror, ion angle and flux spatial distribution, which can significantly affect
the mirror cleaning rate and uniformity [52, 216]. Hence, it is crucial to investigate plasma
cleaning of FMs in presence of a strong magnetic fields. Despite it’s importance, there have
been only a handful of published studies focused on the mirror cleaning in magnetic fields.
Razdobarin et al. studied uniformity of FM sputtering in 0.05 T magnetic field using 81.36 MHz
RF discharges [217]. They reported an enhanced sputtering rate at the centre of the electrode,
but also noted that the longitudinal field improved sputtering uniformity along the edges. They
also indicated that the net sputtering profile in magnetic fields is determined not only by the
ion flux distribution but also by the re-deposition process. Rogov et al. performed cleaning
experiments with Penning discharges using helium plasma in magnetic field up to 0.5 T [36].
They noted an efficient cleaning of molybdenum (Mo) mirrors from aluminium (Al) coatings
(used as a Be proxy [59]) up to 200 nm while recovering optical properties of the mirror. Moser
et al. also reported cleaning of Mo mirrors from Al2 O3 films (serving as BeO proxy) with
13.56 MHz RF plasma using argon (Ar) as process gas in a magnetic field of 0.35 T [218]. They
also observed that the cleaning performance was enhanced when the field lines were nearly
parallel (within a few degrees) to the mirror surface. In another study, they also performed
plasma erosion experiments in 3.5 T field [219]. They reported formation of filaments as well
as severe inhomogeneity due to erosion profile drifts on FM surface, with the ratio between
the maximum and minimum erosion rate on the FM sample being as high as 14. Yan et al.
conducted CCRF plasma cleaning experiments on the Edge Thompson Scattering (ETS) mockup in 1.7 T magnetic field of the EAST tokamak [43]. Presence of magnetic field reportedly
lowered the self-bias on the FMs up to a factor of 10, and the cleaning rate increased by a
factor of 40 when compared to identical experiments without magnetic field. They also reported
a complete recovery of the total reflectivity of FMs, while the diffuse reflectivity and surface
roughness at the centre of FM was enhanced as a result of asymmetric surface sputtering in
magnetic field. In a recent study, Shigin et al. presented experimental results describing impact
of an axial 0.5 T field on CCRF discharges in DC-coupled (with λ/4 filter) scheme, wherein they
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observed a lowering of DC current with magnetic field [50]. Furthermore, the effect of field was
more pronounced at lower excitation frequencies, and at fields ≥ 0.3 T (where both ions and
electrons are magnetized) the ion energies obtained were identical both in presence as well as
absence of λ/4 filter. Besides the above-mentioned works, there has been a significant lack of
research into the RF discharge sputtering in magnetic fields, particularly in λ/4 filter scheme.
In this chapter, we investigate the plasma cleaning as well as wall re-deposition on DCgrounded FMs in presence of a 3 T B field in mock-up of a First-Mirror Unit (FMU) relevant to
ITER. We begin by studying the impact of discharge parameters on the self-bias obtained on M1
in absence of notch-filter in sub-chapter 7.3. We also study the waveforms of plasma potential
in presence of notch-filter using a spiral probe. In 7.4, we study the wall re-deposition and FM
erosion in different configurations of the FMU. In 7.5, we investigate the influence of changing
wall geometry (structured wall surface and gridded walls) on the net wall re-deposition on the
FMs. Lastly in 7.6 we discuss the outcomes in the light of application in ITER.

7.2

Experimental preparation

The experiments were performed in a FMU mock-up which was essentially a cylindrical HV
chamber, placed inside the MRI chamber with homogeneous 3 T B field. The details of the
FMU and the MRI are discussed in 3.1.5. The schematic of the mock FMU in the MRI chamber
is presented in figure 7.1. M1 was used as the powered electrode while M2 was kept either
electrically grounded. Both M1 and M2 were made of Mo and were composed of detachable
bulk Mo insets, used for characterization. A 60 MHz RF generator (Comet cito) coupled with a
matchbox was used to generate a 1 Pa helium or argon plasma inside the FMU. Additionally a
notch-filter was used depending on the objective of the study.
The interior wall of the cylindrical chamber were lined with Cu sheets. The total internal
area of the walls was 3567 cm2 , while that of M1 was 157 cm2 . Consequently, this led to a area
ratio Ag /Ap of 22.5 which is highly asymmetric.
For majority of the experiments (section 7.3 and 7.4), two hollow cubes of Cu were inserted
inside the cylindrical FMU, to have a square cuboid wall geometry around the FMs M1 and
M2, in a fashion similar to that used in the previous chapter. The configuration of Cu cubes in
the FMU can be observed in figure 7.2a. The surface of the cubes was flat by default and had a
total internal surface area of 2137 cm2 , lowering the area ratio Ag /Ap to 15. Despite a lower area
ratio, the discharge is still highly asymmetric and no significant changes in the CCRF behavior
are expected based on the area ratio.
To study the influence of geometric changes in the wall surface (section 7.5), Cu cubes with
sawtooth surface morphology as well as Cu grids around the FMs were used. The configuration
of the sawtooth cubes and grids around the FMs in the FMU can be observed in figure 7.2a,b.
The height of the sawtooth in the cubes was 3 mm, and the area ratio was identical to the one
with flat cubes, i.e., Ag /Ap = 15. In the grided walls (figure 7.2b) the grid hole width was
3.15 mm, the wire diameter was 0.56 mm and the geometrical transparency was 72%. The total
interior outlining area with the grids was 2277 cm2 . This made the total grounded area equal
to 2747 cm2 , and hence a area ratio of 17, which is in the same as the one with Cu cubes.
The spiral probe built at University of Basel was used to study the plasma waveforms in the
presence of a B-field. The surface chemical composition of the insets after the experiments was
studied via XPS measurements. Additionally the insets were characterised using EDX and the
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Figure 7.3: Image of plasma confined in a cylindrical column originating from M1 extending in
the direction of B field.
thickness of the deposited coating was estimated via the STRATAGem software.

7.3

Impact of discharge parameters

Self-bias measurements
To begin with, RF discharges with Ar were generated in the FMU in the DC-decoupled scheme
(without without λ/4 filter). Evidently, this leads to development of a negative self-bias voltage
VDC on the powered electrode M1, and was studied in 3 T field as a function of varying process
parameters as well as the angle α (figure 7.1). Experiments were also done in absence of magnetic
field for reference.
The RF power was varied in the range of 50 and 300 W, keeping the Ar pressure and α
constant at 1 Pa and 45◦ , respectively. In 3 T field, the |VDC | on M1 increases monotonically with
RF power as displayed in figure 7.4a. To recall, in a CCRF plasma with high excitation frequency
(like 60 MHz used in our experiment), the sheath at the electrodes is primarily capacitive and
the VDC developed on the powered electrode can be represented as [55],


Cg − Cp
|VDC | = VRF
(7.1)
Cg + Cp
where VRF is the RF potential on the powered electrode, Cp and Cg are the sheath capacitances at the powered and grounded (wall) electrode, respectively. Using this relation for sheath
capacitances, equation 7.1 can be re-written as,
|VDC | = VRF

(Ag /Ap ) − (Lg /Lp )
(Ag /Ap ) + (Lg /Lp )

(7.2)

where Ag and Ap are the effective areas, and Lg and Lp are the sheath thicknesses at the
grounded and powered electrodes, respectively. As can be inferred from equation 7.2, |VDC |
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Figure 7.4: Experimentally measured self-bias voltage on the powered electrode with varying
(a) RF power and (b) Ar pressure, in presence of 3 T and 0 T B-fields. α is constant at 45 ◦
on the powered electrode is determined primarily by VRF , the effective area ratio Ag /Ap and
the ratio of sheath thickness Lg /Lp . As the RF power is increased, the VRF at the electrode
increases explaining the rise in |VDC | as observed in figure 7.4a in accordance to equation 7.1. In
absence of magnetic field (0 T) as well, the |VDC | increases with RF power in a similar fashion
(figure 7.4a). However, at any given power |VDC | is larger at 0 T in comparison to 3 T. This
is attributed to the differing grounded areas Ag in the two cases. At 0 T, the plasma expands
in the entire FMU, leading to maximum Ag and consequently the area ratio Ag /Ap . In the
presence of magnetic field, the plasma is confined in a cylindrical column extending from M1 in
→
−
the direction of B . This can be understood via the image presented in figure 7.3. As a result,
the plasma column wets only a portion of the grounded wall depending on the orientation of the
FMU in the magnetic field. This wet portion makes up the effective grounded area Ag . Hence
at 3 T Ag is significantly lower compared to 0 T at the same VRF , lowering the area ratio Ag /Ap
and consequently |VDC | as observed in our results (figure 7.4a). It is worth noting that ratio of
sheath thicknesses Lg /Lp does not play a major role in determination of |VDC | in asymmetrical
electrode systems like ours at 0 T, as Ag /Ap is at least one order of magnitude larger than
Lg /Lp . However in magnetic fields Lg /Lp becomes prominent as the Ag /Ap is considerably
lowered (equation 7.2).
Further, the Ar pressure was varied in the range of 0.5 and 3.5 Pa, keeping the RF power
and α constant at 120 W and 45◦ , respectively. At 3 T field, the |VDC | increases marginally from
40 to 60 V with the increasing pressure as observed in figure 7.4b. Increasing the pressure has
an impact on the ion density, expanding the area in contact with the wall and consequently
increasing Ag /Ap . Increasing the pressure also decreases the sheath thickness Lg and Lp [220],
also modifying the Lg /Lp . The combined impact leads to a small increase in |VDC | as observed
in our results. Similar trend is also observed at 0 T, where the |VDC | increases from 120 to 140 V.
Clearly, the |VDC | is greater at 0 T, compared to 3 T due to the differences in the wetted ground
area Ag .
Lastly, the FMU was rotated in magnetic field in order to vary the angle α between 0◦
and 80◦ , keeping the RF power and Ar pressure constant at 120 W and 1 Pa, respectively. As
indicated in figure 7.6a, the |VDC | initially increases attaining a maximum at α ∼ 15◦ . Upon
further increase in α, |VDC | decreases monotonically, and for α > 50◦ , |VDC | approaches 0 V. This
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of the plasma column in magnetic field and the corresponding wetted
ground area Ag in the FMU, with varying angle α.
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Figure 7.6: (a) Experimentally measured self-bias voltage on the powered electrode and (b)
geometrical area ratio between the wetted grounded area by the plasma column and the powered area Ag /Ap with varying α. RF power and Ar pressure is constant at 120 W and 1 Pa,
respectively.
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Figure 7.7: (a) Schematic of the FMU with spiral probe immersed in the plasma column and
(b) Image of a representative waveform obtained using the spiral probe in the oscilloscope. The
fp are indicated in the waveform.
Vp and V
change in |VDC | with α can also be explained on the basis of change in the wetted ground area
Ag , where Ap being the area of M1 remains constant. The geometric Ag can be estimated by
taking projection of the cylindrical plasma column extending from M1 onto the wall in direction
of magnetic field as indicated in figure 7.5. The resulting area ratio Ag /Ap at the corresponding
α is presented in figure 7.6b. As can be inferred, |VDC | varies in an identical manner to that of
Ag /Ap with changing α. At α = 0◦ , the plasma column wets M2 which makes up the effective
Ag , leading to Ag /Ap ∼ 1. Increasing α, the plasma column wets the wall adjacent to M2
increasing the Ag /Ap until it reaches a maximum of 2.85 at α = 15◦ . Increasing the α further
only decreases the Ag as indicated in figure 7.5, and for α > 60◦ the Ag /Ap effectively approaches
0 (7.6b). The results clearly indicate that the |VDC | in magnetic field depends significantly on
the wetted ground area by the plasma column, and can be varied by as much as a factor of 100
by simply changing the orientation of the FM with magnetic field.
Spiral probe measurements
Most of the diagnostic tools like the Langmuir probe and the RFEA cannot be used for measurements in magnetised plasma. A spiral probe (SP) was hence developed to measure the
waveforms of the plasma in B field, as described in 3.2.4. The probe head was immersed in the
plasma column as indicated in figure 7.7a and the waveforms were studied via an oscilloscope
placed at a distance from the MRI chamber. To recall from chapter 2 ,the waveform of the
plasma potential Vp (t) is described as,
fp sin(ωRF t)
Vp (t) = Vp + V

(7.3)

fp is the amplitude of the time varying plasma potential,
where Vp is the mean plasma potential, V
fp in the plasma potential waveform obtained via
and ωRF is the angular RF frequency. Vp and V
SP are indicated in the scheme presented in figure 7.7b.
Initially SP measurements were done without B-field and compared with Langmuir probe
(LP) measurements in the same parameters to validate the accuracy of the SP measurements.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the mean plasma potential obtained with Langmuir probe (LP) and
Spiral probe (SP) as a function of RF power in (a) absence of notch-filter and (b) in presence
of notch-filter.

VDC (V )
Vp (V)
fp (V)
V

α = 0◦
-30
43
25

Without notch filter
α = 10◦ α = 20◦ α = 30◦
-64
-60
-63
23
21
22
16
13
11

α = 0◦
0
54
31

With notch filter
α = 10◦ α = 20◦
0
0
58
62
23
29

α = 30◦
0
46
16

Table 7.1: Characteristics of the plasma potential waveform measured by SP in B-field both in
absence and presence of notch-filter

The mean plasma potential was measured in 1 Pa Ar plasma as a function of the RF power in
presence and absence of notch filter. The results of the two measurements can be observed in
figure 7.8. Both with and without notch filter, the plasma potential measured was identical for
LP and SP in the RF power range used. Additionally, the plasma potential measured with SP
was constantly 10 V lower than that measured with LP. This validates the SP measurements.
fp
We however estimate an uncertainty of ±10 V due to the nature of SP measurements. The V
in CCRF non magnetized plasma is very low (measured below 5 V) and hence was ignored.
Following this the SP measurements were performed in the magnetised plasma column in 1 Pa
Ar discharge at 120 W power both with and without notch filter. The results are summarised
in table 7.1. In absence of notch-filter, Vp decreased from 43 V to 23 V as α is increased from
fp also decreased in a similar fashion upon
0◦ to 10◦ , and remains constant at larger angles. V
◦
◦
increasing α from 0 to 10 , but is roughly uniform at larger angles. In presence of notch-filter,
fp is also high between
the VDC is 0 and the Vp varies between 50 and 60 V at different α. The V
16 and 30 V at varied α. The results are not sufficient to draw concrete conclusions regarding
the ion energies in magnetized plasma. However, we can estimate from the measurements that
at given parameters the VDC obtained without notch filter is identical to the Vp obtained with
notch filter. This analogy is used in the further experiments to determine an approximate ion
energy at the wall surface in presence of notch filter, without measuring the plasma properties.
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fp significantly increased from below 5 V in absence
Another interesting observation is that the V
of B-field to as high as 30 V in presence of B-field.

7.4

Plasma cleaning in B field

Erosion experiments were performed in the FMU to study the wall re-deposition on M1 and M2
at various angles α in B-field. This was done in the presence of a notch-filter, hence there was no
self-bias on M1. M2 was also grounded in these experiments. Some Si samples were also placed
on the surface of M2. These Si samples were floating during the experimental duration and as
a result, are in a pure re-deposition regime. He plasma was used for this study as it is known
to cause considerable sputtering of Cu walls and re-deposition as discussed in the chapter 7.
To begin with, an erosion experiment was performed without B field. The discharge was run
with RF power of 55 W and 1 Pa He pressure. This RF power corresponded to a self-bias of
-150 V in absence of a notch-filter. The discharge was allowed to run for 8.5 h in presence of a
notch-filter. Without B field, the plasma extends in the entire FMU maximising the area of the
sputtered wall. After the discharge, both M1 and M2 were coated with Cu deposits as observed
in figure 7.9a and b. EDX analysis on the insets of M1 indicated a 3-4 nm of Cu deposition.
The deposition was more significant towards the edge of the mirror in proximity of the walls,
while it was lower in the center. EDX measurement on the central inset of M2 also detected a
Cu re-deposition of 3-4 nm. Hence the net deposition on both M1 and M2 is identical, which
is understandable owing to the system geometry and the fact that both are in a DC-grounded
state. On the floating Si wafers on M2 however, there was a Cu deposition of roughly 35 nm.
This was the total re-deposition over the duration of experiment which was not sputtered back.
Hence the rate of wall re-deposition was 4.11 nm/hr. It is worth noting that the dark colour on
the M2 (figure 7.9b) comes from the deposits of previous experiments, and are not relevant to
the current experiment.
Next, an experiment was done in B-field at α = 45◦ . The discharge was run with RF power
200 W and 1 Pa He pressure, in presence of a notch filter. This RF power corresponded to
a self-bias of -20 V without notch filter. The discharge was allowed to run for 3 hours. As
described previously, in presence of a B field the plasma extends in a cylindrical column wetting
the adjacent wall region. Post the experiment, a circular region was sputtered on the adjacent
chamber wall in the shape of the mirror M1 as observed in figure 7.10(a). This sputtered region
corresponds exactly to the wetted area of the extended plasma column as observed in 7.10(b).
M1 appeared mostly clean as observed in figure 7.9(c), although with an edge deposition. EDX
analysis on the insets of M1 indicated no Cu deposition, verifying that M1 was dominantly
eroded during the experiment. The edge with Cu deposition was also the region of M1 closest
to the wall with a distance of 15 mm. We speculate that this length is very small to sustain
a plasma discharge. As a result, the edge region only receives re-deposition from the adjacent
walls without being sputtered back. However, on the remaining portion of M1 the plasma
erosion outweighs the wall re-deposition, leading to a clean surface. EDX measurement on the
central inset of M2 detected a Cu thickness of 3-4 nm, indicating that there was a minute wall
re-deposition. The low wall re-deposition is due to the wall sputtered is in the proximity of
M1 (far from M2). The floating Si wafers on M2 also indicated a 3-4 nm Cu deposition. This
implies that the net wall deposition on M2 (difference of the total wall re-deposition and total
M2 erosion) was equivalent to the total wall re-deposition, hinting that there was no absolute
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Figure 7.9: Images of (a) M1 and (b) M2 after plasma discharge without B field;(c) M1 and
(d) M2 after plasma discharge in B field and α = 45◦ ; (e) M1 and (f) M2 after plasma discharge
in B field and α = 20◦
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erosion on the surface of M2. This can be explained by the fact that plasma does not wet the
surface of M2, leading to an absence of ion sputtering.
Lastly, an experiment was done in B-field at α = 20◦ . The discharge was run with RF power
200 W and 1 Pa He pressure, in presence of a notch filter. This RF power corresponded to a
self-bias of -50 V without notch filter. The discharge was also allowed to run for 3 hours. Post
the experiment, an elliptical region was sputtered on the adjacent chamber wall as observed in
figure 7.10(c). This sputtered region corresponds to the wetted area of the extended plasma
column as observed in figure 7.10(d). M1 appeared to be sputtered and clean after the discharge
as observed in figure 7.9(e). EDX analysis detected no Cu on M1, verifying M1 was eroded over
the experiment. The lack of any edge re-deposition on M1 can be explained by the fact that
the minimum distance between M1 and the adjacent wall in this case is 70 mm (much larger
than 15 mm with α = 45◦ ). This allows for a plasma to be sustained in the region allowing
the entire mirror to be in a erosion dominated regime. M2 was coated with Cu deposits as
observed in figure 7.9f. EDX measurement on M2 insets detected a Cu re-deposition of 27 to
47 nm, while that on floating Si wafers indicated a 19 to 54 nm Cu deposition. The equivalent
deposition on insets and Si wafers again are indicative of a lack of plasma sputtering of M2,
which is understandable owing to lack of wetted area by the plasma column. M2 however has a
high deposition since the plasma column now sputters the wall adjacent to M2 as indicated in
figure 7.10d. A deposition from the adjacent sputtered wall combined with the lack of erosion
due to the absence of plasma interaction with M2 leads to a net deposition as high as 50 nm.

7.5

Impact of geometric changes in FMU

Experiments were also performed in the FMU to study the influence, if any, of wall surface
structure and geometry on the net wall sputtering and re-deposition on the FMs (M1 and M2)
in B-field. M1 was powered in presence of a notch-filter, leading to a zero self-bias on it. M2 was
also grounded in these experiments and had floating Si probes attached to its surface, similar
to the section 7.4. Ar was used as the discharge gas and the angle α was equal to 45◦ in these
set of experiments.
The impact of wall surface topography was studied using Cu cube walls (figure 7.2a). To
begin with, erosion experiment was performed with flat Cu walls which serves as a reference.
The discharge was run with RF power 250 W and 1 Pa Ar pressure, in presence of a notch filter.
The RF power corresponded to a self bias of -25 V without notch filter. For this experiment no
pre-matching was used, which resulted the high power required for the small self-bias achieved
without notch filter. The discharge was allowed to run for 2 hours. Post the experiment a
circular region was sputtered on the adjacent chamber wall in the shape of the mirror M1 as
observed in figure 7.11a.The result is identical to that observed with He plasma, wherein the
plasma column sputtered a similar circular pattern on the adjacent wall. M1 was clean of any
wall deposits, which was verified via EDX analysis. M2 on the other hand had a minute Cu
deposition of 2 nm as the wall sputtered is at a considerable distance from M2. Images of M1
and M2 after the experiment are indicated in figure 7.11b and c respectively.
Following this, the flat Cu cubes in the FMU were replaced with sawtooth Cu cubes. The
discharge was run with RF power 140 W and 1 Pa Ar pressure, adding a notch filter. The RF
power corresponded to a self bias of -50 V without notch filter. The power was reduced since
a pre-matching capacitor was used this time at M1. The discharge was allowed to run for 2
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Figure 7.10: Image of the Cu cube walls after the experimental discharge and the corresponding
schematic of the experimental configuration at (a), (b) α = 45◦ and α = 20◦ .The CAD image of
the FMU is displayed with the cubes marked 1 and 2 corresponding to the cubes shown in (a)
and (c). The circular pattern in cube 1 of (c) comes from the previous experiment which was
conducted with α = 45◦ . The only sputtered region relevant to α = 20◦ is indicated with the
dotted circle.
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Figure 7.11: Image of the flat walls (a) and saw-tooth walls (d) surrounding the mirrors M1
and M2 after the discharge displaying the circular sputtered pattern adjacent to M1. The cube
number 1 and 2 are as defined in figure 7.10; Image of (b) M1 and (c) M2 after discharge in flat
wall FMU; Image of (e) M1 and (f) M2 after discharge in sawtooth wall FMU
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Figure 7.12: (a) Image of the FMU interior with Cu liner after the experiment displaying the
sputtered pattern adjacent to M1; (b) image of the powered mirror M1 and (c) M2 after the
experiments with the Cu lined walls.

Figure 7.13: Image of the (a) FMU with grid frame, (b) powered mirror M1 and (b) the
grounded mirror M2 after the experiments with the grid walls

hours. Post the experiment a circular region was sputtered on the adjacent chamber wall in
the shape of the mirror M1 identical to that obtained with flat wall as observed in figure 7.11d.
Additionally, M1 was clean and free of any Cu deposits, while M2 had a net deposition of 2 nm
identical to that obtained with flat walls. This clearly indicates that with Ar plasma in B field,
changing the wall surface topography has no net influence on the sputtering and re-deposition
on the FMs.
Next, the influence of a grids was investigated by using gridded frame (figure 7.2b) between
the FMs and the wall. To obtain a reference, an experiment was first performed without the
gridded wall, i.e., with the default cylindrical Cu walls. The discharge was run with RF power
140 W and 1 Pa Ar pressure, in presence of a notch filter. The RF power corresponded to a
self bias of -50 V without notch filter. The discharge was allowed to run for 2 hours. After the
experiment a circular region was sputtered on the adjacent wall region in the shape of the mirror
M1 as observed in figure 7.12a. The sputtered pattern is indicative of the confined plasma beam
interaction with the adjacent wall surface as observed in previous experiments. M1 was clean
and no Cu was detected upon EDX analysis, indicating that it was sufficiently eroded. M2 on
the other hand had a Cu re-deposition layer of roughly 10 nm on both the insets as well as the
Si wafers.
Following the experiment, a frame with grids was inserted in the FMU. The discharge was
run with RF power 40 W, 1 Pa Ar pressure and a notch filter. The RF power corresponded to a
self bias of -50 V without notch filter. The discharge was allowed to run for 2 hours. After the
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experiment, a circular sputtered pattern was observed on the grid adjacent to M1 similar to the
previous experiments. The Cu liner over the cylindrical walls was removed and there was tiny
spot of sputtering observed in the region that lied below the grid. M1 appeared to be sputtered
and clean as observed in figure 7.13b. EDX analysis detected no Cu on M1, verifying M1 was
eroded over the experiment. EDX measurement on central inset and Si wafers on M2 detected
Cu re-deposition of < 1 nm. This indicates that presence of grids in FMU can diminish the
re-deposition on M2 in B-field by over 90 %. It is worth noting that M2 itself appears coated in
figure 7.13c, however this is deposition from previous experiments and not relevant to the current
experiment. Only the data collected on central inset and the Si wafers is to be considered.

7.6

Outcomes

• Presence of a 3 T B field significantly influences the plasma properties. In particular the
plasma is confined into a beam that extends from the powered electrode in direction of Bfield. At a constant ionizing potential and pressure, the self-bias voltage can vary between
0 and 100 % by changing the angle α between the surface normal of the powered electrode
M1 and the B field. This variation is a direct result of the changing wetted area by the
plasma beam. Furthermore, spiral probe measurements in magnetized plasma indicated
that the plasma potential oscillates with a very high amplitude (16 to 30 V), while the
mean plasma potential also increases by 2-3 times when compared to non magnetized
plasma (Vp ∼ 45 V with notch-filter) at same parameters.
• Presence of B-field, as well as the varying angle between the B field and the mirrors,
significantly influenced the wall sputtering and the re-deposition obtained on M1 and M2.
In absence of B field, there was net deposition of 4 nm on both M1 and M2. In the
presence of B field and α = 45◦ , M1 was clean albeit with an edge re-deposition, owing
to a lack of discharge in the 15 mm gap between the edge and the wall. M2 was, however
comparatively clean with 3-4 nm deposits measured on it, as the wall surrounding M2 is
not sputtered by the plasma column in this configuration. At α = 20◦ , M1 was completely
clean without any edge re-deposition since the minimum distance between the edge and
the wall was 70 mm allowing a plasma discharge. M2 in this case was heavily deposited
since the wall around it was sputtered while M2 itself was not. The results are promising
since they indicate that plasma cleaning with notch filter allows for effective cleaning of M1
and M2 in the presence of B field. However, the cleaning and re-deposition is significantly
dependent on the angle between the B field and the mirror. In the perspective of ITER,
this would mean the mirrors would require an optimal angle to have no edge deposition
on powered M1 and avoid wall deposition on grounded M2 at the same time.
• Changing the wall topography (using 3 mm sawtooth structures) led to no net change in
the re-deposition on M1 or M2, in comparison to flat wall surface. Using grids, however, led
to a lowering of wall sputtering and re-deposition on M2 by over 90 %. Use of grids is hence
a promising mitigation strategy that can be adopted for lowering of wall re-deposition on
M2 in ITER in presence of a strong B field. Use of grids can eliminate the need to power
M2 separately for cleaning of the surface.

Chapter 8

Plasma-surface interactions in
magnetic field
In ITER, the plasma cleaning of FMs would involve interaction of plasma with the surfaces of FM
as well as the surrounding walls. The optimal cleaning conditions would require a homogeneous
FM cleaning with minimal re-deposition of wall material also sputtered by the RF plasma,
which is not very well understood particularly in the presence of B-field. Hence it is important
to investigate the plasma surface interactions with a particular focus on the erosion of surfaces
and the distribution of the sputtered particles after erosion, both in absence and presence of
B-field. This is the subject of investigation of this chapter.
We begin by studying the erosion pattern of FM relevant surfaces in varied B-field strengths
ranging from 0 to 3 T in 8.2. The knowledge of surface erosion would allow us to understand the
homogeneity of FM cleaning in ITER relevant conditions particularly in presence of B-field. In
8.3, we investigate the distribution pattern of the sputtered particles upon bombardment with
CC RF plasma in presence of 0 and 3 T B-field. The knowledge of this would help us understand
the pattern of sputtering of the walls adjacent to the FMs in absence and presence of B-field
and ways to minimise them. Lastly in 8.4, we discuss the outcomes in the light of application
in ITER.

8.1

Experimental preparation

The experiments were performed in the LAMP equipment (figure 3.4), the details of which are
presented in section 3.1.5. For the study of surface erosion of FMs, the electrode displayed in
figure 3.5a was used. The electrode held circular samples with diameter of 48 mm which were
powered via RF. The samples were made of Cu substrate and coated with roughly 200 nm of
Mo via magnetron sputtering. The experiments were conducted both in absence and presence
of B-field with θ = 95◦ , where θ is the angle between B-field and surface normal of the electrode
as displayed in figure 8.1a. The discharge parameters for the experiments are displayed in table
8.1. The surface of the samples was characterized via EDX analysis along ten equidistant points
along two perpendicular axes as indicated in figure 8.1b. One of the axes of measurement is in
orientation of the B-field while the perpendicular axis is in orientation with the E × B direction.
The EDX measurement at the mentioned points on the sample is done both before and after
the experiment, and the data is fitted via StrataGEM software to obtain the change in the film
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Figure 8.1: (a) Schematic of the electrode of the LAMP equipment, for surface erosion study
displaying the angle θ between the surface normal and B-field; (b) Image of the 48 mm sample
displaying the points of measurement in the direction of and perpendicular to the B-field.
Parameter
RF frequency
Discharge gas
Pressure
Self-bias voltage
B-field strength
θ (with B-field)

Value
60 MHz
Argon
1 Pa
-100 V
0, 0.1, 0.5 and 3 T
95◦

Table 8.1: Discharge parameters used in the surface erosion study
thickness at the specific point. Doing the same on all the points gives the profile of erosion on
the sample both in the direction of as well as perpendicular to B-field, allowing us to study the
homogeneity of surfaces after plasma sputtering.
For study of the sputtered particle distribution, the electrode displayed in figure 3.5b was
used. As indicated in the figure, the electrode held samples with a diameter of 20 mm, which
were powered via RF. Two circular Cu samples were used for the study : (a) flat sample and
(b) sawtooth sample, the images of which can be observed in figure 8.2b,c. The flat sample, as
the name suggests has a flat surface morphology. The sawtooth sample has protruding sawtooth
structures with a height and separation of 3 mm. The electrode head also consists of frames
in horizontal and vertical direction, represented as X and Y in figure 8.2a. The frames were
electrically isolated and had slots for inserting silicon samples to collect the sputtered particles.
Since the frame is isolated, the Si samples remain on a floating potential and hence collect all
the deposits without getting sputtered back. This allows for determination of the re-deposition
distribution in the X and Y direction. The experiments were conducted at θ = 95◦ and θ = 135◦ .
The discharge parameters for the experiments are displayed in table 8.2. The Si samples are
characterized after the experiment via EDX analysis to determine the thickness of Cu deposition
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Figure 8.2: (a) Schematic of the electrode of the LAMP equipment, for sputtered particle
distribution study; Images of the 20 mm (a) flat and (b) sawtooth sample (with height 3 mm
and angle of sawtooth surface 45◦ ) used in the electrode.
Parameter
RF frequency
Discharge gas
Pressure
Self-bias voltage
B-field strength
θ (with B-field)

Value
60 MHz
Argon
1 Pa
-100 V
0 and 3 T
95◦ and 135◦

Table 8.2: Discharge parameters used in the sputtered particle distribution study
on them. Thickness of Cu deposits obtained from all the Si samples help in tracing the sputtered
particle distribution from the electrode.

8.2

Surface erosion

To begin with, a dummy sample was introduced in the sample holder and a parametric study
was conducted to study the influence of varying B-field on the self-bias potential developed on
the electrode. For this purpose a discharge was generated with parameters presented in table
8.1, the RF power was kept constant at 50 W, and the B-field was increased from 0 to 3 T. The
results can be observed in figure 8.3a. As indicated, the absolute self-bias potential is maximum
(most negative) at 0 T, and undergoes a significant decrease reaching a peak of -90 V at around
0.1 T. This is due to the confinement of discharge upon addition of B-field, which reduces the
available grounded area leading to a diminution of self-bias potential (equation 2.25). Increasing
the B-field further decreases the self-bias potential gradually from -110 V at 0.2 T to -70 V at 3 T.
This could originate from a change in collection of charged particles by the powered electrode.
Another explanation could be a switch in plasma heating mode as discussed in [221]. As the
B-field increases, the electron Larmor radius becomes smaller than the order of the discharge
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Figure 8.3: Variation of the (a) self-bias potential at constant power of 50 W and (b) power to
maintain a constant self-bias of -100 V, with increasing B-field.

length. This changes the dominant electron heating mechanism from a stochastic sheath to a
bulk electron heating mode, which is accompanied with a change in plasma density, and hence
self-bias voltage. Similar observations were also made in [219]. Further, the influence of B-field
was studied on the RF power required to keep a constant self-bias potential. For this purpose,
the RF power was adjusted to always maintain a self-bias potential of -100 V with increasing
B-field, the results of which are presented in figure 8.3b. As indicated, the RF power required
to maintain a constant self bias increases from 25 to 75 W with increasing B-field from 0 to 3 T.
This can be understood since with increasing B-field, the confinement of the discharge increases
which reduces the grounded area and hence the self-bias potential. So in order to maintain
the same self-bias potential, the RF power has to be increased which increases the ion flux and
ultimately the grounded area.
Post the parametric study, long exposure plasma experiments were conducted to study the
homogeneity of surface sputtering. Initially experiment was conducted at 3 T B-field. Assuming
an ion temperature of 3 eV, the larmor radius of Ar+ ions ρi in 3 T B-field can be calculated
via equation 2.38, which comes to roughly 0.5 mm. The mean free path of Ar+ ions li in 1 Pa
pressure is 6.4 mm. Hence, ρi < ¯l, implying that the ions undergo multiple gyro-rotations before
suffering a collisions. Hence at 3 T, the ions are magnetized. The discharge was generated with
75 W of RF power to attain a self-bias of -100 V on the sample. In order to examine the erosion
of the Mo coating on the sample, it is crucial to ensure that it is not completely sputtered.
Hence, the discharge was done in small time steps of 10 minutes and examined visually to check
the status of sputtering. Visual examination is possible as Cu (substrate) and Mo (coating) has
distinct colours. Hence if Mo coating is completely removed, one can observe the emergence
of Cu on the surface. The discharge was allowed to run for a total of 21 minutes. After the
exposure, the Mo coating was eroded in an extremely non-homogeneous fashion as observed in
figure 8.4a. EDX analysis was done along the X and Y directions of the electrode to obtain
the erosion rates. In some points of measurement, the Mo coating was completely removed. At
these points a rough ‘projected’ erosion rate is added based on the trend, and this would be the
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Figure 8.4: (a) Image of the sample, (b) erosion rate in the X-direction and (c) erosion rate in
the Y-direction, after plasma exposure in 3 T B-field.
only one used in the discussions. As indicated in figure 8.4b, in the X-direction (perpendicular
to B-field) there was an erosion peak situated roughly in the center of the electrode (between
5x and 6x). The peak erosion rate was as high as 800 nm/h while it decreased to 400 nm/h
towards 10x and 200 nm/h towards 1x. This erosion peak results from an increased ion density
in the E × B direction, which has been reported in several studies [222–224]. In the Y direction
(parallel to B-field), the erosion rate increased monotonically from 1y to 10y. A similar erosion
trend in direction parallel to B-field was also reported in [219]. The reasons for the increase in
the erosion rate are unclear, however we speculate that this comes due to differences in the ion
fluxes along the different points along the Y axis.
Next, the experiment was conducted at 0.5 T B-field. At this field, the ρi of Ar+ ions increases
to 3.5 mm, which is again lower than the ¯l (6.4 mm). Hence, the ions are still magnetized,
although considerably less than that at 3 T. The discharge was generated with 40 W of RF power
to attain a self-bias of -100 V on the sample, and was allowed to run for a total of 28 minutes.
After the discharge, a non-homogeneous erosion pattern was observed visually on the surface
as indicated in figure 8.5a. EDX analysis along the X-direction led to a peak erosion rate of
roughly 400 nm/h at 7x position (figure 8.5b). Hence, the erosion peak was shifted from centre
in the direction of the E × B drift. This peak erosion rate was roughly half of that obtained
with 3 T. The erosion rate declined on both sides of the peak to as low as 80 nm/h at 10x and
40 nm/h at 1x. In the Y direction, the erosion rate again increased monotonically from 1y to
10y reaching over 700 nm/h.
Further, the experiment was done at B = 0.1 T. At this field, the ρi of Ar+ ions further
increases to 16 mm, and hence are no longer magnetized as ρi is greater than ¯l (6.4 mm). The
discharge was generated with 35 W of RF power to attain a self-bias of -100 V on the sample, and
was allowed to run for a total of 90 minutes. After the discharge, a non-homogeneous erosion
pattern was again observed visually on the surface as indicated in figure 8.6a. There was again
an erosion peak in the X direction, with the peak erosion rate of roughly 200 nm/h as indicated
in figure 8.6b. The erosion profile was relatively flat in comparison to that obtained with 3
and 0.5 T. The erosion peak also shifted from centre of the electrode in the direction of the
E × B drift. Interestingly the shift of the erosion peak from the centre is in a similar range
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Figure 8.5: (a) Image of the sample, (b) erosion rate in the X-direction and (c) erosion rate in
the Y-direction, after plasma exposure in 0.5 T B-field.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Image of the sample, (b) erosion rate in the X-direction and (c) erosion rate in
the Y-direction, after plasma exposure in 0.1 T B-field.
as observed on samples with 0.5 and 3 T B-field. The E × B drift velocity is essentially E/B,
hence decreasing the B-field should increase the drift velocity. However, it also depends on
E = VDC /Lsh (Lsh being the sheath thickness). Decreasing the B-field increases the Lsh , and
hence decreases E. As the VDC is constant in our experiments, the decrease in B is roughly
compensated by a consequent decrease in E, keeping the drift velocity constant. Hence the peak
erosion obtained at different B-fields is roughly shifted by the same amount from the center. In
the Y direction, the erosion rate increased monotonically from 1y to 10y reaching over 200 nm/h,
in a trend similar to that obtained with 0.5 and 3 T field.
In vertical erosion profile in all the cases can also be explained by the fact that the sheath
thickness is non uniform across the surface of the electrode at grazing angles with magnetic field.
At the edge of the electrode, the sheath is thinner compared to the plasma beam, resulting in
a higher flux of ions bombarding the edge giving a higher erosion rate. On the other hand,
at the centre of the electrode, the sheath is thicker resulting in a lower flux and hence a lower
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Figure 8.7: (a) Image of the sample, (b) erosion rate in the X-direction and (c) erosion rate in
the Y-direction, after plasma exposure in absence of B-field.

erosion rate. Moreover, while the E × B drift is experienced in the sheath, it is worth noting
that the same drift is also experienced in the magnetized plasma column along with diamagnetic
current drifts [225]. In the presence of a B field, the charged particles rotate around the magnetic
field line. The direction of gyration is such that the magnetic field generated by the charged
particle is opposite to the external field. As a result, the plasma particles tend to reduce the
magnetic field. Therefore, the plasma are diamagnetic. These drifts in the plasma column can
explain the horizontal shift in the erosion peak as observed in all the horizontal erosion profiles.
Experimental studies are currently underway for a better understanding of these phenomena
and their impact on the obtained erosion profiles.
Finally, an experiment was done at 0 T or in absence of B-field to compare the erosion rates
with that obtained in B-field. The discharge was generated with 25 W of RF power to attain
a self-bias of -100 V on the sample, and was allowed to run for a total of 190 minutes. There
was no visual change observed on the sample as indicated in figure 8.7a. The erosion rates were
similar in both X and Y directions at roughly 2 nm/h. The erosion was homogeneous on the
electrode except for at the edges (10x,y and 1x,y), where the erosion rate increased to 10 nm/h.
The stronger erosion at the edges is due to higher ion fluxes on the perimeter of the electrode
which comes due to the addition of E-field lines from the grounded shielding around the sample.
Similar edge effects during mirror cleaning have been reported earlier [219].
The erosion rates in the different B-fields along the X and Y direction are summarised in
figure 8.8. As indicated, the erosion becomes increasingly non-homogeneous with the increasing
B-field. In the X-direction, an erosion peak emerges in presence B-field which becomes sharper
with increase in B-field. In the Y direction, the surface erosion moves from a homogeneous
profile at 0 T to a monotonically increasing erosion profile at larger B-fields. The degree of inhomogeneity directly increases with the increasing B-field. This has significant consequences for
FM cleaning in ITER as it would operate in B-fields as high as 3.5 T. Hence a non-homogeneous
FM erosion is expected with a high degree of inhomogeneity, calling for further research into
ways of mitigating it.
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Figure 8.8: Comparison of the erosion rates in different B-fields in (a) X-direction and (b)
Y-direction for plasma exposure in different B-fields.

8.3

Sputtered particle distribution

Six different experiments were conducted using the flat and the sawtooth electrodes using parameters in table 8.2. The RF power was always adjusted in different experiments in order to
have a constant self-bias voltage of -100 V on the electrode. The experiments were carried out
for different durations since the presence of B field as well the angle between the electrode and
B field influence the deposition. The durations of experiments were chosen based on preliminary
tests.
Due to the asymmetry of the areas of the two electrodes (sample and wall), the sample
attains a negative self-bias of -100 V. As a result, the surface of the electrode gets sputtered
with Ar ions corresponding to an energy of e(Vp -VDC ). In absence of B-field, the Vp ∼ 30 V,
making the ion energy equivalent to 130 eV. This configuration is analogous to a system wherein
the plasma is driven with a notch-filter and plasma potential reaches 130 V, such that the ions
hit the surface of the grounded wall with 130 eV. Hence the knowledge collected from this study
would allow us to understand an approximate sputtering pattern that would be obtained in
first mirror units with different shaped wall structures. Furthermore, we would also be able
to estimate the sputtering patterns in presence of B-fields, allowing us to determine ways to
minimise wall sputtering and deposition which is a significant problem in plasma cleaning with
notch-filter.
Flat sample
To begin with, an experiment was performed without B-field to serve as a reference. A plasma
was excited with Ar gas using the parameters described previously for 6 hours. The self-bias
was -100 V and hence the ion energy on the electrode was roughly 130 eV assuming a plasma
potential of 30 V. The image of the plasma around the electrode can be observed in figure 8.9a
and the resulting sputtering distribution is given in figure 8.10a. As indicated, the thickness
measured in both the X and Y direction was of the same order. The maximum deposition rate in
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Figure 8.9: Image of the flat electrode with plasma in (a) 0 T, (b) 3 T and θ = 95◦ , and (c) 3 T
and θ = 135◦ .
both the X and Y direction was roughly 4 nm/h. A heart-shape distribution was obtained in the
X direction. This is typically indicative of low energy ion sputtering (130 eV in our experiment)
which results in a underdeveloped collision cascade and consequently an anisotropic distribution
as observed. This is discussed in detail in chapter 2. The distribution in the Y direction was also
in the similar order, with a few points of discrepancy which are however within the experimental
uncertainty (∼ 2 nm/h).
Further, the experiments were done in the presence of 3 T B-field. The electrode was positioned to have θ = 95◦ , and subsequently the plasma was excited with the reference parameters
for 1.5 hr. 18 W of RF power was applied to obtain a self-bias of -100 V. The duration was chosen based on preliminary tests which indicate sufficient sputtering and quantifiable deposition
obtained in 1.5 hr. The final distribution is presented in nm/h, making the results of different
experiments comparable despite varied durations of discharge. The excited plasma extends in
the direction of B-field as indicated in figure 8.9b. The resulting sputtering distribution was
significantly influenced due to the B-field as can be observed in figure 8.10b and c. The peak
deposition rate in the X direction was roughly 130 nm/h, while that in the Y direction was
90 nm/h. These rates are over 20 times larger than that obtained in absence of B-field, clearly
indicating that B-field leads to enhanced sputtering of the electrode. The distribution in the Y
direction was enhanced in the orientation of the B-field. The distribution in the X-direction as
well was enhanced in the E ×B orientation. This can be explained by the fact that the sputtered
Cu particles can get ionised in the sheath, which makes them gyrate and follow the direction of
B-field, increasing the deposition in the corresponding direction. The gyration of the Cu ions is
also the reason for an increase in the deposition observed in the E ×B orientation. Furthermore,
the distribution as well as the peak in the X and Y direction were similar.
Another experiment was done by increasing θ to 135◦ . A similar discharge as before was
generated and allowed to run for 4 hr. Only 14 W of RF power was applied in this configuration
to obtain a self-bias of -100 V. The image of plasma can be observed in figure 8.9c and the
result of distribution can be observed in 8.10b and c. The peak deposition rates in the X and Y
direction was roughly 24 nm/h, which is still over 6 times larger than that without B-field, but
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Figure 8.10: Results of the absolute distribution in polar coordinates obtained with the flat Cu
electrode in (a) 0 T (b) 3 T and X direction, and (c) 3 T and Y direction.
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Figure 8.11: (a) Schematic of sawtooth alignment with X direction; Image of the sawtooth
electrode with plasma in (b) 3 T and θ = 95◦ , and (c) 3 T and θ = 135◦ .
considerably lower than that obtained at θ = 95◦ . The lower deposition in comparison to θ = 95◦ ,
can be explained by the fact that a lower RF power is coupled in the plasma leading to a lower
ion flux and a consequently lower sputtering rate. Furthermore, the geometric configuration of
the Si samples at θ = 135◦ increases their distance from the gyrating Cu ions leading to a overall
lower deposition. However, the pattern of deposition distribution in both X and Y direction was
identical to that obtained with θ = 95◦ . This clearly indicates, that changing the angle between
B field and electrode surface can significantly alter the sputtering and net deposition obtained.
From the observed distributions, it indicates that in a DC-grounded electrode first mirror
cleaning configuration in ITER, plasma cleaning in presence of B-field will lead to a higher sputtering and deposition when compared to cleaning without B field. Hence, to reduce re-deposition
it would be preferable to perform cleaning without B-field. However, from the obtained results
it can also be inferred that in presence of B field it would be preferable to have larger θ for lower
sputtering and re-deposition.
Sawtooth sample
In the next set of experiment, the sawtooth sample was placed in the sample holder. The
sawtooth was aligned to face the X frame as can be understood from figure 8.11a. Initially an
experiment was performed without B-field to serve as a reference. A discharge was excited with
Ar plasma with the parameters described previously, and was allowed to run for 12 hours. The
result of distribution can be observed in figure 8.12a. The peak deposition rate was roughly
3.5 nm/h, which is of the same order as that obtained with flat electrode without B-field. The
distribution in the X direction was asymmetrical and increased in the direction facing the longer
edge of sawtooth while the thickness at the opposite end was negligible. While the ions arrive
the electrode normally, they strike the surface of sawtooth at an incident angle of 45◦ due
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Figure 8.12: Results of the absolute distribution in polar coordinates obtained with the sawtooth
Cu electrode in (a) 0 T (b) 3 T and X direction, and (c) 3 T and Y direction.

to the geometrical asymmetry of the sawtooth in X direction. This changes the distribution
pattern from a symmetric one to that oriented towards the end opposite to the longer edge of
the sawtooth. This is discussed in detail in chapter 2. In the Y direction, the distribution was
rather symmetric and heart-shaped, as there is no geometrical asymmetry in this orientation.
Furthermore, the deposition rates in both the X and Y directions were of similar order.
Further, the experiments were done in the presence of 3 T B-field. The electrode was positioned to have θ = 95◦ , and subsequently the plasma was excited with the reference parameters
for 1.5 hr. 22 W of RF power was applied to obtain a self-bias of -100 V. The excited plasma
extends in the direction of B-field as indicated in figure 8.11b. The resulting sputtering distribution can be observed in figure 8.12b and c. The distribution in the Y direction increased in the
direction of the B field with a drop at polar angle of 0◦ . While the extension of the distribution
is a result of B-field, the drop at polar angle of 0◦ is due to the geometry of the electrode. The
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distribution in the horizontal direction increased in the direction of larger edge of sawtooth.
This distribution is a mix of the geometric effect produced due to the sawtooth structure of the
electrode as well as the gyration of the ionised Cu atoms after sputtering. Furthermore, the
distribution as well as peak in the X and Y direction were of the same order, as also observed
with flat sample. The peak deposition rate in the X direction was roughly 70 nm/h, while that
in the Y direction was 60 nm/h. These rates are over 20 times larger than that obtained in
absence of B-field with the same electrode, again indicating that presence of B-field enhances
sputtering and deposition. However, the rates in both X and Y direction are lower by over
1.5 times than that obtained with flat electrode in similar discharge conditions as observed in
figure 8.13a and b. This indicates that having structured surfaces can lower re-deposition, as the
sputtered material can get deposited back on the electrode both by the virtue of the geometry
as well as the B-field prompt re-deposition.
Lastly an experiment was done by increasing θ to 135◦ . A similar discharge as before was
generated and allowed to run for 4 hr. 21 W of RF power was applied in this configuration to
obtain a self-bias of -100 V. The image of plasma can be observed in figure 8.11c and the result of
distribution can be observed in 8.12b and c. The peak deposition rates in the X and Y direction
was roughly 30 nm/h, which is again over 6 times larger than that without B-field. However it
is considerably lower than that obtained at θ = 95◦ . This trend is identical to that observed
with flat electrode and can be explained in a similar manner. The pattern of deposition in Y
direction was identical to that obtained with θ = 95◦ , although 6 times lower. Interestingly, at
this angle the peak deposition rates as well as the deposition pattern was quite identical to that
obtained with flat electrode at similar conditions as observed in figure 8.13a and b. However,
it is worth noting that the RF power applied with sawtooth electrode (21 W) is higher than
that applied on flat electrode (14 W) to achieve the same bias voltage, implying that there is
a possibility of a higher ion flux and consequent sputtering rate of sawtooth electrode. Hence,
it is not easy to draw a straightforward conclusion by the comparison of the sawtooth and
flat electrode sputtering distributions. We can however speculate that the net deposition with
sawtooth electrode is lower than that with flat electrode due to prompt re-deposition of the
sputtered Cu atoms on the electrode due to the geometry and the Cu ions due to the gyration.

8.4

Outcomes

Presence of B-field significantly influences the homogeneity of surface erosion of FMs. The main
outcomes from the corresponding study were,
1. The erosion of surface is fairly homogeneous in absence of B-field, with exception for edges
where the erosion rate is higher due to edge effects. Addition of B-field increases the rate
of surface erosion by over 15 times at 0.1 T and by over 80 times at 3 T.
2. The surface erosion becomes increasingly non-homogeneous with addition of B-field and
the degree of inhomogeneity increases directly with the B-field intensity. The erosion has
a peak in the E × B direction and the peak is shifted from the centre in the direction
of the E × B drift. The erosion in the direction of B increases monotonically along the
surface. The overall trend of surface erosion in the B and E × B directions remain similar
at B-fields from 0.1 to 3 T, although the rate of erosion increases by over 5 times.
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Figure 8.13: Results of the absolute deposition distribution for the flat and sawtooth electrodes
in the (a) X and (b) Y directions in polar coordinates obtained with B-field.
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The results have significant implications for ITER, where there could be a presence of upto 3-5 T
B-field during plasma cleaning of FMs. It implies that the cleaning of FMs would be extremely
non-homogeneous and additional strategies need to be adopted to ensure a homogeneous cleaning
of FM surfaces, such as adopting a process gas which sputters mainly the deposits (Be and W)
without sputtering the FM material and increasing the cleaning duration. However, this would
imply increasing the duration of cleaning significantly, and this could increase the probability of
inducing surface damage to the clean mirror. Further research is hence necessary in this area.
Presence of B-field also significantly influences the distribution of the particles sputtered
from the surfaces upon bombardment with magnetized ions. The main outcomes from the
corresponding study were,
1. 3 T B-field significantly increases the rate of re-deposition of particles sputtered from the
electrode surface (by over 20 times). This is also in concurrence with the surface erosion
results, where the rate of surface sputtering also increases by over 80 times at 3 T B-field.
The difference in the rate of erosion and rate of deposition can be attributed to the fact
that not all the particles sputtered from the surface are re-deposited on the Si samples
used for analysis.
2. The direction of deposition can be varied by changing the angle between the B-field and
the surface normal. Deposition is maximum when surface is almost parallel to B field
(θ = 95◦ ), and it decreases with increase in θ.
3. The direction of deposition can also be varied by changing structure of the electrode surface
from flat to sawtooth. Changing the surface from flat to sawtooth also decreases the overall
deposition since a fraction of the particles sputtered get re-deposited on the electrode itself
when using a sawtooth surface.
In this experiment, the sample was powered. However, this analogy can be used for grounded
First Mirror Unit (FMU) walls in presence of notch filter plasma in ITER. The walls could be
designed in a similar fashion, so as to change the direction of sputtering and direct the deposition
away from the DC-grounded FMs. For the plasma cleaning of ITER FMs in a DC grounding
configuration, it is apparent from the results that the re-deposition will be lower when cleaning
is done without B field when compared to with B field. Without B field, the direction of redeposition can be altered when using a sawtooth wall surface in comparison to a flat wall surface.
When the cleaning is done in B field however, the re-deposition is up to 20 times larger. In this
case the re-deposition is lower when the angle between the B field and wall surface normal θ is
135◦ when compared to θ = 95◦ . Having a sawtooth surface in B-field can however lower the
overall deposition when compared to flat wall surface. Hence from all the observations, having
a sawtooth wall surface with large θ in B-field is the most optimum configuration to reduce
re-deposition.

Chapter 9

Conclusions and perspectives
9.1

Summary

At the beginning of the work for this thesis, the plasma cleaning of DC grounded FMs in ITER
was relatively understudied. For a successful implementation in ITER diagnostic systems, it was
requested to understand the plasma physics as well as the plasma-surface interactions concerned
with the subject. The main objectives of this thesis were: (i) Study of RF plasma cleaning
of FMs after exposure in ITER relevant conditions and deposits, (ii) RF plasma physics of
DC-grounded FM system and development of mitigation strategies to counter the parasitic wall
deposition induced by the DC-grounding in a real size mock of the first mirror unit, and (iii)
Study FM cleaning with DC-grounded system as plasma surface interactions in presence of high
magnetic field.
Cleaning of FMs with CC RF discharges in different sputtering regimes was the main subject
of investigation of chapter 4. We began with plasma cleaning of steam ingressed FM samples
(nano-crystalline Rh and single-crytalline Mo) mimicking the coolant leak event that could occur
in the ITER lifetime. As a result of the steam exposure, a thin Rh oxide (∼ 5 nm) and a thick
Mo trioxide layer (∼ 150 nm) is formed on the corresponding FM surfaces leading to a significant
drop in their specular reflectivites. However, it was possible to recover the FM optical properties
to their pristine states via CC RF plasma cleaning using Ar at 230 eV ion energy. Chemical
sputtering regime was also investigated by bombarding Mo trioxide surface with H2 plasma, and
was observed to reduce the oxide as well as the oxidation state of Mo. However, Ar plasma was
necessary for a complete removal of oxide and optical recovery of the FM. Nano-crystalline Rh
FMs developed voids along the grain boundaries as a result of the steam ingress procedure, which
also increased their diffuse reflectivity. With Ar plasma sputtering however, it was possible to
remove the affected layer of the FM surface and obtain a near pristine surface. Single crystalline
Mo FMs on the other hand, did not develop any voids and was cleaned successfully.
Further in chapter 4, we conducted an experimental study on deuterium plasma sputtering
of mixed Be-W layers mimicking deposits in ITER at different ion energies (70 and 220 eV). The
Be-W layers were lab grown on FM substrates (Mo and Rh), where concentration of W in the
layers varied from 2 to 8 at.%. The evolution of the W concentration in the deposits during the
plasma sputtering depended considerably on both deuterium ion energy as well as the initial
concentration of W in the films. With 220 eV sputtering, a rapid enrichment of W was observed,
with all the W changing from Bex W to metallic W/oxides. With 70 eV sputtering however there
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was no net change in the W concentration, as long as the initial concentration of W in the film
was below 4 at.%. Moreover, the W remained considerably in the state of Bex W after the
sputtering as well. However, a W enrichment was also observed with 70 eV sputtering, when the
W concentration in the films was higher (8.3 at.%). The rate of W enrichment was also observed
to increase monotonically with the increase in the initial concentration of W in the deposits.
SDTrimSP simulations indicated that sputtering yield of Be increased with W concentrations
in the Be-W layers due to backscattering of D projectiles off W atoms, resulting in a faster W
enrichment. Finally, we conducted cleaning experiments on FM samples exposed in JET-ILW
campaigns in a mix of different process gases and ion energies to obtain cleaning parameters
for tokamak relevant deposits. Low energy (70 eV) He and D2 plasma led to slow reduction of
Be deposits (∼ 0.4 nm/h) and an enrichment of W in the deposits after long exposures, which
stopped the cleaning of Be deposits. High energy (320 eV) He plasma helped in removal of W
and Be deposits (∼ 1.6 nm/h), but also led to W enrichment. High energy (220–320 eV) Ar
plasma was deemed necessary for a complete removal of W, Be and other contaminants (last
∼ 10 nm of surface thickness) and recovery of optical reflectivity. However, Ar sputtering also
led to an increase in diffuse reflectivity due to surface damage occurring from high energy Ar
ions.
In chapter 5, we moved on to CC RF discharges with DC-grounded electrodes to study the
plasma physics underlying the ‘notch-filter’ FM cleaning proposal in ITER. DC-grounding the
electrode with notch-filter led to a significant increase of plasma potential from 20 to 147 V, while
the electrode representing FM itself had a zero self-bias. The plasma properties were investigated
using electrodes with conducting and insulating surfaces as well as electrodes combining both in
different proportions (‘hybrid electrodes’). The nature of the surface of the powered electrode
as well as the presence of the notch filter were found to highly influence the plasma potential,
Vp . For the electrode with a conducting surface Vp ∼ 20 V and ∼ 150 V were found in the
absence and the presence of the filter, respectively. For the electrode with an insulating surface,
the bias voltage built up directly at the plasma interface, thus the filter had no effect and a
plasma potential of ∼ 20 V was found. For the electrodes with different conducting/insulating
proportions of their surface, Vp ranged between the above values. Particle-in-Cell/Monte Carlo
Collisions calculations for identical conditions with hybrid electrodes predict double-peaked ion
energy distribution at the powered electrode with peaks corresponding to eVp at the conducting
surface and e(Vp − VDC ) at the dielectric surface along with a lowering of the plasma potential
(when compared to wholly conducting electrode), a trend that was observed experimentally. The
simulations also indicated that changing the area ratio between 20 and 80 had no significant
impact on the plasma properties.
In chapter 6, we conducted an experimental investigation studying FM cleaning and wall
deposition in presence of a notch-filter in ITER sized mock up of a first mirror unit (FMU).
As observed in chapter 5 for a highly asymmetric configuration, in case of the FMU a high Vp
resulting from the addition of a notch-filter led to significant sputtering of the FMU walls which
was observed to deposit on the FM materials during the discharge, making the RF cleaning
process ineffective. To counter the wall deposition on FMs, three different mitigation strategies
were developed and studied. Firstly, wall materials with different sputtering energy threshold
Eth were used in the FMU, and a portion of the FM was electrically isolated from the RF to
utilise the double-peaked ion energy distribution as predicted in the previous chapter. The Eth of
the wall materials, as well as its native oxide layers, had a significant influence on the deposition
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observed on the FMs. Wall surfaces with high Eth were unsputtered and the FM was free of wall
deposits as expected. However, wall surfaces with low Eth were considerably sputtered and there
was a net wall deposition on the DC-grounded parts of the FM, while electrically isolated parts
were still relatively clean indicating that the isolated region of the FM was sputtered with a
higher energy due to development of VDC on its surface as predicted previously. Secondly, effect
of floating FMU walls were studied, while keeping the FMs grounded. Here the walls developed
a floating potential Vf and the ion energy at the walls was lowered to e(Vp − Vf ). The floating
walls, in this case, were relatively unsputtered and the FMs experienced a net cleaning with
total reflectivity of the mirror preserved at pristine mirror levels. Thirdly, influence of grounded
grids between the FMs and walls was studied, such that the plasma was confined within the
grids. The ion energy distribution obtained at the walls was double peaked, indicating presence
of fast ions arriving from the plasma, and cold ions generated upon charge exchange collisions
between the fast ions and neutrals, and the proportion of the two varied significantly on the
process parameters. Grids also led to a reduction of the ion flux at the walls by over 60 % and
consequently the calculated wall sputtering rate. This was verified in a long plasma exposure
in a gridded FMU, wherein the FM was sputtered with a high flux of fast ions from plasma,
while the walls were sputtered with a relatively low flux of fast and cold ions. The resulting FM
surface was free of wall deposits, although with an edge deposition while its optical properties
were preserved to pristine mirror levels. The grids were also sputtered in this case but negligible
amount of grid deposition was measured on the FM. The studies indicate that wall materials
with lower Eth , electrical isolation of FM, electrical isolation of walls as well as using grids
between FM and walls can serve as excellent mitigation strategies to minimise wall sputtering
and promote FM cleaning in presence of a notch-filter.
In chapter 7, we investigated the influence of a 3 T magnetic field on the FM cleaning and wall
deposition in another mock FMU. The field led to confinement of plasma into a beam extending
from FM in the direction of B-field and considerably influenced the plasma properties. The
self-bias voltage varied upon changing the angle α between the surface normal of FM and the
B-field, resulting from the changing wetted area by the plasma beam. B-field as well as varying
α significantly influenced the wall sputtering and the deposition obtained on mirrors M1 (first
mirror) and M2 (second mirror) in presence of a notch-filter. At α = 45◦ , M1 was clean albeit
with an edge deposition while M2 had ∼ 3 nm of wall deposits. Decreasing α to 20◦ , increased
the wetted area and the resulting deposition on M2 to as high as 50 nm. M1 was completely
clean without any edge deposits. Using grids between FM and FMU walls, could however reduce
the wall deposition on M2 by over 90 %, a mitigation strategy that is proved fruitful even in
presence of B-field.
Finally in chapter 8, we focus on the plasma-surface interactions, particularly surface erosion
of FMs and deposition distribution of wall surfaces in presence of magnetic field up to 3 T.
Addition of B-field significantly increased the erosion rate as well as the inhomogeneity of FM
surface erosion. The degree of inhomogeneity increased directly in the B-field intensity, where
the erosion profile had a peak in the E × B direction and a monotonically increasing erosion
rate in direction of B. Furthermore, the trend of FM surface erosion remained similar at Bfields ranging from 0.1 to 3 T, although the erosion rate increased by over 5 times. 3 T B-field
also increased the rate of wall surface deposition by over 20 times. Furthermore, the direction
of deposition could be varied by changing the angle α, where deposition was maximum when
surface was almost parallel to B-field (α = 45◦ ). Changing the surface topography from flat to
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sawtooth also changed the direction of deposition as well as reduced the overall deposition due
to capture of sputtered particles back on sawtooth surface.

9.2

Implications for ITER

The results produced in this thesis provide a direct implications into the RF plasma cleaning of
FMs in ITER. They are summarised as follows:
1. Our studies on steam ingressed FM samples (chapter 4) indicate that it is possible to
sputter away the steam induced oxide from the FM surfaces via Ar plasma cleaning and
restore the optical properties to their pristine state after a VVICE event in ITER. NcRh
is a better in resisting steam oxidation than ScMo, as the Rh oxide formed on NcRh in
steam ingress conditions is over 10 times lower than Mo oxide formed on ScMo. However,
on the short end, they develop voids in the coating unlike ScMo which leads to lowering
of optical properties. Additional experiments are required for a detailed study of void
origination along the grain boundaries during exposure to steam ingress conditions. Furthermore, plasma cleaning, depending on excitation frequency and ion energy, typically
has an inhomogeneity in the erosion where the centre is sputtered more than the edges
as in B-field experiments. While this doesn’t affect the mirror over a single sputtering
cycle, it could lead to a modification in the original geometry of its surface upon multiple
cleaning cycles as projected over the lifetime of ITER and needs to be considered for the
design of FMs.
2. Our studies with deuterium plasma sputtering of mixed Be-W layers (chapter 4) shed
considerable light on the viability of deuterium as a process gas for plasma cleaning of
FMs in ITER. As can be inferred, the ideal case scenario for cleaning of mixed Be-W
deposits with deuterium plasma would be to keep the rate of W enrichment minimal so
as to maximise the removal of Be from the deposits. As long as the W concentration in
the deposits is low (< 4 at.%), the Be can be sufficiently removed with 70 eV deuterium
ions without considerably enriching the W in the deposits. With 220 eV however, where
the physical sputtering of Be dominates, the W enrichment rate increases considerably.
This leads to formation of a metallic W layer, slowing down and eventually stopping the
removal of Be from the deposits. Hence, 70 eV deuterium cleaning is optimum for removal
of Be deposits when the concentration of W in the film is below 4 at.%. However, if the
W concentration in the deposits is high (> 8 at.%), the W enrichment rate increases
even at lower ion energy (70 eV), making deuterium cleaning undesirable. Additional
measurements are necessary with deuterium plasma to identify suitable ion energies to
have a sustained cleaning of Be in mixed Be-W deposits when the W concentration is high
(> 8 at.%).
3. Our studies on JET-ILW exposed samples (chapter 4) agree with the W enrichment upon
prolonged plasma cleaning with deuterium and helium at both low and high energies,
although at different rates. It further sheds light on the fact that high energy Ar sputtering
is vital for a complete removal of all W deposits and complete recovery of reflectivity. It
however ends up increasing the diffuse reflectivity of FMs. Hence the best case scenario in
ITER would be a prolonged cleaning with low energy (∼ 70 eV) deuterium plasma, with
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a final cleaning with Ar plasma minimising the total duration of Ar cleaning. Further
experiments are required in this area to obtain the optimal parameters for implementation
in ITER.
4. Our studies with RF plasma cleaning with a notch-filter (chapter 5 and 6) show that
DC grounding of FMs as proposed in ITER will lead to a significant increase of the
plasma potential, and the ensuing wall sputtering will lead to its deposition on the FMs.
Consequently, the erosion of the mirror is hindered, making the plasma cleaning process
ineffective. This hence necessitates mitigation strategies to counter the wall deposition in
ITER FMUs.
(a) Electrical isolation of the FM, which leads to a development of a negative self-bias
VDC on the FM surface, provides a promising mitigation technique to keep the DCgrounded FMs in a net erosion regime, as observed in our results. Due to the additional bias, the ion energy on the isolated FMs increases to e(Vp − VDC ), while the
walls are sputtered with a lower eVp . While we only isolated a small portion of the
FM, the isolation can be applied on the entire FM in ITER which can further aid in
lowering the plasma potential similar to that of a conventional capacitively coupled
plasma [2]. This lowering of Vp and the development of a VDC can enhance the mirror
sputtering and eliminate the wall deposition leading to effective cleaning of FMs even
in a DC-grounded configuration.
(b) Isolating the wall components from the ground, which leads to development of a
floating potential Vf on the walls also serves as a favourable mitigation technique to
minimise and even eliminate the wall deposition on the FMs. While the ion energy
at the floating walls is nearly a constant at e(Vp − Vf ), the ion energy at the grounded
FMs eVp can be sufficiently increased to create optimum conditions for FM erosion in
ITER. The wall isolation also allows both M1 and M2 to be cleaned simultaneously
in the FMU, while powering only one FM with notch filter. The technique could also
be implemented on specific wall portions in ITER FMUs, that have a higher risk of
sputtering in different FMU geometries. One such example can be floating the wetted
region of the FMU wall via plasma column in presence of B-field. This would allow to
selectively minimise the sputtering of wall portions and subsequently the deposition
on the FMs.
(c) Installing grounded grids between the FMs and adjacent walls can serve as an excellent
mitigation strategy by limiting the plasma-wall interaction and its sputtering. The
CX collisions between the fast ions departing the grids and neutral atoms lead to
formation of slow ions and an exponential reduction in the fast ion flux. The ion flux
as well as the energy load on the walls in this case can be controlled by varying the
process and system parameters as discussed in our results. This way a significant
control can be obtained on the wall sputtering in ITER FMUs. Application of grids
can allow for a simultaneous cleaning of M1 and M2 in presence of a notch filter as
well, and can be implemented on the desired regions of the FMU.
5. Our studies with RF plasma cleaning with notch-filter in 3 T magnetic field (chapter
7) show that the RF plasma is confined and the wetted area is significantly reduced in
presence of B-field. This wetted area and consequent wall sputtering can be controlled
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by changing the angle between M1 and B-field in ITER FMUs. Furthermore, they also
indicate that both M1 and M2 can be cleaned without a major threat of wall deposition
in magnetic field. However, the cleaning and deposition is significantly dependent on the
angle between the B field and the mirror. Deposition on M2, however, can be minimised
further by installing grids between the mirrors and the walls.

6. Our studies with plasma surface interaction of FMs in magnetic field (chapter 8) indicate that homogeneity of surface erosion in high B-field can be a major issue in ITER.
At B-fields as high as 3 T the degree of inhomogeneity is extremely high on FM surface
where maximum and minimum erosion rate can differ by a factor of 5 on the same mirror. Additional strategies need to be adopted to ensure a homogeneous cleaning of FM
surfaces, such as adopting a process gas which sputters mainly the depositants (Be and
W) without sputtering the FM material and increasing the cleaning duration. However,
this would imply increasing the duration of cleaning significantly, and this could increase
the probability of inducing surface damage to the clean mirror. Further research is hence
necessary in this area, particularly in understanding the reasons behind the inhomogeneity
in the vertical erosion profile. Some of the proposed tasks are to investigate the erosion
profile as a function of the change in the connection length of the plasma column with
the grounded wall, prompt re-deposition along the vertical profile and sheath screening
depending on the angle α.
7. Our studies with interaction of wall surfaces with plasma in magnetic field (chapter 8) wall
deposition is up to 20 times larger in 3 T magnetic field in comparison to that in absence
of it. In this case the deposition is maximum when the surface of FM is almost parallel
to B-field. Having a sawtooth surface in B-field can however lower the overall deposition
when compared to flat wall surface. Hence from all the observations, having a sawtooth
wall surface with large angle α in B-field is the most optimum configuration to reduce
deposition in ITER diagnostics. These must however be verified by additional studies.
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